
SAN SArIN

SANSkrIT wOrDS SEEN IN 27 khMEr PrOVErBS

a Glance through sanskrit, Proverbs and Khmer cultural 
context.

A proverb would have been considered as an equivalent to 
a big and thick book. In ancient time a proverb can resume an 
exhortation, an appeal to reason, a reprimand, a justice, a taking 
care of love. without speaking of philosophy, a proverb is a popular 
wisdom. It conveys the first steps of truth, the realistic aspects of 
things, and in a few words it embodies living voice of humanity. 
Any civilization through its own language has a collection of 
proverbs which are capable to hold on the signications facing 
elaborate philosophy and sophisticated thought.

Mankind has created various tools to satisfy the need of all 
kind. Otherwise, a proverb could be viewed as a tool functioning 
like a whip made of words. human being lashes a whip against 
the ground to call upon anyone to a good sense in life as a proverb 
is the fruit of experiences through generations. A proverb may be 
considered as a lengthening of human intelligence as well as a 
tool is an extension of hands.

Mankind has laid down a wisdom and a proverb, in its simple 
expression, is still an evidence through ages. Does one know 
when a proverb will reach a regression? Facing the prowess of the 
forthcoming technology, spiritual feeling would have a restricted 
place as life is more surrounded by bodily needs, by diseases, 
by a progressive degradation of natural resources and by an ill-
working of living framework. Consequently, mankind could 
have left proverb as well as dead body had been abandoned at a 
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secluded place in the forest. The question whether to contemplate 
a limit of a proverb or not will be being discussed. If mankind 
should ever reach an opportunity of getting rid of proverbs, witty 
means of intelligence were likely misused.

The world had had many prophets; proverbs have not been 
substituted by their “good sayings” generally uttered before 
crimes and tortures. Is a proverb capable of stopping the 
slaughters, the massacres, the silliness and the arrogance? It 
appears that a proverb would have heard in a hopeless situation of 
a heart-gripping crime and irreparable conditions of blood-shed 
by a powerless witness.

Sanskrit culture, endowed with the sacred sense and great value 
of the Veda, has an important collection of proverbs. Like other 
cultures of mankind, proverbs are the storehouse of collective 
memory heaped up by experiences. 

The purpose of the present task has two or three incidental 
steps implying historical bonds between Cambodia and India. 
At the dawn of history, khmer people had been in close contact 
with Indian culture. The chronological facts of growing up of 
khmer country through Indian pattern of ruling institution is 
known by many scholars in the fields of archaeology, epigraphy, 
architecture, decorative arts of monuments and sculptures. The 
development of khmer culture was due to various and important 
Sanskrit works having brought in Cambodia. khmer culture 
knew Sanskrit language before Påli.1 The French scholar George 

1  The aspects of the question was known to many scholars of George Coedès’s gen-
eration. It has been neglected by many western survey since the end of 60’s. It is clear that 
Påli language came in khmer country through Theravada Buddhism since the middle of 15th 
Cent. A.D., cf. San Sarin, Gratefulness (˝I∏ GU¡) in cambodian Behaviour, issued in Indian 
Epic Values, råmåya~a and Its Impacts, Proc. of the 8th International råmåya~a conference, 
Leuven, 6-8 July 1991, pp. 221-228, edited by G. Pollet, Uitgeverij Peeters en Departement 
Oosterse Studies Leuven, 1995; the same paper is printed in Vaπmaya, vol. VI, edited by Dr. 
Gautam Patel, Sanskrit Sahitya Academy, Gujarat, 2002, pp. 61-67. According to the inscrip-
tion of Vo-Canh found in the actual region of Nha-Trang (at the place called as khanh-hoa), 
Sanskrit language would have been used in the royal chancellery, cf. George Coedès, Les 
états hindouisés d’Indochine et d’Indonésie, ed. De Boccard, Paris, 1964, p. 82, Theravåda 
Buddhism used Sanskrit language had been effectively testified in Nagar Bhnam (Fou-nan, 
according to Chinese records) since the 3rd Cent. A.D.; this Buddhism was well-developed in 
khmer country till the Vth and VIth Cent. A.D., cf. G. Coedès, ibid., p. 120. About the date 
of this inscription, cf. D. C. Sircar, Date of the earliest sanskrit inscription of campå, in J. 
Greater India Soc., VI, 1939, p. 53-55; G. Coedès, La date de l’inscription sanskrite de Vo-
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Coedès had suggested another scope of survey by foreseeing an 
inherent aspect of Indian culture expressed by khmer feeling and 
capability through many evidences. George Coedès recommended 
the forthcoming scholars for some cases intending to form a 
correct estimate of “the power of penetration” of Indian culture 
in South East of Asia by taking into account “the importance of 
what it is still extant”.2 In practical way, the George Coedès’s 
idea would deal with a possibility to appreciate the degree of 
penetration of Indian culture in khmer society, which the matter 
is wittingly concerned. Collecting khmer proverbs having 
Sanskrit words used in them seems to be one of the means to 
measure the degree of penetration indicated above. In the same 
time, the present first step of scanning 27 khmer proverbs will 
bring in the sense of Cambodian attitude with regard to Sanskrit 
language. One will be able to appreciate the semantic platform 
considered from khmer side. The last point is very important as 
it is connected with a) action, b) relation of cause and effect and 
c) morals in working. In the present scope, a good or acceptable 
behaviour of a scholar must naturally follow from that degree of 
penetration set up by G. Coedès. Then, the scope of study cannot 
be avoided nor twisted it.3 

canh, Ind. hist. Quart., XVI, 3, 1940, 72, 484; E. Gaspardonne, La plus ancienne inscription 
d’Indochine, in J. Asiat. T. CCXLI, 19, 477-485; k. kumar Sarkar, the earliest inscription of 
Indochina, in sino-Indian studies, V, 2, 1956, pp. 77-87; k. Bhattacharya, Précisions sur la 
paléographie de l’inscription de Vo-canh, in artibus asiae, t. XXIV, 1961, pp. 219-224.

2  G. Coedès, Les états hindouisés…, ibid, pp. 69-70, 453-454. After a long period of 
staying in khmer society, G. Coedès had seen many attempts to have some hindu elements 
ejected out of khmer cultural sphere. Even five centuries after the collapse of Angkorian 
Empire (1435 A.D.), many Pårag¨, (Brahmins of khmer country) are still present in the 
important ritual ceremonies in the royal Palace. At the page 269 of his book, G. Coedès 
pointed out a religious symbiosis among ®‚is’ practices, Çivaism and Buddhism throughout 
many countries having received hindu dharma in the 10th Cent. A.D. The facts of religious 
symbiosis had been obviously recorded by A. Leclère in Cambodia at the end of 19th Cent. 
till the beginning of the 20th Cent.; A. Leclère’s book is cambodge, fêtes civiles et religieuses, 
Imprimerie nationale, Paris, 1916, 661 pages. I brought in my contribution in the matter. A 
form of religious symbiosis had been lasting in khmer country till the present day. By survey-
ing khmer Theravåda Buddhism, I wrote an article issued at Varanasi, San Sarin, Buddhism 
transformed: religious Practices and Institutional Interplay in cambodia, in the Indian 
Journal of Buddhist studies, vol. 10, n. 1 & 2, Varanasi, 1998, pp. 116-140.

3  The matter and the spirit are related of a methodological view. It depends on what one 
is going to have as an upshot of all investigations. I have just put forward the three heads as 
they must be the ground of a proper methodological view owing to what one is keen to rightly 
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Khmer proverbs, oral tradition.

khmer language uses till nowadays the word subhåsit to 
point out a proverb. It is a påli form subhåsita < past partic. of 
bhåsati, “well spoken, good words”. Sanskrit form of subhåsit is 
su-bhåsita, of course; it means “eloquent”; “good saying, witty 
saying”.4 khmer people follow the same word as do påli and 
sanskrit languages.5 

focus the insight of the matter. More than forty years I am in the field and I had had a best 
opportunity to meet Prof. Jean Filliozat and I had unceasingly worked with André Bareau 
for more than twenty years since I had been in France. Prof. Jean Filliozat took time to listen 
to one who forms a project of investigation. he made one feel his taste for philosophy that 
meant his comprehensive opening of spirit. he took proper care of the source of topic. having 
heard the outline of the elements of theme, he was handy to give advice which was fitted for 
a good deal. Prof. André Bareau was a level-headed person and time is on his side. Before a 
forthcoming work, he wanted to be informed about the state of documents and the possible 
conditions of documentation. he was aware of quicksands, which it is easy to be grasped. 
without any word, he wished to know adequate ways to deal with the needs of an author and 
his own background. Jean Filliozat and André Bareau shared two things: they were not trust-
ful in any system as they found out weak and discordant rules in it. Both of them called upon 
carefulness. I had proposed to both of them to consider a balance between the view given by 
a western observer and the one of a national of a country of which a subject is in dissertation. 
They had sincerely agreed with me. where will I meet the similar scholars in France? I had 
been in Buddhist philology and in philology and history with André Bareau. Avoid fumbling 
in mind for a way out, which I had been taught. The balance may be considered in case of a 
valuation of the upshot. Breaking new ground seems to tick over at a decade before the end 
of XXth Cent. A.D. About the countries which are in the orbit of Indian cultural world, the 
history and its chronology have been reaching an acceptable position of knowledge after more 
than eight decades of constant and great efforts. Now, the moment may be devoted to the 
impacts of Indian cultural elements among various populations in a large geographical area. 
The analysis of the impacts must be extended and enlarged. In this view, a competent, native 
observer is needful as it can see the matter from the inner part of his own society. Moreover, 
he is able to provide what an alien observer cannot do. The task is beyond a particularity; it 
has a complexity which requires a permeated skilful criticism. It is not a matter to convince 
anyone. A good upshot does not fail to harp upon the balance in a valuation and also balance 
is efficient at handling a device. what I just have said is intended to have people informed on 
researches and some laborious ways aiming at obtaining a result. The present article will show 
forth what I like best are the difficulties.

4  rhys Davids, T.w. & william Stede, the Pali text society’s Pali-English Dictionary, 
London, 1st edition 1921-1925, 738 pages. M. Monier-williams, a sanskrit-English Diction-
ary, Oxford University Press, 1st edition 1899.

5  The word subhåsita is used or associated with the title of an anthology or a compi-
lation of sanskrit proverbs: subhå‚itåval⁄ of Vallabhadeva. Ed. Peterson and Pt. Durga 
Prasad, Poona, 1886; subhå‚itaratnabhå~∂ågåra (or Gems of Sanskrit Poetry), com-
piled by kashinatha Pandurang Parab, pub. Nirnaya Sagar press (5th ed.), Bombay, 1911; 
Çatakatrayådisubha‚itasaπgraha of Bhart®hari. Cr. Ed. By D.D. kosambi Bharatiya Vidya 
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khmer contribution to popular proverbs in Cambodia cannot in 
any way be compared to Indian publications as indicated in foot-
note. In the catalogue of the publication of Buddhist Institute of 
Phnom Penh of the year 1965, only a short compilation of khmer 
proverbs is seen among 170 titles issued by the Institute;6 this 
compilation bears a title as cpåp’ subhåsit, it can be rendered 
as “a Code of Conduct [through] proverbs”. Some proverbs are 
selected according to a moral tenet. khmer proverbs had no 
importance in printing activities of the Institute. They would have 
been labelled as usually bearing a squib of rural countryside. 

In the catalogue7 issued by French printing office, khmer 
proverb is totally absent. The department of manuscripts of 
French library had been set up since 1863 A.D. (for khmer 
section). Many French scholars of those days were not lucky at 
coming back home with a manuscript of khmer proverbs. 

Some years after Independence of Cambodia (1953), private 
editions had published some short compilations for school-children. 

The political power had set up the ministry of Public Instruction 
and the programme followed French way of education from 
30’s. They neglected the khmer traditional teaching8 and many 

Bhavan, Bombay, 1948; subhå‚itaratnakoça compiled by Vidyåkara. Ed. D.D. kosambi and 
V. V. Gokhale, havard University Press, Cambridge, 1957; subhå‚itahåråval⁄ of the poet hari 
(or Bhånu Bha††a), ed. by G. C. Tripathi, rashtriya Sanskrit Saµsthåna, Prayåga, 1984, 356 
pages (anukrama~⁄, çuddhipatram).

6  The Buddhdist Institute of Phnom Penh had been named as Braª råj Pa~~ålay, “roy-
al Library”. It had been founded in 20’s. Suzanne karpelès, a French scholar, assumed the 
management under the authority of the Ministry of Cults. The “royal Library became the 
Buddhist Institute round 30’s. Then, all activities were submitted under the manumission of 
the Buddhist modernist monks (known as buok dharm thm⁄) as they represented the official 
Buddhism backed up by political power.

7  AU Chhieng, catalogue du fonds khmer, Imprimerie nationale, Paris, 1953, 307 pages.
8  The khmer traditional teaching maintained its working role in society till the end of the 

Second world war. The education of young people was assumed by Buddhist monks as they 
usually followed the practice left by the past. The whole royal administration had been filling 
up with the men turned out by Buddhist monastery. The schools organized by Buddhist monks 
were called as sålå vatt which had been disappeared by the conditions stirred up by political 
power. Consequently, khmer authentic value had been progressively given up. The opposite 
of sålå vatt was sålå påråµπ, “school (organized by) French (administration)”. One may take 
note: Champa, F., L’organisation de l’enseignement au cambodge, in asie française, 1, pp. 
29-33, 1912. russier, henri, L’enseignement élémentaire au cambodge, in revue indochi-
noise, 4, pp. 409-420, 1913. Brachet, F, L’enseignement populaire et les écoles de pagode au 
cambodge, in Bulletin générale de l’instruction publique, 4. 12, pp.53-60, 1923. Manipoud, 
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attempts had been regularly done to have it turned down and 
finally suppressed. The situation of modernism extended by the 
power was harmful to khmer national value, included proverbs 
being one of its composing elements. khmer proverbs held back 
the oral tradition which is still the solid framework of life. They 
had been taking possession of oral literature with the force of 
living voice. The oral literature is the proper mark of populations 
in rural countryside. These populations had no police force, but 
their mind was constantly wide-awake owing to active brain.9

The main part of khmer proverbs had been recorded by Dr 
Pannetier at the beginning of the last century. Dr Pannetier’s 
record is the only printed “anthology” known to western world10. 
It has more than two hundreds proverbs. Though I know them 
according to what I had been turned out, it is in good sense to 
follow Dr Pannetier’s work as it is still the valuable informations 
on proverbs. Instead of setting up another form of classification,11 
the forthcoming survey has already a ground or an outline of a 
state as matters stand.

The Dr Pannetier’s record is the good one for a person who has 

L., Les écoles de pagodes rénovées de la province de Kampot, Imprimerie tonkinoise, hanoi, 
1930, 14 pages; La rénovation des écoles de pagodes au cambodge, Imprimerie A. Portail, 
1935, Phnom Penh, 1935, 18 pages. 

9  An example of living creation of a proverb may be shown here. Under the permanent 
terror organized by khmers rouges in Cambodia from April 1975 till January 1979, hopeless 
populations, having observed the arrogance of communist agents of all degrees, created the 
following sentence: s⁄ chπåñ’ bå~ijj våy kaµdec yodhå vedanå anak yak kår(a~a) h⁄hå kam-
måbhipål paek kpål prajåjan, “the intendants’ [sections] eat tastefully, striking till breaking 
down [all resistance] is (the mission) of army, investigators (go through) distressing (situa-
tions), controllers of (all) actions are swelling and the heads of people are broken”. The sen-
tence stamps for ever the realistic aspects of the total criminal acts. To save their cartridges, 
any slandered person or any supposed culprit was killed down by hitting the head by means 
of hoe or a wooden stick. I save anyone the hideous aspects of explaining each word. who are 
responsible to the massacres? 

10  Dr Pannetier, sentences et proverbes cambodgiens, in B.E.F.E.O., t. XV, hanoi, 1916. 
In connection with proverbs, it may be noticed a very short note left by yukanthor (Princess 
Pingpeang), Folklore cambodgien: sentences cambodgiennes – adages et dictons, in France-
asie, 18. 8. pp. 812-813, 1947.

11  If I can do, I will not set up another useless classification. I have seen in khmer studies 
where many nonsense ways are maintained; many systems of classification had been pro-
duced with a view to clear up the same material. After a long run, one may have wasted time 
to turn round the classification. I confess I feel the big question of liberty which normally is 
the guard-rail. Never a perfect or an absolute classification exists.
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a clear and competent background in khmer culture. There are 
already ninety years after the publication of Dr Pannetier’s record 
till the present day. It presents accordingly a barrier that may induce 
anyone to sink into confusion. The barrier is set by the transcription 
laid down by Dr Pannetier. The correct transliteration12 had been 
hardly known and the study of khmer general literature was in 
the pioneers’ days. Dr Pannetier is not be reproached about his 
transcription. The latter would likely deviate one who is not skilful 
in khmer literature from the right comprehension.

Dr Pannetier’s transcription cannot be a tool to find out a 
correct spelling and the lines of scripture in khmer language. 
This is an opportunity to set off the 27 proverbs to their fullest 
advantage and the present gesture evinces the possible movements 
of deformation of khmer scripture and language by using the 
universal transliteration. By the way the forthcoming readers will 
be able to have the proverbs appropriately protected for ever.13

Dr Pannetier’s transcription involved partially an awkward 
translation. The principal cause was the comprehension of khmer 
language, especially the right sense through the semantic platform. 
what the outcome reveals the Dr Pannetier’s limits. Some errors 
and misinterpretations leap up to the eye. A searcher without 
having to hint openly at them must improve the comprehension. Dr 
Pannetier’s survey had been at the beginning of khmer studies.14

12  Finot, L., Notre transcription du cambodgien in B.E.F.E.O., t. II, hanoi, 1902, pp. 
1-15 ; this was the first attempt of transcription. For the transliteration of Sanskrit and Påli, 
a system of latin scripture had been established by the 10th Orientalist Congress at Geneva 
in 1894. The system of transliteration had been knowing as Burgess Actes 29. Many editors 
throughout the world accept it. Moreover, the transliteration of khmer language, following 
the principe of Burgess Actes 29, needs more elements which are shown by Saveros Lewitz: 
Note sur la translittération du cambodgien, in B.E.F.E.O., t. LV, Paris, 1969, pp. 163-169.

13  when being informed about the interests and the steps of working, one may grasp the 
reason of the word barrier used in the text.

14  Some important studies on khmer language had been started by Janneau (G.) since 
1869. Semantics and the correct khmer were the topics of researches from the 3rd quarter of 
XIXth Cent. to the 1st decade of XXth Cent.; this is only a period preceeding the publication 
of Dr Pannetier’s record. Janneau, G., manuel pratique de la langue cambodgienne, listes des 
mots usuels groupés par catégories; dialogues pratiques et carton. Saigon, 1870, pp. 274. 
Aymonier, E., Dictionnaire khmer-français, Saigon, Imprimerie nationale, 1878, 436 pages. 
Moura, Jean, Vocabulaire français-cambodgien et cambodgien-français, Paris, Challamel, 
1878, 235 pages; it had been a good practical manual of language. Tandart, S., Dictionnaire 
français-cambodgien, Imprimerie de la société des missions étrangères, hongkong, 1910, 
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Like any proverb of other cultures and civilizations, a living 
image is needful to set up a concrete example and at last a 
spiritual case is held forth. Generally speaking, a proverb has a 
rhyme as it must be agreeable to listen to. when hearing some one 
saying a proverb, it is the that there have a rhythm well-articulate 
with rhyme. Sometimes, a rhythm and rhyme are enhanced by a 
redundancy. what was the rate of persons being able to read a text 
in ancient time? Listening to a person who said a proverb should 
be an agreeable moment. This was the power of oral literature. 
words, image, rhyme, rhythm, redundancy and spiritual thought 
are still the constituents of a good speech. One could always have 
said a proverb in earnest, he should not be joking.

In the present purpose, I endeavour to offer a view on these 
elements in khmer proverbs when a case will be worth while 
mentioning. Let’s take an example of a proverb without Sanskrit 
word (the analysis will follow the same way applied with Sanskrit 
word). It is intended to show a global scope.

[AAA]  tr⁄ kråñ’ chπåñ’ ⁄ jåπ tr⁄ a~†aeπ         chnåµπ eπ vaek 
eπ ceñ l¨k c¨l l¨k.

Translation.- “what [has] a kråñ’-fish15 to be more tasteful than 
an a~†aeπ-fish, [from] your cooking-pot16 and your soup-ladle of 

2 vols. 1104 p., 1135 p.; (it had been reprinted at Phnom Penh in 1935 with an index, (A. 
Portail). Dr Pannetier & Ménétrier, E., Eléments de grammaire cambodgienne appliquée, Im-
primerie du Protectorat, Phnom Penh, 1922, 266 pages.

15  Kråñ’-fish and a~†aeπ-fish are species of fresh water fishes; kråñ’-fish is tasteful with cara-
mel (tr⁄ kha). Kråñ’-fish has its legend connected with braª baisrab(a~a) (=khmer popular name 
of kubera); kråñ’-fish had been chosen to travel from khmer country to the residency of kubera at 
the high place of himavant (Bhnaµ Hemabånt in khm.). he had been introduced to kubera who 
received deep salutation of Kråñ’-fish sent by khmer people. he had insisted on asking something 
to feed people who had nothing to eat. The whole country had been in starvation, which he had 
declared the situation to kubera. he had stressed his long and painful journey and had complained 
that the Guardian of gods’ treasure should help powerless people. kubera granted a just request by 
giving an only seed of rice to Kråñ-fish. having offered thanks to the mighty Guardian and said 
good-bye to him, he came back to Kambujå country with a seed of rice. Then, he gave it to khmer 
people who developed the rices throughout the country. This had been the deed of Kråñ’-fish. A tr⁄ 
a~†aeπ, “a cat-fish”, has, in khmer country, four varieties: a~†aeπ πi, a~†aeπ πåµπ, a~†aeπ ¨puy 
and a~†aeπ dan’. All of a~†aeπ-fishes are tasteful in samla kak¨r, especially with phkå krasåµπ, 
“flower of Feroniella lucida”, or with tnot, i.e. unripe fruit of palm-tree (Borassus flabelliformis); 
the variety a~†aeπ dan’-fish is remarkably tasteful when it is grilled and taken with a jrak’ (a kind 
of “pickled preparation”) made of mamåñ, a species of annual herb (cleome gynandra L.). 

16  The words chnåµπ and vaek are seen in a well-known old tag as ka vaek ka chnåµπ, 
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your own you take nourishment as you go in and go out”.

Sense: a man may have a work (or a job) nearby his own family as 
he comes back home at twilight for taking daily care of his dearest ones. 

The rhyme follows the scheme:17

o o o o o o o o        o o o o o o o o

translation, annotation, Insight into the sense.

The translation is an approaching essay to get an idea in 
the matter. The annotation enlightens anyone on the possible 
meaning of a proverb by offering critical elements connected 
with the purpose. An insight requires ferreting ways in various 
fields. Still, all attempts are not conclusive. I don’t know how 
best to have the proverbs well-explained.

1. kuµ oy j⁄oe megh kuµ oy j⁄oe phkåy kuµ oy j⁄oe k¨n thå 
gmån sahåy kuµ oy j⁄oe m†åy thå gmån paµ~ul.

(n° 2 of Dr Pannetier, DrP).

Translation.- “Don’t trust in sky don’t trust in stars don’t trust in 
daughter to have no lover don’t trust in mother to have no debt”.

There is the expression kuµ oy j⁄oe; kuµ, particle of interdiction, 
prohibition, forbidding; kuµ frequently followed by an imperative.

“(just) starting with soup-ladle and cooking-pot”, which young couple is spoken of. 
17  The fundamental rhyme scheme of the proverb shows the pad båky(a) pråµ p⁄, “the 

scheme of eight syllables”. without going into the details of khmer prosody, this scheme has 
normally four parts (or ghlå). This present proverb has only two parts. The rhyme of the 1st 
part would be likely called as pad dansåy †oer brai, “a hare strolling in a forest”. The 2nd part 
would belong to the scheme pad yattibhaπg(a). Yatti seems to be a corrupted form of hybrid 
påli; yatti would be supposed to connect with yata of yAM-; bhaπga, may be understood as 
“breaking of “. Yattibhaπg(a) can be rendered as “breaking of self-control”. It will be hopeful 
to have an opportunity to clear up the diagram of the scheme.
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Oy j⁄oe: two verbs are associated; oy means “to give “, in proper sense; 
jioe, “to believe in, to trust in”. In communication, one tries to bring 
anyone round his own idea (or view) by means of convincing effort. One 
makes others believe in something. Oy has the sense of going or following 
what it is trustful in appearance. Oy and j⁄oe are under the power of the 
forbidding particle kuµ. Kuµ oy j⁄oe shows a subtlety in the language. 

Megh: megha, sk. “a cloud”; in khm., it means “sky, firmament”; 
khm. language has the word babak to point out “a cloud”.

thå: some persons see thå coming from kathå of sk.; khmer 
borrowing way has omitted the 1st syllable ka, which it could be true. In 
khm. thå announces a cause, a motive, a reason related to something; 
thå, according to På~ini‘s view is an affix as seen in the s¨tra V. 3.26: thå 
hetau cacchandasi // 26 // padåni // thå hetau ca chandasi //.

v®ttiª // kiµ çabdåddhetau varttamånåttha pratyayo bhavati cakåråt 
prakåravacane / chandasi vi‚aye / 

The affix thå bears the sense of “cause” (and also “manner”) after the 
word kim. Kim changes into ka and we have kathå which has the sense of 
wherefor? why? For what reason? how? The view may be entrusted by 
prakåravacane in the v®ttiª. The term ca of the s¨tra hints at prakåra°. It 
seems to be that thå in khm. may follow the idea expressed in the På~ini’s 
s¨tra above mentioned. In the s¨tra V. 3. 23 thå is pointed out by thål 
preceded by prakåravacane. (See also the såtra V. 32; V. 3.11 and VII. 2. 
103). yåska‘s Nirukta explained thå as a word, see in Chap. 3, section 16. 
yåska quoted some stanzas from  ¸gveda. 

thå is used two times in the proverb. thå is firstly a verb meaning “to 
say, to speak, to reproach, to reprimand”; thå is secondly a particle to point 
out what it continues in a speech.18 Guesdon recorded the same meaning 
as did Chuon Nath,19 except thå as particle.

sahåy: from sk. sahåya, saha + aya < e < I-, “to go together”, which 

18  Chuon Nath’s Khmer Dictionary, p. 386.
19  Guesdon’s lexicon khmer-French, p. 735; he recorded some interesting expressions 

with thå. In the preceding page, I have indicated the stanzas of the ¸gveda quoted by yåska; 
these are here as following: 

Hira~yar¨paª sa hira~yasaµd®gapåm napåt sedu hira~yavar~ah /
hira~yayåtpari yoner ni‚adyå hira~yadå dadatyannamasmai // 10 // ( ¸g.II. 35)
yåska quoted the 1st line of the stanza and he added “hira~yavar~asyevasya r¨popamå thå iti ca /

taµ pratnathå p¨rvathå viçvathemathå /”. The words ending with thå is seen in  ¸gveda V. 
44.1:

taµ pratnathå p¨rvathå viçvathemathå jye‚†hatåtiµ bårhi‚adaµ svarvidaµ /
prat⁄c⁄naµ v®janaµ dohase giråçuµ jayaµtamanu yåsu vardhase // 1 //
pratnathå: ind. “as formely, as of old, in the usual manner”; viçvathå: ind. “in every way, 

at all times”; imathå: ind. “in this way or manner”.
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is the 1st view; the second one is related to Prak®t, sakhåya < sakhi. The 
meaning is “a companion, follower, assistant, helper”. khmer language 
takes a pejorative sense as “a lover”. The protagonists of the forbidden 
practice are reprimanded as a transgression of customs concerning gestures 
and facts between young boys and girls. The words sahåy is sometimes 
associated with sman’; this latter comes from sk. samana meaning 
“amorous union, embrace”. khmer speech omits the inherent vowel a in 
the 1st syllable sa. sman’ increases the pejorative sense of sahåy.

The scheme of the proverb can be seen through the diagram.

o o o o o o o o        o o o o o o o o        o o o o o o o o

The proverb has three parts (or ghlå) each one of them has 
eight syllables. It obeys the principle of scheme pad båky(a) 
pråµ p⁄.20 The expression kuµ oy j⁄oe is repeated in four times. 
The using way of the expression kuµ oy j⁄oe recalls one to the 
pad phkå jh¨k r⁄k, “a lotus-flower (is) opening”.

Another form of the proverb is:

1* kuµ duk citt megh kuµ duk citt phkåy  kuµ duk citt k¨n thå 
gmån sahåy kuµ duk citt m†åy thå gmån pa~ul.

20  The fundamental scheme of the pad båky(a) pråµ p⁄ follows the diagram: 

o o o o o o o o        o o o o o o o o        o o o o o o o o        o o o o o o o o

o o o o o o o o        o o o o o o o o        o o o o o o o o        o o o o o o o o

This fundamental scheme is called pad båky(a) pråµ p⁄ såmaññ(a) according to the con-
cept of the principle. It is also pointed out as me båky(a) pråµ p⁄ dhammatå or me båky(a) prå 
p⁄ in short. Like in other schemes of khmer prosody, this fundamental scheme is developed or 
ornamented by particular figure of rhyme and consequently receives another name, of course. 
In khmer studies, it is seen an awkward way to show the rhyme by using the sign like XXX. 
In khmer way of teaching the prosody, the showing way of the ensemble of rhyme must offer 
what I just have done. Each round sign put together is called baπ tr⁄, “fish-eggs”; it is also a 
name of kpåc’, “motif”. The good example of this baπ tr⁄ is the “head band” of the pilaster of 
kompong Preah style, a khmer pre-Angkorian art, period of Tchen-La (reign of king Jaya-
varman 1st, 657-681 A.D.).
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This form uses the expression ku duk citt instead of ku oy j⁄oe. Duk 
citt and min duk citt21 are used in actual language.

2. S¨v slåp’ på kuµ oy slåp’ me        lic d¨k ka~†ål danle       kuµ 
oy tae bhloeπ cheª phdaª.

(n° 3 of DrP)

Translation.- “Better that the father should perish than the mother’s 
death, better that the boat should sink in the middle of a river than 
one’s own house which has been burning”. 

Phdaª, “a house”, comes from pada of sk. The father and the 
mother are pointed out respectively by the words på and me. 

Sense.- It is possible that the mother can take care closely the 
children who could be warmly looked after by maternal love. A boat 
sinks in the river with its content as an only part of thing which reach 
the bottom of a river, but various things stored in his own house. To 
discern the degree of importance in daily life, which the proverb may 
hint at.

Ka~†ål danle, the word danle is generally associated with 
difficulties, trials; giving birth to a baby is said as chlaπ danle. It is 
a happy event but it is an anxious moment as in countryside, people 
have only a rural midwife.

The proverb has three parts (or ghlå), the first one has 7 syllables, 
the 2nd and the 3rd have 6 syllables each. The scheme of rhyme is:

o o o o o o o        o o o o o o        o o o o o o

The rhymes of the 6th word in the 2nd part and the 3rd word of 
the 3rd part can be tolerable.

21  In modern democracy, when a government has been set up, the Prime Minister goes to 
the parliament house with others ministers. After the proceedings, a vote of confidence takes 
place. On the voting papers, there are the mentions: a) duk citt, “confidence”, b) min duk 
citt, “no confidence”, c) anuppavåd, “white voting paper”, it expresses an “undetermined, 
undecided, irresolute” position. Duk citt can be understood as “entrusting”, min duk citt, “not 
entrusting”. citta < past partic. of cinteti < CIT, “intention, impulse, design, mood, disposi-
tion, state of mind, heart; loving thought, kindliness”. Duk, “to place, to establish”, duk citt 
can be grasped as “to put one’s trust in” (someone or something). 
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3. radeª påk’ min git     dau git e go l¨c daπ.
(n° 7 DrP)

Translation.- “(you) don’t worry out (your ) broken cart, (you) 
are quite worried about the ox [who shows his] erectile pubis”.

Go: sk. “an ox”, khmer word for pointing out an ox is androk 
which is an etymological stub of Môn-khmer language. androk22 is 
a domestic ox or cow. 

L¨c: something that comes out of a srom or khlaep, “an envelop, a 
sheath, a cover, a pod, a husk, a case”; the verb in causative mood is 
banl¨c, “to make something come out”.  

Daπ: it is “a penis” in this present context as being out of 
foreskin; the word l¨c determines this condition. The male organ 
is in erection. The words l¨c and daπ are generally avoided by 
true-born people. There is an insult as khmoc vå l¨c, “a ghost 
[came] to make out your (penis) [while you was asleep]”. The 
word daπ is a thing understood.There is an insult which is aimed 
at a woman as me cor †ak daπ; “Female thief (who) makes a penis 
come out”. ˝ak daπ means that a woman makes a penis come out 
of foreskin and goes on sexual intercourse. The proper sense of †ak 
is “to uproot, to extirpate, to remove”. In common sense, the word 
daπ is a good one, as daπ phkå, “a petiole of flower”; daπ vaπ, 
for speaking of figure of a pretty woman, has the sense of “slim, 
graceful, pleasing; gracious”. According to its place in a sentence 
and the context, daπ shows a difference like the one of darkness 
and daylight. 

Sense: the proverb reprimands the attitude of thoughtlessness, 
insouciance. People take care of futile things.23

22  Cf. khmer inscription k. 28, ed. by G. Coedès in Inscriptions du cambodge, t. II, 
hanoi-Paris, 8 vols from 1937 to 1966. Sometimes, the form anrok is seen. Aymonier, E., 
Le cambodge, t. II les provinces siamoises, Paris, 1901-1903, p. 357. Levy, P., recherches 
préhistoriques dans la région de Mlu Prei, Publ. E.F.E.O., t. XXX, p. 115. Saveros POU, Lexi-
cographie vieux-khmère, ed. in seksa Khmer, t. 7, Paris, 1984, p. 74. The sk. word go appeared 
rapidly as a substitute for ancient khmer androk. androk is a domestic ox or a cow. 

23  After the collapse of Laπvaek (January 1594), khmer people were in continuous weak-
ness, except a rare short moment of peaceful situation. Five centuries had gone, khmer coun-
try could not lift up again. After the Independence of 1953-1954, the country underwent the 
ascendancy of madness, particularly among the men of the leading sphere. The bad situation 
led to the step of massacre in the whole country within more than 36 months on behalf of “the 
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4. Mnau 2 dau yak skar phñoe nіπ sramoc.
(n° 10 DrP)

Translation.- “(you) can’t stay in calm [at your own place]; 
why do you take sugar to entrust it to ants”. 

Mnau mnau: a popular short form of daily spoken in khmer. In 
full, one has min nau min nau, which it means “(you) can’t stay in 
calm”. Mnau mnau announces a reproach. Dr Pannetier’s translation 
is “tu es bien tranquille”; it may be a misinterpretation. A person can 
reproach one for doing something without discerning the true relation 
between the things.

skar, “sugar”, sk. çarkarå, “candied sugar”;
Phñoe, “to entrust” in this context.
There are some proverbs beginning with mnau mnau: a) mnau 2 

yak jar bnau mak tp⁄et kl⁄ek, “(you) don’t stay in calm; why do you 
take the sap of fruit aegle marmelos Correa24 to put it in your arm-
pit; b) mnau 2 yak baπ mån’ dau phñoe niπ ka-ek, “(you) don’t stay 

popular progress, the leap up forward and the triumph of humanity”. I am not interested in 
what a historian in career thinks. I wonder how many khmer people can eat at their fill till 25 
years before the end of the 21st century A.D., which it is my big question. what will be the bird 
of ill omen? 

24  Bnau in actual khmer (Old khm. vinau in k. 292, inscription of royal Palace, East 
gopura, Aπgar, S⁄em råp province, 1011 A.D.; k.392 at Nom Van, East external door, 
Nak’on råc’asima (Siam), 1055 A.D. (?); k. 869, Banteay Srei Temple, East gopura IInd, 
S⁄em råp province, 968 A.D.). Bnau is çr⁄phala of sk., “the fruit of Çr⁄”; Çr⁄ is Lakshm⁄. 
In khmer country, Çr⁄ is depicted with a lotus-flower in each hand or a lotus-flower in 
right hand and Çr⁄phala in left hand; khmer sculpture followed the Indian iconographical 
data, cf. k. Bhattacharya, Les religions brahmaniques dans l’ancien cambodge, Paris, 
1961, p. 120. The marks of sacred sense of Çr⁄phala had been recognised in the court of 
khmer kings. The Pårag¨ of the royal court of modern Cambodia put a leaf of Çr⁄phala-
tree at their left ears for performing a ritual ceremony. In the occasion of khmer New 
year Ceremony (in caitra month, March-April), the ruling king takes his ritual ablution 
at the East of the Throne hall. The ablution is out-door of this hall in the afternoon; the 
ruling king’s face must turn toward the beneficent direction known as dis †aπhoem ras’, 
“direction of the living breath”, (it depends on the day, it would be believed to be a cosmic 
breath “prå~a” sent by a Supreme Being). Just after his ablution, the head of Pårag¨ 
(Braª Is⁄bhadd, as his title) offers a leave of Çr⁄phala-tree to the king who puts it on his 
left ear. This is the symbol of prosperity, felicity for the king and his family and also for 
the whole khmer people in the kingdom; cf. Braª råjabidh⁄ dvådasamås, (in khmer lan-
guage), ed. by la Commission des Moeurs et Coutumes of the Buddhist Institute, Phnom 
Penh, 1957, 2nd edition, t. I, p.59. Vidal, J.-E., Martel, G., Lewitz, S., Notes ethnobota-
niques sur quelques plantes en usage au cambodge, in B.E.F.E.O., t. LV, Paris, 1969, pp. 
171-232.
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in calm, why do you take eggs of hen and entrust them to a crow”, c) 
mnau 2 yak ka dau la andåk’, “(you) don’t stay in calm, why do you 
try to put your own neck in a slip-knot”. 

Sense: a person takes a hand in anything and he does not know 
how to do. 

5. Chkae khåµ oy rak mcås’        go chkiª oy rak nåy.
(n° 14 DrP)

Translation.- “Look for the owner of the dog who has bitten, 
look for the driver of the ox who has stricken with his horns”.

chkiª: the proper sense of chkiª is “to separate, to remove 
something” (by using a little or a big wooden or bamboo stick). 
Go chkiª is the ancient khmer form of speaking about an ox (or a 
buffalo) who strikes anything (or anyone) with his horns. The horn 
is in analogy with wooden or bamboo stick. The actual common 
speaking way is go vadh, krap⁄ vadh, (from VADh- of sk., “to 
strike, to slay, to kill, to murder, vadha, “one who kills, a slayer”). 
Jal’ is sometimes used as it means “to hit, to hurst (by obstruction), 
to knock (against) to run against, to knock at”. chkiª can be spelt 
as chkoes, chkis.

Go: see in analysis under radeª påk’…, cf. Proverb n.3. 
Nåy: coming from nåya of sk.; nåya comes from the root N⁄-, “to 

lead, to drive”; in the vowel gradation, the i is at the degree zero, 
the gu~a is ai, the v®ddhi, åi. So, we can have I < e < ai < åi or e 
@ ay, ai @ åy; o @ av; au @ åv; this is explained by På~ini’ s s¨tra 
VI. 1.7825.

Nåya may be seen by På~ini’s s¨tra VII. 3.84.26 Nåya is composed 
by N-⁄ @ n-e @ n-ai @ n-åy-a. The final a of n-åy-a is called as 
vikara~a, “vowel (indicating) the stem of system of present 

25  På~.VI. 1.78: eco’yavayavaª // 78 // padåni // ecaª ay av åy åvaª //
v®ttiª // ecaª sthåne’ ci parato’y av åy åv ityete ådeça yathå saµkhyaµ bhavanti //.
26  På~. VII. 3.84: sårvadhåtukårddhadhåtukayoª // 84 // padåni // sårvadhåtuka 

årddhadhåtukayoª //
v®ttiª // sårvadhåtuke årddhadhåtuke ca pratyaye parata igantasyåπgasya gu~o bhavati //
The gu~a is substituted for the final ik of a stem before the affixes known as sårvadhåtuka 

and årdhadhåtuka (På~.III. 4.113 (…)). 
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conjugation”, which is stated by På~ini‘s s¨tra III. 1.68.27 The v®ddhi 
taken by N⁄- (nåy-a) is reinforced by the s¨tra VII. 2.114.28 The nature 
of v®ddhi is established by the s¨tra I. 1.1. Nåy-a may be considered 
as an aπga, “stem of conjugation”, På~.VI. 4.1.29 

The word nåy was frequently used till the end of 50’s. Traditional 
way followed what it is left by cultural heritage. A chief of stage-play 
was called nåy followed by his name. In a group of Y⁄ke, a kind of 
khmer form of drama, a chief bears a title as nåy roπ, “a chief of 
stage”. A singer is called by nåy before his name or sometimes his 
nickname, i.e. nåy Slik, nåy Lvai, nåy Pråµ P⁄ Jruπ, nåy Påttå¬ån, 
they were the singers of Åyai-art; the famous P¨v Thau ˝ai, singer of 
cåp⁄ (a long zither). A chief of crew of a sailing ship is pointed out as 
nåy saµbau or nåy bhetrå. A Midshipman, a Naval Cadet, an Officer 
Cadet and the same degree in air-craft are called nåy caµ~aπ’. Nåy 
was taken by modern administration, i.e. nåy khuddakålay, “principal 
private secretary”. A chief of royal Store is known as nåy ghlåµπ, 
i.e. nåy ghlåµπ råjaratn, “the chief of royal Treasure”, nåy ghlåµπ 
bhoj(a) sål⁄, “the chief of rices Store”. People prefered lok, “Mister” 
to nåy in 60’s, but this latter continued among titles and traditional 
calling way through hierarchy. Sometimes, nåy is associated with cau 
hvåy (word taken from Siamese) in colloquial khmer. Anyhow, nåy 
holds forth a notoriety. 

Sense.- when a harmful situation or a malignant disposition 
has given rise to trouble, one must have come to a right person 
with a view to clear up a relevant case. Anything discrepant in 
the case should be kept off, but accept it as consistent with the 
evidence. 

27  På~.III. 1.68: kartari çap // 68 // padåni // kartari çap (sårvadhåtuke dhåtoª) //
v®ttiª // kart®våcini sårvadhåtuke parato dhåtoª çap pratyayo bhavati //.
28  På~.VII. 2.114: m®jer v®ddhiª // 114 // padåni // m®jeª v®ddhiª //
v®ttiª // vibhaktåviti niv®ttam m®jeraπgasya ito v®ddhir bhavati // (år is substituted for ® 

before an affix).
På~.I. 1.1. v®ddhirådaic // 1 // padåni // v®ddhiª åt aic //
v®ttiª // v®ddhiçabdaª saµjñåtvena vidh⁄yate pretyekamådaicåµ var~ånåµ såmånyena tad 

bhåvitånåmadbhavitåvaµ ca // (å, e and au are considered as v®ddhi, åt used for the long å, the 
letter t is an indicatory, aic means the vowels ai and au).

29  På~.VI. 4.1: aπgasya // 1 // padåni // aπgasya //
v®ttiª // adhikåroyamå saptamådhyåyaparisamapteª / yadita urddhanukrami‚yåmo 

’πgasyetyevaµ tad veditavyam // (This is a governing rule, adhikåra; it bears the effect from 
VI. 4.1 to VII. 4.97 and the word aπga-sya has its influence in each subsequent rule).
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This is a the diagram of rhymes:

o o o o o        o o o o o

6. Caµ~⁄ croen mukh croen biså         k¨n croen på croen l-a.
(n° 16 DrP)

Translation.- “Many dishes of food makes (a meal) more tasty, 
so much the better (if) there are many sons”. 

Dr Pannetier (DrP) had rendered as “menu varié est savoureux, 
paternité variée engendre de beaux produits”.

May I be wrong? would DrP had been in misinterpretation? I 
foresee two cases: 1°) the tenet of the proverb applies to human 
being, 2°) the thought of the proverb hints at animals breeding.

with regard to human being, the “paternité variée” of DrP 
implies a system of polyandry. This system is entirely unknown 
in khmer society. If khmer society does not known polyandry, 
my translation can be acceptable. The tenet of the proverb applies 
to human being. If a couple has many sons, it will be helpful 
to general rural way of life, which one should have this idea. 
DrP’s translation could be a good advice for one who goes in for 
breeding, and he will earn much moneys.30 DrP’s way could be 
wrong, which I suppose. 

One of the cause of the misinterpretation would be the word 
croen which is used in four times. The case of the use this 
word may be called to mind. The following strophes would be 
comparable to the form of the proverb.

(........           .........)
prabandh l-a croen cåñ’ p†⁄        båky croen bh¨t cåñ’ åtmå. /21/
jhoe phlae croen cåñ’ slik         tr⁄ croen dik l-ak’ buµ jå
draby croen bruoy rakså          draby tic ~å bruoy riª git. /22/

30  In connection with breeding, one may hear an English proverb; “What’s bred in the bone 
will come out in the flesh”.
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These two strophes are among the best composition that one 
can read them in the cpåp’ Kerti Kål.31 The subtlety is in the fine 
interplay of each word and its place in the speech and in a part of it.

K¨n croen på croen l-a may be understood as [obtaining] many 
sons who are better. DrP with his “various paternity” induces the good 
products are created by many males, which it seems to be clear enough.

Mukh: coming from sk. mukha; in khm. and in the present 
purpose, it means the elements composing a meal. Otherwise, what 
it can be eaten is pointed out by the word caµ~⁄ which announces 
and species the meaning of the word mukh; the general term for 
“food, nourishment” is mh¨p. caµ~⁄ coming from the verb ch⁄ 
enlarges the idea related to mh¨p. Mukh shows out the aspects and the 
characteristics of mh¨p and gives an idea of a quantity by enumerating 
the dishes. There are caµ åp32 and paπ-aem in khmer gastronomic 
art. caµ åp is a group of non-sweetened dishes. 

Paπ-aem is a group of desserts (with sugared tasty, of course). 
Let’s take an example:

a) caµ åp has 1) nåπ ¬åv, 2) m⁄ paµbaπ, 3) samla mj¨r gr⁄oeπ slik 
thniπ33, 4) prahuk khdiª with prepared vegetables; 

31  Saveros POU & Philip N. JENNEr, Les cpåp’ ou «codes de conduite khmers», I, cpåp’ Kerti 
Kål, (transl. & ed.), in B.E.F.E.O., t. LXII, Paris, 1975, pp. 369-394. The French translation is: 

(…..) “si la femme est douée de qualités, le mari en souffrira;
si vous êtes prolixe et mensonger, votre personnalité en souffrira; /21/
s’il y a trop de fruits à un arbre, les feuilles en souffriront. 
Trop de poissons rendront l’eau trouble;
trop de biens seront difficiles à garder; 
trop peu de bien vous donnera des soucis.» /22/
The translators had spoken about the possible comprehension of these two strophes. The 

persons, who stick to a controversy, ground their opinions on a primary view. They are far 
from the acceptable notion of grammar, context and structural linguistics.

32  caµ åp comes from Old khmer ca-åp,”smelling the odour of flesh or fresh meat”, k. 
559, inscription of Tûol Aπ (Vatt khnat Trapôk) province of Tå kaev, pre-Angkorian period, 
cf. G. Coedès, I C II; Saveros POU, Lexicographie…op.cit., p. 78. ca-åp @ caµ-åp; ca-åp @ 
c-åp @ ch-åp in colloquiol khmer.

33  thniπ or vall(i) thniπ in full, (a species of creeper); the leaves are picked up to make the 
dish mixed with ingredients (gr⁄oeπ) and acid or sour vegetable constituent; samla is a dish with 
sauce, samla < sa + amla, the initial vowel a of amla is dropped down before the vowel a of sa; 
it follows the case of Påli natthi < na + atthi @ na’tthi @ natthi, (the vowell a is followed by 
a double consonants). samla can litt. be rendered as “with acid (vegetable constituent)”; from 
samla khm. language had adopted the verb sla, “to make a dish with sauce” and they have many 
kinds of samla. sla is different from sπor. amla of the present purpose is not an architectural 
decorative (?) seen on certain monuments in Southern India, according to some scholars. 
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b) paπ-aem (desserts), *lat, **naµ babåy, ***naµ bhiπ;
c) drink: fresh water.
There are four elements (mukh) in caµ åp, each element is called 

as mh¨p, i.e. mh¨p puon mukh, (puon = four). In the group of paπ-
aem, one has 3 mukh of paπ-aem, i.e. paπ-aem p⁄ mukh. The word 
mukh holds on its importance in the composition of meal.

croen på: litt. “many males”, i.e. many sons. Female is said me, 
på34� is certainly the opposite of me.

The diagram of rhymes is:

o o o o o o o        o o o o o

7. Go l⁄oen sik ka          sr⁄ l-a sik g¨th. (n° 17 DrP)

Translation.- “The neck of a fast speeded ox is worn out on 
being yoked, a woman endowed with good [qualities] is a worn-
buttocked one”. 

Dr. Pannetier’s translation is “Boeuf vite cou pelé, femme jolie 
vite usée”.

Go, see Proverb n. 3;
L⁄oen, «speed»; «running or going on rapidly»;
sik, litt. “worn”; sik in this very case aims at pointing out a depilate 

neck of an ox where the skin is unhaired as he is yoked at the working 
time;

sr⁄, coming from sk. çr⁄, the first sense is woman, lady, female in 
khm.; sr⁄ is not used for animal. K¨n sr⁄, “a daughter”. (a mare is 
said as seª ñ⁄, a cow, go ñ⁄, a bitch, chkae ñ⁄, a he-goat, babae jhmol, 
a she-goat, babae ñ⁄. 

G¨th < g¨tha of påli, “excrements, dung, faeces” (in Påyåsi-sutta); 
g¨th has the sense of “buttock”; the populations of North west of Påt’ 

34 In Buddhist plain-chant dealing with the last moment of living days of the Buddha 
Gotama, ånanda is called as på, (Yo vo Ånand oey nae på oey mak åy rå…). hanumant, the 
famous råma’s general is called på in the recitative of Shadow-play, (spaek dhaµ). About the 
terms på & me, cf. Martini, F., De la signification de Ba et ME affixés aux noms de monuments 
khmers, in B.E.F.E.O., t. XLIV, part 1, Paris, 1951.
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taµpaπ and S⁄em råp province use the word tabok or trabok to point 
out “buttock”. People of Phnom Penh and other regions have the 
word k†it which means in fact “vagina”, and the latter is avoided in 
the North west of Påt’ taµpaπ and in S⁄em råp province. Populations 
of Phnom Penh and other regions take umbrage at hearing the word 
tabok or trabok, dealing with the sense of “vagina”. About the 
spelling of g¨th, the monk Chuon Nath said that the correct one is 
g¨d, without giving any explanation. The word g¨th is not recorded 
by Menetrier.

sik g¨th bears the sense of a woman who works all the time as she 
sits down and does many things for taking care of her own family and 
domestic affairs. By rendering sr⁄ l-a sik g¨th as “femme jolie vite usée”, 
DrP had seen the superficial aspect of the matter. L-a means “good, 
right”, as hinting at behaviour and moral. “Joli” of DrP has the sense of 
“pretty” in English having connection with physical aspect. DrP did not 
grasp sik g¨th of the 2nd part of the proverb, which one can say. In the n. 
59 of his collection, he understood very well the sense of trabok where 
this very word is seen. It seems to be certain that DrP would not have 
taken the full sense of sik g¨th.

The diagram of rhymes is:

o o o o        o o o o

8. Pråjñ åπ pråjñå   ramås åπ panlå  khlå åπ brai   †aµr⁄ åπ 
ranåm  bråhm(a~a) åπ ved. (A) 

8* Pråjñ åπ pråjñå  ramås åπ panlå khlå åπ brai  †aµr⁄ åπ ranåm  
tr⁄ åπ dik  dåhån åπ sik pramik åπ baeπ. (B) (n° 18 DrP) 

Translation of (A) “Skilful scholar relies on intelligence, 
rhinoceros on thorns, tiger on forest, elephant on flooded forest, 
Brahmin on the Veda”. 
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Translation of (B) “Skilful scholar…… elephant on flooded 
forest, fish on water, soldier on war, drunkard on cup”.

Pråjñ: adj. form of påli paññå, “endowed with knowledge or 
insight”; pråjñ must be preceded by anak, i.e. anak pråjñ; anak is 
omitted for metre causa. The vowel a is lengthened; anak pråjñ 
means a skilful scholar, a learned person. 

Pråjñå: from sk. prajñå, påli paññå, (pa + JÑå-), “intelligence, 
wisdom, insight, knowledge”. 

Åπ, a verb, “to lean on, to base oneself on an authority; to act on 
the authority of someone, to give oneself up to overbearing rights; to 
rely on”. In practical way, people make too free of a use of right or 
power, and the acts become a violation or an evil custom.35

Panlå, “a thorn”, a rhinoceros is a herbivorous animal. why 
panlå is used in the present proverb? According to oral literature 
it is said that a rhinoceros is a gentle animal as it is chosen to be 
a Bodhisattva’s mount. One time, a Bodhisattva was at a dwelling 
place of his secret lover in a dark night. he got down and attached 
the rhinoceros at a tree and went in the room of his lover. The lady 

35  The good example of åπ is in a poem left by the popular poet-singer ∏uy: 
˝pit manuss i¬¨v   yak khus jå tr¨v   yak chkuot dhvoe jå   aµboe åkrak’   ¬ik ¬ak’ l⁄lå 

brahoen bån bår åπ mås åπ pråk’. / 4 /
Åπ broel åπ pråjñ   åπ koπ åπ kåc   åπ kåp’ åπ cåk’   åπ joeπ åπ †ai   åπ våy åπ dhåk’   åπ 

guk cravåk’ åπ mås⁄n kåt’ ka. / 5 / 
Åπ suddh tae khus k¨n oey caµ cuª   åπ noª min l-a   anak git oy l-it   †pit sruk lok kra   

pramå~ taµ~a ta d⁄et dau mukh. / 6 /
Braª Bhiram(ya) Bhåså Á alias ∏uy, cpåp’ lpoek thm⁄, ed. by Buddhist Institute, Phnom 

Penh, 1972.
It can be rendered as following:
“As men of nowadays take the wrong for the right, the fool for the normal; they are ad-

dicted to bad actions, insane and fickle ways, impertinent, aggressive and offending (attitude) 
and they rely on gold and silver”. / 4/

“(They) rely on silly (acts), on intelligence, on arrogance, on wicked ways, on hard strokes 
blown someone with side arms, on slapping someone down, on fighting and jibbing against 
(someone) by using forcefully one’s arms and feet, on imprisonment, on [putting a prisoner 
in] chains (and) on [making use] of guillotine”. /5/

“[what they] rely on is certainly wrong, O dear lads, bear it in mind that all they rely on 
are not good, think these cases over very carefully, please. As here below, [the living] time in 
the country is got hard. [One may wonder] how many generations it continues moreover its 
ways through the forthcoming (days)”. / 6 / 

I had written an article by grounding on the Ly Theam Teng’s data; cf. San Sarin, Phirum 
Ngoy, poète khmer d’après M. Ly theam teng, in cambodge Nouveau, n° 16, Phnom Penh, 
1971, pp. 25-35; (the same article was translated into English and issued in New cambodge). 
The poet-singer ∏uy was born in 1865 and died in 1936. 
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asked her lover how he could come to the place in the darkness of the 
night. Bodhisattva replied that he came by riding on the rhinoceros as 
his companion. The lady wanted to know where this companion was 
left. Bodhisattva replied that it was bound by string to a Krasåµπ-
tree.36 The rhinoceros heard the word Krasåµπ said by Bodhisattva. 
The animal got angry with him for saying the word which, according 
to rhinoceros empirical comprehension, means “stiff or difficult to 
be mild or gentle”. The word Krasåµπ, through a silly way could be 
analysed as kra + såµπ; kra, “stiff, hard, difficult”, såµπ, “mild, gentle, 
subdued, tamed”, which the rhinoceros believed in the mad view of the 
word. The rhinoceros thought he had nothing to reproach himself with. 
he went always with Bodhisattva everywhere, and now he told his 
lover about the behaviour and duty of his companion in the room at the 
moment of sexual intercourse. Bodhisattva went on making love and he 
made the rhinoceros mad. In a fit of anger, he cut off the string and went 
away. In the night, a couple of cats (female and male) had unceasingly 
mewed. The cats’ mewing disturbed the Bodhisattva’s sensual delight 
of loving stream. Then, he cursed the cats as when making love they 
must feel like mixing with the savour of salt and pimento. From that 
time, people hear a loud mewing of cats when they copulate. A cock 
made a cock-a-doodle-doo! Bodhisattva woke up at the dawn which 
was the right moment to leave rapidly the place. he was happy and 
said any cock eats paddy and cereals as a reward of crowing services.

Bodhisattva made his way towards the Krasåµπ-tree; the rhinoceros 
was not seen as he fled to a remote place. The bad situation infuriated 
him and he cursed the rhinoceros: “you eat thorns and drink muddy 
water”.37 A rhinoceros eats only thorns and drinks muddy water, 
which khmer people believe in. Otherwise, a rhinoceros though he 
lives nearby little pond or swampy place does not drink clear water. 
he used to stir the mud and, consequently, the water becomes muddy 
and he drinks it at once.38 rhinoceros had been tracked down in many 
countries of Asia since a long time. In peril of death, this animal would 
have taken refuge at a place surrounded by wild thorny plants, which 
it was thought to live by eating thorns. The last rhinoceros had been 

36  It is identified as Feroniella lucida (see foot-note 15).
37  Eπ s⁄ panlå phik dik l-ak’, in khmer.
38  Is it a legend? I report what I had been told by various persons living in jungles in 

khmer country. rhinoceros was a victim of many legends and also an occult power of his 
horn which after having been killed becomes a sort of “talisman” known as kuy buk, litt. “rot-
ten horn”, in khmer belief. The mighty and uncanny image of rhinoceros is directly associated 
with a Bodhisattva (!).
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killed in Eastern region of kaµbaπ’ Cåm province of Cambodia in 
20’s. 

ranåm is a kind of forest; its characteristics are under water in 
rainy season (or season of high water from May to November). 
Actual khmer country is a big “wash-basin”; the low part is the Great 
Lake well-known as Danle såp having 2,300 km2 in dry or hot season 
(ra†¨v pråµπ). Its surface is enlarged in rainy season (ra†¨v vasså) 
and reaches 10,000 km2.39 without taking into account the distant 
surrounding places from the Great Lake where the space is under 
flood brought along by many watercourses as local swelling times 
have happened more than 7,000 km2 of space encompassing with 
the Danle såp is flooded. All of forests are put under water by the 
swelling of the Mekong river and also by tropical rains. These forests 
are called brai ranåm. “Elephant relies on flooded forest”, which one 
has seen in the proverb. The elephants that live in the flooded forests 
are pointed out as †aµr⁄ ranåm. These latters are also called as †aµr⁄ 
traeπ (traeπ is a species of reed). Another species of elephants known 
as †aµr⁄ bhnaµ, “elephants of hill” may be noticed. This species lives 
round a  hill having table-land with savannah. The fact is little bit 
complex. There are big flocks of †aµr⁄ ranåm. They follow a sort of 
“transhumance” from a season to another. Let’s take an example in 
the kaµbaπ’ Dhaµ province in the North of Danle såp. From May to 
November, elephants ranåm leave the flooded forest round the banks 
of the Great Lake. They go towards the hills (300m or 400m high) 
in the Northern region of the province. From May to November, the 
swelling of Danle såp is very important. Elephants feel the condition 
to be difficult to find out feeding space as water is everywhere. They 
go to the hills by taking the same way. Some small groups reach the 
plain Sray¨v after leaving the flooded forests at mid-May. They go 
on without disturbance. The flocks are still distrustful. After some 
months staying round the hills, the flocks come down at the end of 
November. They make their way towards the flooded forests where 
the waters begin to subside progressively. when reaching the plain 
of Sray¨v, the flocks are really disturbed. There are many disturbers-
watchers and night-watchmen. They make noise by beating tam-
tam and gongs, by creaking small iron bars. At certain points, some 
disturbers-watchers use petards. The flocks are diverged from usual 
route towards the flooded forests where the feeding is abundant as the 
waters fall. when the elephants reach the approaches of the flooded 

39  Delvert, Jean, Le paysan cambodgien, thesis, Paris, Mouton, 1961; Le cambodge, 
P.U.F., «Que sais-je?», Paris, 1983, (1st ed.). 
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forests (brai ranåm), it is very difficult to catch them. Men can hardly 
move in these flooded forests which are more difficult than moving 
through mangrove in shore-mud of wild seaside. Many disturbers-
watchers direct them toward the place called trabåµπ Dadå Khtat, 
“the Pond of Cackling Dadå-birds”; this pond is at 25 km from the 
limit of Sray¨v plain. (Again, it is only an example, and there are 
another places of capture of elephants). The scenery round this pond 
has naturally many good elements: ponds, banks, small islands, high 
trees, many knolls surrounded by clear forest (brai lpas’) with herbs 
and savannah.

Many teams of hma, “chief of capture”and his assistant, gaπvål, 
stay nearby the banks of the ponds. Their solid, imposing, well-tamed 
elephants (†aµr⁄ dhnåk’ or dhnåk’ in short) are with them. Another 
teams of catchers are on boats full of long bamboo-poles tipped with 
sharp-pointed irons; these bamboo poles are a sort of long harpoon. 
The way of capture may be called as harpooning capture.

It intends to be more of hundred wild elephants who had been 
directed at the place wanted by the catchers. On the firm land, a unit 
of capture has 7 hma, 7 gaπvål and 7 dhnåk’. Sometimes, a party 
capture is joined by 4 or 5 units coming different parts of the region. 
There are many boats carrying long harpoons and roping and chains. 
The team of catchers on boats hide themselves behind low, thick 
branches of trees near the banks of ponds. The decision of catching 
assaults depends on the dean among many hma of the whole units of 
party. Generally, wild elephants are left without disturbance within 
24 hours after their arriving at the surrounding place of capture.40

when the signal of assaults is known all of the units begin to track 
the wild elephants towards the ponds.41 The success of an assault is 

40  The dean among hma that has a charge of giving the very signal of assaults watches 
many things: form of clouds, direction taken by them under the high wind-storm, the colour of 
sky at the sunset time and the form of clouds shown by the rays of sunlight, the flying move-
ment of birds, the flies, black ants, the cry of gecko, the noise made by a woodpecker. The 
dean among hma, with his hook in right hand, comes up to his dhnåk’ at the earliest moment of 
morning. he listens to the breath of his dear elephant by approaching his ear near the mouth of 
the dhnåk’. After this act, he stands firmly in thinking position. Then, he goes away and comes 
back after a short moment; he gives a wisp of fresh herbs to his dhnåk’. If he should ever feel 
something abnormal, the signal of assaults can be delayed. Normally, the operational signal is 
known at the beginning of afternoon. 

41  Each unit adopts a large V-figure array (†oer snaeπ krap⁄ or snaeπ krap⁄ in short). A 
chief of an unit goes near a flock and the dominant male comes out, is ready to charge. The 
3rd and the 4th hma rush speedily upon the dominant male, which the assault is started. The 2nd 
hma protect the 1st one and looks for the leading elephant who conducts the running away. The 
5th hma reinforces the 3rd and the 4th hma. The 7th hma, generally on an outstanding dhnåk’ is a 
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to attack the flocks by surprise. They run away, and the hma has to 
increase the speed of running way and make them be wild in the 
panic. So, they are weary as they have nothing to do, except running 
as rapidly as possible. They fall down in the ponds as they have 
no choice, which is the end of their running away. The catchers on 
boats attack them with long harpoons. The elephants that try to get 
out of the water are beaten by the dhnåk’ waiting for them on the 
firm ground near the banks of the ponds, but the catchers have left 
a narrow way for those who should escape from the ponds. Any 
team can’t catch all of the flocks; an issue is worth while managing. 
Sometimes, there is a fighting between a dhnåk’ and a ranåm. They 
use the trumps as they give one another the blows.42 A hma on his 
dhnåk’ has to watch the dominant male, the dominant female and the 
possible leaders of running away. These three sorts of elephants must 
be kept in the ponds. They have to swim or to tread water like their 
fellows. Their potential of charge is reduced. Generally, the ponds 
are shallow; the elephants have their legs disturbed by the mud. After 
a short moment, the catchers have many young elephants bound by 
lasso (brat); rear-legs of them are maintained by the firm nooses. 
There is elephants’ blood in the water of ponds as many have been 
wounded by long harpoons.43 Since the starting moment of assaults 
till the capture round the ponds, violent uproars were coming from 
all sides. The trumpeting of the dhnåk’ are the noise of scare-monger. 
They may feel as they are in the winners’ position. One can see the 
fate of a wild elephant deviated from his ranåm. The hma and their 
confraternities take up a challenge of †aµr⁄ åπ ranåm.

Bråhm(a~a) is bråhma~a of sk., “a Brahmin”. It is normal that a 
Brahmin relies on the Veda. Actions and attitude of Brahmin weave 

rear-guard which is protected by the 6th hma. what it has just said is a fundamental functional 
attack of an unit. 

42  The wild elephants are dazed by the panic, weary by running away, wet with the water 
of ponds. They use the blows (gak’ in khmer) to protect themselves as they do instinctively 
and nervously. The banks of the ponds are wet as the ground is generally formed by clay. They 
slip on the banks and fall again in the water. Any dhnåk’ under the accurate commands of a 
hma knows how, when and where to beat by blowing his trump. A dhnåk’ is a best result of 
a drastic selection and well-trained in fighting and skilful to give a leg-blow, a knee-blow, a 
shoulder-blow. It is incredible that a dhnåk’ obeys smoothly to a hma’s fighting command. 
Each blow seems to be mighty.

43  Cf. Michel, G., La capture des éléphants à Kompong thom in revue Indochinoise, n° 
172, 1943. The important work on the subject is written by Ellul, Jean, Le coutumier rituel 
des capteurs d’éléphants de l’Ouest du cambodge, directed by G. Condominas, Thesis, Paris, 
1983, 385 pages (map, photos, bibliogr.).
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into the raison d’être. There are many components; some strophes44 
quoted from Manusm®ti may be a suitable trend toward a good 
comprehension: 

Karmåtmanåµ ca devånåµ  so’s®jat prå~inåµ prabhuª /
sådhyånåµ ca ga~aµ s¨k‚maµ  yajñaµ caiva sanåtanam // 22 // 
“and the Lord emitted the host of gods who have the breath of life 

and whose essence is the ritual, and the subtle host of the Amenables, 
and the everlasting sacrifice.” 

agnivayuravibhyas tu  trayaµ brahma sanåtanam /
dudoha yajñasiddhyartham   ®gyajuªsåmalak‚a~am // 23 // 
“From fire, wind, and the sun he milked out the triple eternal Veda, 

consisting of the  ¸g, Yajur, and såman, so that the sacrifice could be 
accomplished”. 

Kålaµ kålavibhakt⁄ç ca nak‚atrå~igrahåµs tathå /
saritaª sågarañ chailån samåni vi‚amå~i ca // 24 // (Mn. I)
“he emitted time and the divisions of time, the constellations and 

planets, rivers, oceans, mountains, rough ground and smooth ground”. 
Åcåråd vicyuto vipro na vedaphalam açnute /
åcåre~a tu saµyuktaª saµp¨r~aphalabhågbhavet // 109 // (Mn. I)
“A priest who has slipped from (proper) conduct does not reap 

the fruit of the Veda, but one who is engaged in (proper) conduct is 
traditionally said to enjoy the full fruit”.

Yasmin deçe ni‚⁄danti viprå vedavidas trayaª /
råjñaç cådhik®to vidvån brahma~as tåµ sabhåµ viduª // 11 //

(Mn. VIII)
“where three priests who know the Vedas and a learned man 

appointed by the king sit (in judgement), that place is known as the 
court of Brahma”.

På~igraha~ikå mantrå niyataµ dåralak‚a~am /
te‚åµ ni‚†hå tu vijñeyå vidvadbhiª saptame pade // 227 // (Mn. VIII)
“The Vedic verses for the wedding ceremony of joining hands are 

the sure mark of a (legitimate) wife; but wise men should know that 
they are sealed in the seven step”. 

Yathaidhas tejaså vahniª pråptam nirdahati k‚a~åt /
tathå jñånågninå påpaµ sarvaµ dahati vedavit // 246 // (Mn. XI)
“Daily study of the Veda, performance of the great sacrifices 

according to one’s ability, and patience quickly destroy evils, even 
those caused by the major crimes”.

44  Cf. the Laws of Manu, translated by wendy Doniger with Brian k. Smith, Penguin 
classics, New york, First published 1991, 362 pages. 
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Ityetad enasåmuktaµ pråyaç cittaµ yathåvidhi /
ata ̈ rdhvaµ rahasyånåµ pråyaç cittaµ nibodhata // 247 // (Mn. XI)
“Just as fire instantly burns up the fuel that it touches with its 

brilliant energy, so a man who knows the Veda burns up all evil with 
the fire of his knowledge”.

Çrutis tu vedo vijñeyo dharmaçåstram tu vai sm®tiª /
te sarvårthe‚vam⁄måµsye tåbhyåµ dharmo hi nirvabhau // 10 // 

(Mn. II)
“The Veda should be known as the revealed canon, and the 

teachings of religion as the tradition. These two are indisputable in 
all matters, for religion arose out of the two of them”.

Yo’vamanyeta te m¨le hetuçåstråçrayåd dvijaª /
sa sådhubhir bahi‚kåryo nåstiko vedanindakaª // 11 // (Mn. II)
“Any twice-born man who disregards these two roots (of religion) 

because he relies on the teachings of logic should be excommunicated 
by virtuous people as an atheist and a reviler of the Veda”. 

The verses are quoted from Manusm®ti; they give some interesting 
views on important scope of hinduism, particularly what it is related 
to Brahmin:
* origin of the Veda, Mn. I. 22, 23, 24;
* conduct with regard to a true aspect of hinduism, Mn. I. 109; 

Mn. VIII. 11;
* deep spirit of Vedic mantra for wedding ceremony, Mn. VIII. 227; 
* case of destroying evil, Mn. XI. 246, 247;
* relying on the Veda, Mn. II. 10, 11. 

From the simple manner of worship, the people of vedic age 
reached a complex sacrifice with an overwhelming system which 
required preparation and elaboration. They set up a religious ideology 
in the Bråhma~a-period. In the development, some concepts may be 
considered as having three fundamental points: 1) the Veda grants 
absolute validity, 2) only the members of families of Brahmins were 
competent to interpret the Veda, 3) the first ground of the Veda was 
ritualistic and a ritual performing act needs mantra which must be 
rightfully employed.45

khmer people have hindu heritage since the dawn of their history. 
The Brahmins of khmer country are called as Pårag¨. They employed 
Sanskrit text noticed by grantha scripture which is the one used in 

45  Cf. Dandekar, r. N., some aspects of the History of Hinduism, B.O.r.I., Poona, 1989, 
pp. 62-63. 
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Tamoul country. Some copies are protected in particular library of 
Thailand. A part of result of survey provides some informations that 
the Brahmins of khmer country were related to a line of descendants of 
Kailåsa-paraµparå (Kayilåyaparaµparai in Tamoul). It is believed 
to be Satyajñånadarçanin who, having spent his childhood in company 
with his maternal uncle, received the consecration (dik‚å) of Parañcoti, 
and afterward wrote the Çivajñånabodha (Çivañanapotam in Tamoul). 
Before the XVIth Cent. A.D., the Kailåsaparaµparå had two branches 
a) skandaparaµparå, b) Nandiparaµparå. There was an author 
known as Çivagrayog⁄ndrajñånaçivåcårya; he wrote a commentary on 
Çivajñånabodha. This author Çivagrayog⁄ndrajñånaçivåcårya taught 
the Kriyådipikå which was the anthology of the Ågama. This is the 
kind of text of ritual and invocatory employed in khmer country; the 
kriyådipikå is connected with sanskrit texts devoted to Çiva worship. 
The tradition of Kailåsa-paraµparå was well-known in khmer 
country before the coming of Buddhist Theravåda from the middle 
of XVth Cent. A.D. The Brahmins in the royal court of Cambodia 
held the function of Purohita; the view may be felt through Sanskrit 
inscriptions. Till 1970 A.D., the Brahmins of the royal palace of 
Phnom Penh were related to the Purohita of ancient time. The great 
khmer monuments had been built up according to the scope of the 
Kailåsa-paraµparå tradition. The Brahmins or Pårag¨ do not refuse 
the Buddhist precepts, but they continue to perform particular ritual 
being needful in royal and national ceremony46.� There was in ancient 
Cambodia the Bråhmak‚atra, word pointing out a new category of 
persons who sprang up from the marriage of Indian Brahmins with 
the members of the royal khmer dynasties of Cambodia47.� One can 
see the fact related to a relying act according to an adequate situation; 
the proverb (A) ends in Brahmin’s relying on; Vedic knowledge and 

46  Filliozat, J., Kailåsaparaµparå, in the Journal of siam society, Bangkok, Novem-
ber 7th, 1965 (B.E. 2508), Felicitation volume offered to Prince Dhaninivat, vol.II (Southeast 
Asian Studies). G. Coedès, Pour mieux comprendre angkor, 1947, pp. 68… About the title of 
the anthology of Ågama, cf. the publication of Grantha of Madras, kalyabdåh (5031), 1929 
A.D., ed. by Su. Çr⁄råmaçåstrin, Çr⁄kailåsaparaµparåsamagataçr⁄mat-skandaparamåcåryala
bdhånugraha…

47  k.134, (703 çaka era, 781 A.D.) Inscription of Lpoek srut originated from kraceh prov-
ince, G. Coedès, Ic, t. VIII, pp. 96-97, Paris, 1966; Majumdar, r. C., Inscriptions of Kambuja, 
Calcutta, 1953, (Asiatic Society Monograph Series, VIII); Sharan, M. k., studies in sanskrit 
Inscriptions of ancient cambodia, New Delhi, 1974, p. 172. The inscription k.134 has 9 lines 
in sk. The evidence of the word of the present purpose is in the verse: 

çr⁄jayavarmma~i n®patau çåsati p®thv⁄µ samudraparyyantåµ,
bråhmak‚atraµçabhave natan®pav®taçåsi(tari) nityåµ.
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practices in the field of religion with regard to the social context grant 
a solid legitimacy.
 
Now, the present inquiring action into the matter has to notice 

the Dr. Pannetier’s record as it just has been indicated and 
translated at page 16. It intends to be the (B) version which has 
the sense to my humble analysis.

After †aµr⁄ åπ ranåm, the (B) version continues as tr⁄ åπ dik 
(…), but bråhm(a~a) åπ ved is suppressed. 

tr⁄ åπ dik, “fish relies on water” as it is easy to understand. 
Any fish needs water. The relying idea related a fish may have 
been a transformed expression given by the verse 34 of the påli 
Dhammapada, cittavagga (Chap. III):

Vårijo va thale khitto okamokata ubbhato
pariphandati’daµ cittaµ måradheyyaµ pahåtave // 34 //  
“Even as a fish taken from his watery home and thrown on the dry 

ground (moves about restlessly), this thought quivers all over in order 
to escape the dominion of Måra (the temper or Death)”. (translated by 
S. radhakrishnan). 

sik, n. “war, battle, (armed) conflict”; sik is khm. word for 
saπgråma, vigraha, yuddha. sik is sometimes used as compound as 
sik saπgråm, sik satr¨v, (satr¨v = çatru of sk.), “a foe, an enemy”; våy 
sik, “to engage oneself in fighting (condition)”. A soldier (or a fighter) 
has many things to do in a conflict and in a war as fighting art is a 
profession where professional can earn much money. So, for soldier, 
fighting is still an issue.

Pramik, coming from the verb phik, “to drink”; a drunkard is 
everywhere, even in a country where “the Buddhism is the religion of 
State”; a cup, baeπ, is a good means for a drunkard to satisfy his desire. 

with regard to the idea of relying on something, one has two 
versions, i.e. (A) and (B). It may be true that the (A) version 
ending with a Brahmin and his Veda, which it is the old and 
authentic one. The (B) version appears to be recent and it had 
been propagated at the beginning of XXth Cent. A.D. why the 
ending part of the (A) version is suppressed? This question is 
worth while noticing. It may have a real cause. I feel the cause to 
be still in many sparkling elements of social situation in the first 
quarter of XXth Cent. A.D.
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The last Sanskrit inscription of khmer country is called as the 
Inscription of Angkor Vat. In fact this inscription comes from a 
place known as Kapilapura at the North East of Angkor Vat48.� It 
had been proceeding from the great scholar Vidyeçadh⁄mant. It 
shows a tenet of Çivaist mysticism. hinduism cames to shelter at 
the court of the successors of Jayavarman VII as its last refuge. 
The Theravåda Buddhism propagated from Ceylon Island made 
a noticeable progress49. This Buddhism of påli language had 
attempted to have Brahmin or Pårag¨ ejected out of the royal 
court of khmer country in the period of Phnom Penh. Some 
precisions must have been brought in as it concerned one of 
aspect of the evolution of Theravåda Buddhism in Cambodia. 
Under the signicant influence of Siamese court of Bangkok of 
råma IV, the Dhammayuttikanikåya recently created by the 
king himself had been brought in khmer country since 1850 
A.D. One knows it to have been a particular practice in the 
khmer royal entourage imitating cringingly what it had done in 
royal Siamese court50. A movement by which khmer Buddhism 
would have been largely transformed had been undertaken by 
the political power; it supported the three young monks of the 
Mahånikay order (monastery of U~~ålom in Phnom Penh). 
The quarrel was openly engaged the important protagonists51. 

48  Barth, M A., Inscriptions sanscrites du cambodge, Paris, 1885.
49  Coedès, G., Les états hindouisés…, Paris, 1964, on page 412, one can examine: “Tout 

imprégnée du mysticisme çivaïte, elle prouve que, dans un pays où le bouddhisme singhalais 
devait avoir déjà fait de très grands progrès, l’hindouisme avait trouvé à la Cour des succes-
seurs de Jayavarman VII un dernier refuge. Six siècles n’ont pas réussi à l’en chasser, puisque 
dans les cérémonies royales du Cambodge moderne, les Bakô ou brahmanes de la Cour con-
tinuent d’officier”.

50  San Sarin, Buddhism transformed: religious Practices and Institutional Interplay in 
cambodia, in the Indian Journal of Budddhist studies, vol. 10, n° 1 & 2, Vårå~as⁄, 1998, 
India, pp. 116-140. Till 1970, the Dhammayuttikanikåya had only 100 monasteries in Cam-
bodia. khmer traditional Buddhist Theravåda sect is still largely known as Mahånikåy. The 
coming of the new sect created in Bangkok could have been an issue to khmer royal family 
with regard to the powerful royal dynasty of Siam. khmer people did not really need to have 
another Buddhist sect, did they? The low number of the monasteries devoted to the new Sia-
mese sect in Cambodia proved to be no need for such artificial religious practices. There were 
believed to have been queer transformations of a certain number of monasteries on behalf of 
the ruling king. 

51  French colonial power followed the device as “to divide to rule”; the king, his entourage 
and the aristocracy were at the heels of French authority. They wanted to establish “the Ortho-
doxy” in Buddhism, which was certainly the view of the political power which backed up the 
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G. Coedès and Finot were the witnesses of the conflict, and 
both of them deviated the tension of crisis, but the Modernist 
monks were certainly keeping up the quarrel through various 
forms. G. Coedès knew already the stake of the conflict and 
he wrote that after six centuries the Brahmins are still in the 
royal palace of Phnom Penh52.� what was the interest of having 
the brahmanic heritage suppressed? One may appreciate the 
degree of comprehension of the Modernist monks as they 
should have believed Theravåda to be an only way and a sole 
voice of righteousness in the world. If one had carefully studied 
Buddha Gotama’s teaching Buddhism would have considered 
as another branch of hinduism. Some scholars held the opinion 
by saying that Buddhism is a reformed Brahmanism53. Even 
in påli Dhamma-pada, one can read the Bråhma~a-vagga 
(Chap. XXVI) where Buddha Gotama, in one of the best of his 
discourses, praised Brahmins for their right and true behaviour 
and high qualities. On hearing the word Pårag¨ (word pointing 
out the Brahmins of Cambodia), Modernist monks were ill at 
ease. This word is seen in the strophe of Bråhma~a-vagga:

Yadå dvayesu dhammesu pårag¨ hoti bråhma~o
ath’assa sabbe samyogå atthaµ gacchanti jånato // 384 // 
“when the Brahmin has reached the other shore in both laws, 

to him who knows all  bonds vanish”.
(translated by s. radhakrishnan) 

monks Chuon Nath, huot Tath and Um Sou. These three monks represented the Modernists, 
which they were so called. The opposite camp was composed by the great Chief of Mahånikåy 
order supported by the mass of rural population of the whole country. French colonial power 
pulled the strings, but it had to face despise in a hard and stiff resistance of the Chief kae Ûk 
reinforced by the rural population. Political power did not find out an issue to the conflict. G. 
Coedès and Finot took care of the monks Chuon Nath and huot Tath as both of them were sent 
to hanoi. It was a favourable occasion to turn down the tension of the quarrel. The two monks 
had an opportunity to learn Sanskrit language, the general notion of khmer epigraphy under 
the guidance of Finot. Both of them knew Sanskrit though they were in two times at hanoi 
(almost 8 or 10 months of Sanskrit!). what was the level of Sanskrit culture after 10 months 
of training? Cf. Buddhism transformed, op.cit. 

52  Cf. A. Leclère, cambodge, Fêtes civiles et religieuses, Imprimerie nationale, Paris, 
1916, 660 pages. Case of Brahmin in the royal court of Siam, cf. h.G. Qua. wales, siamese 
state ceremonies, London, 1931. 

53  Jenning, J.G., the Vedantic Buddhism of the Buddha, 1947.
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Two ending strophes of the Dhammapada are worth while quoting:

Usabhaµ pavaraµ v⁄raµ mahesiµ vijitåvinam
anejaµ nahåtakaµ buddhaµ tamahaµ br¨mi bråhma~am // 

422 //
“him I call a Brahmin who is fearless (like a bull), noble, 

heroic, the all-wise who has overcome (death), the sinless who 
has accomplished his study, the awakened”.

(translated by s. radhakrishnan) 

Pubbe-nivåsaµ yo ved⁄saggåpåyaµ ca passati
atho jåtikkhayaµ patto abhiññåvosito muni
sabbavositavosånaµ tamahaµ br¨mi bråhma~am // 423 //
“him I call a Brahmin who knows his former abodes (lives), 

who perceives heaven and hell, has reached the end of births, is 
a sage whose knowledge is perfect and has accomplished all that 
has to be accomplished”.

(translated by S. radhakrishnan)

The strophe 423 can be compared to a passage of chap. II of 
B®hadåra~yaka-Upani‚ad54.

without having deep knowledge, human being may simply see 
object, subject, Nirvå~a and Brahman.

In cultural context, khmer country has, with its history, its 
particular aspect which may be called as Indo-khmer heritage 
handed down by the past. Modernist monks refused this heritage 
and its value without proposing another valid one. They had 
held their “Orthodoxy” by kicking out Brahmin or Pårag¨ 
who accepted Buddhist precepts. Buddha Gotama’s teaching 
has nothing to disturb brahmanic practices. khmer Theravåda 

54  In chap. II. 5.11, one can read: ayaµ dharmaª sarve‚åµ bh¨tånåµ madhu  asya dhar-
masya sarvå~i bh¨tåni madhu yaç cåyam asmin dharme tejomayo’m®tamayaª purusaª  yaç 
cåyam adhyåtmaµ dharmas tejomayo ’m®tamayaª purusaª  ayam eva sa yo’yam åtmå  idam 
am®tam  idaµ brahma  idaµ sarvaµ // 11 //

11. “This righteousness (dharma) is like honey to all beings, and all beings are like honey 
to this righteousness. (The same with) the shining, immortal being who is in this righteousness, 
and shining, immortal being identified with righteousness in the body. (These four) are but 
this Self. This (Self-knowledge) is (the means of) immortality; this (underlying unity) is Brah-
man; this (knowledge of Brahman) is (the means of becoming) all”. Cf. the B®hadåra~yaka 
Upani‚ad, translated by Swåm⁄ Mådhavånanda, Advaita Ashram, Calcutta,1993.
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Modernist monks were entirely in contradiction.
Any human social group has a history, even a social group 

having no scripture has its own history. From the beginning of 
Nagar Bhnaµ period to their living moment, khmer country has 
a long history. The pattern of building a State and a Nation is due 
to Brahmanic dharma, which the Modernist monks did not take 
it into account.

The Modernist monks with their crawling “Orthodoxy”, 
represented by Chuon Nath, huot Tath and Um Sou, had chosen 
to suppress the landmark of Indo-khmer heritage. Their actions 
were put forward by the high-ranked men of political sphere. 
It was natural for them to feel proud of what they had done. 
Otherwise, they must have made do of what they had done facing 
history and the movement of ideas. Is it possible for them to hush 
up their dealings? That was a perfect thing for them to make the 
forthcoming generations believe in superficial appearance. It must 
require a short, intense thinking moment to find out what they were 
believed to be very cleared of their errors of judgement and choice 
with regard to the message of Indo-khmer heritage being dear to 
children of Cambodia. At the dawn of Nagar Bhnaµ period, Indian 
people and Brahmins were helpful to khmer population having 
adopted hindu model of growing. right human factor was needful 
to build a State. Brahmins performed the ritual Vråtyastoma55 
which was a fit way to accept the aliens in orthodox sphere. 
Brahmins from India held on this rite, so many local chiefs took up 
the position of leadership. what is the last point to be meant in the 
question of bad practice in socio-religious eld. 

what was the cause of the omitting act applied to a proverb? 
I am at a loss for an answer. My mind is capable to remember a 
strophe of Hitopadeça: “An ignorant man can be easily satisfied; 
still more easily can one who is eminently learned; but even 
Brahmå himself cannot please a man who is vainly proud of his 
little knowledge”56.

55  Cf. L. de La Vallée Poussin, Indo-européens et Indo-iraniens (hist. du Monde, III, p. 
168-169, 174, 178; Dynasties et histoire de l’Inde (ibid., VI, 2), p. 361. – S. Lévi, Le Nepal, I, 
p. 220. – L. renou, Bibliographie védique, 1931, p. 143, 334. – G. Coedès, Les états hindoui-
sés… opt.cit., p. 53.

56  Sanskrit strophe is: ajñaª sukham årådhyaª sukhataram årådhyate viçe‚ajñaª /
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Some important points have just shown and an attempt to 
understand the actions dealt with the so-called “reform” has 
been broached in a subject. A favourable case is in the heap as a 
reconstruction provides an acceptable result57.

At present, inquiring phase reaches the rhyming step. Let’s 
start with the (A) version. The first stage is to see the general 
aspect without the bonds of rhyming. The syllables are lain in 
groups as following:

o o o o        o o o o        o o o        o o o o        o o o (A)

1st ghlå 2nd ghlå 3rd ghlå

1st group 2nd group 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
N.B. In khmer prosody, traditional way does not proceed in the present manner, 

which must be carefully noticed. without going in the details, the aspect would be 
helpfultowards a good comprehension. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The (A) version has 18 syllables. Three ghlå are seen in the 
line; ghlå is simply a sort of sequence belonging to the succession 
of a line (pada) of a system of rhyming. Each ghlå has four 
syllables (4 X 3 = 12). It has two groups, each one of them has 
three syllables (3 X 2 = 6). The total is 12 + 6 = 18. we obtained 
the number 18 which confirms the conclusion of the proverb in its 
(A) version as it is the authentic form58. 

jñånalavadurvidagdhaµ brahmåpi naraµ na rañjayati // 105 // “Peace”, (Chap. IV), 
Hitopadeça of Nåråya~a, ed. & transl. by M.r. kale, printed by J. Prakash Jain, Delhi, 

1989, p. 102, p. 120.
57  This is a realistic aspect of the question. It does not sound agreeable. The question 

whether to offer a true view or to show a tiny part of thing is to be chosen. I follow my way 
which would not be fostering by some. There is a survey round what should be grasped. A 
structural case must be foreseen along the account. 

58  Case of number 18, cf. San Sarin, Mahåbhårata, the Numbers 18 and 108 through 
ak‚auhi~⁄, paper presented at XIth world Sanskrit Conference, (Turin, April 3rd – 8th, 2000) 
issued in Indologica taurinensia, vol. XXX, 2004, Edizioni A.I.T., Torino (Italy), pp. 237-
252. – Stein, O., the Numeral 18, in “The Poona Orientalist”, vol. I, n. 3, October 1936, pp. 
1-35. 
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The line of (A) and the bonds of rhymes are:

o o o o        o o o o        o o o        o o o o        o o o (A)

By following the letters, ramås (= rhinoceros) has two syllables, 
but in the proverb the first syllable ra of ramås is contracted or 
“swallowed”; ramås is heard as / lmås /. The same phenomena 
are applied to ranåm where the first syllable ra is hardly heard.

what it just has said can explain the line of rhyming of (A) 
version of the proverb.

The three ghlå have 12 syllables, which it is shown. The 
number can represent some things signicant as if khmer collective 
memory of the past expected to be grasped by the forthcoming 
generations. It would seem that this were a door-way toward 
a cultural message. The 12 syllables of these three ghlå would 
represent: 1°) M⁄måµså, 2°) Vedånta, 3°) Såµkhyå, 4°) yoga, 
5°) Nyåya, 6°) Vaiçe‚ika, 7°) Sik‚å, “phonetics”, 8°) Chandas, 
“metre”, 9°) Vyåkara~a, “grammar”, 10°) Nirukta, “etymology”, 
11°) Jyoti‚å, “astronomy”, 12°) kalpa, “ceremony, ritual”59. 

The number 12 of the three ghlå could represent prak®ti having 
12 in number. It may be seen in two sets: 1°) madhyama, 2°) 
vijig⁄‚u, 3°) udås⁄na, 4°) çatru, (this is the set of 4), 5°) mitra, 
6°) ari-mitra, 7°) mitra-mitra, 8°) arimitra-mitra, 9°) pår‚~igråha, 
10°) åkranda, 11°) pår‚~igråhåsåra, 12°) åkrandåsåsa; (this is the 
set of 8)60.

In the verse 157 at its end, the number 72 is the final conclusion. 
At its beginning, one has amåtya, “minister”, rå‚†ra, “territory”, 

59  The numbers 7 to 12 are seen in the verse: 
sik‚å kalpo vyåkara~aµ   niruktaµ chaµdasåµ citiª /
jyoti‚åmayanaµ caiva  ‚a∂aµgo veda ucyate // 
Sometimes, cayaª is seen instead of citiª, and the last pada is vedåµgåni ‚a∂eva tu.

60 The case is taught by Manu: 
madhyamasya pracåraµ ca    vijig⁄soç ca ce‚†itam /
udås⁄napracåraµ ca   çatroç caiva prayatnataª // 155 //
Etåª prak®tayo m¨laµ   ma~∂alasya samåsataª /
a‚†au cånyåª samåkhyåtå dvådaçaiva tu tåª sm®tåª//156 //
amåtyarå‚†radurgårthada~∂åkhyåª pañca cåparaåª /
pratyekaµ kathitå hyetåª  saµk‚epe~a dvisaptatiª // 157 // (Manusm®ti), (VII). 
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durga, “fortresses”, artha, “treasure”, da~∂a, “army”, there are 5 
elements which need one more that is a king as a high commander, 
5 + 1 = 6; 12 X 6 = 72, this dvisaptatiª at the end of the verse 
157. without a close view on the meaning of the three verses, one 
would make a mistake61.

I just have made an operation like 18 X 4 = 72, and the number 
72 is found out. The number 18 is the number of syllables in the 
line of rhyming according to (A) version62.

In my opinion, the number 4 could be the four elements of the 

61  Some persons would have made an operation like 12 X 5 = 60; the number 72 is not 
obtained as they have forgotten a king who is at the head of the five elements in the verse 157. 
I may be wrong, but I follow the fundamental idea met in khmer culture. The simple image 
left by the elements of statecraft is a lion (sometimes a tiger also). The four legs could be 
elephants’ fighting teams, the chariots, the horses and the foot-soldiers. The head of a lion rep-
resents the ruling king. The tail announces the temper and the inner feeling; it hits the ground 
like the haughty rhythm just before the moment of an assault. The tail is compared to another 
eye of a lion. It would be the spies who are far-sighted in the shade and they make inquiries 
about many things planned by the enemies’ camp. 

62  I had shown my result to many old persons in khmer country in 60’s. They knew the 
importance of the numbers of 18 and 16. Many of them told me by dividing 18 / 4, the result is 4 
with 2 as remainder. They had their opinion as the number 2 represents a common human being 
and ådideb, “Supreme Being” or “Primordial Deity”. It is also the visible world and the invis-
ible world. human being is used to forget the invisible world. About the number 72, I had been 
told that the digit 7 represents the life on earth with its mysterious side and the two worlds said 
above (digit 2) continue to follow this life. Anyone is bewildered by this life, happy moment is 
very short. They made an addition: 72 @ 7 + 2 = 9, this number 9 is the high number among the 
natural numbers from 0 and onward or it is the last high number of one digit. had mankind the 
mark or the sign of ten? The answer was that the mark or the sign for pointing out or noticing the 
number “ten” had existed, but this sign had been suppressed by Indra, because it had been very 
efficient and a soothsayer of the past could tell one anything included the place and the year of 
Enlightenment of the Braª Si årya Metr⁄ (i. e. Maitreya Buddha). Indra had come on earth and 
he had intended to have the sign of “ten” suppressed for ever. So, mankind has luckily escaped 
from the danger of the use of sign of “ten”. Now, the digit 1 immediately followed by one zero 
is an artificial way for “ten”; it is not the real nor an original sign of “ten”. In any matter, human 
being is in front of imponderable thing. About the number 4 (in 18 X 4 = 72) they said that it 
is the solidity in physical and spiritual matter. The four cardinal directions of space are useful 
to situate oneself and to locate anything. In the past, people had seen many statues carved in 
sandstone; they had four arms holding weapons. Particular mention may have been noticed as 
Braª ⁄s¨r (= Çiva) has three eyes. The rays coming out of his third eye can burn anything into 
ashes (kra¬ek cheª in khmer). The fourth thing being the fierce power is not seen, but it is in the 
body of Braª ⁄s¨r. he has four members in his own family: Umå (his spouse), Bhaktr Ganes(= 
Ga~eça), Skand (= Skanda) and the god himself. I insisted on asking my respectful speakers to 
tell me how they knew these kind of stories. Many old persons told them and they said that the 
narrative lines had been known from the old Kråµπ and Kaµb⁄ written in Sanskrit language, 
which most of them had declared. These kind of books were lost or destroyed. No one knows 
this language in country at present time.
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Puru‚årtha, i.e. dharma, artha, kåma and mok‚a63.�

we have two groups, each one of them has three syllables, (3 
X 2 = 6). The number 6 could represent the four elements of 
Puru‚årtha and the nature of world and the nature of the Supreme 
spirit64.� This number 6 would remind one the 6 fires on the 
dhi‚~ya, (a quantity of earth is heaped up and 6 hearths are made 
on the place which is covered by sand)65.�

The number 6 can deal with the six duties of Brahmins, i.e. 
teaching the Veda, reciting the Veda, sacrifying for themselves, 
sacrifying for others, giving and receiving (gift)66.

The number 6 can represent the six acts granted to a Brahmin 
for his existence i.e. 1) gleaning left-over of grains in the paddy 
(or another kind of grains of cereals) in such a field after harvest, 
2) begging (alms and strict necessary means), 3) receiving or 
accepting gift, 4) becoming merchant or trader, 5) watching or 
rearing of cattle (even this is an activity of Vaiçya), 6) agriculture67.�

63 Dharmårthakåmamok‚å~åµ  yasyaiko’pi na vidyate / 
ajågalastanasyeva  tasya janma nirarthakam //.

64 Dharmårthakåmamok‚e‚u  lokatattvårthayor api /
‚a†suprajñå tu yasyåsau  ‚a†prajñåª parik⁄rtitaª //.

65 Each fire belongs to the 1) the Hot®, 2) the Maitrå-varu~a (or Pra-çast®), 3) the 
Bråhma~åcchaµsin, 4) the Pot®, 5) the Ne‚†®, 6) the acchå-våka. Sometimes, the 7th, mar-
jaliya, is added; the six hearths are not absolute. In the Kåtyåyana çrauta s¨tra, one can 
read some passages related to dhi‚~ya. Dhi‚~yån nivapatyuddhata’vok‚ite pur⁄‚aµ nivapati 
sphyenå’nvårabdha udaππupaviçya vibh¨ras⁄ti pratimantram / 8.6.12: “After the rites of dig-
ging and sprinkling, the Adhvaryu pours earth for setting up the Dhi‚~ya-hearths. Sitting with 
face to the north he puts the earth (brought from the cåtvåla-pit) by means of the sphya on the 
sites of Dhi‚~ya with vibh¨r asi respectively when touches by the Sacrifer”.

8.6.17: pratyaπ mukho dvåram apare~a hotuª / “The Adhvaryu lays down the hearth 
meant for the hot®-priest to the west of the (eastern) door of the Sadas by sitting with his face 
towards the west”; (a commentary says: p®‚†hya madhye bhavati yathå tathå).

8.6.18: dak‚i~ap¨rve~audumbar⁄µ maitråvaru~asya / “the hearth meant for the 
Maitråvaru~a priest lays on the south-east of the audumbari-staff”. 

8.619: hot®dhi‚~yam uttare caturaª samåntarån bråhma~åcchamsipot®ne‚†racchåvåkån
åm / “there are four hearths with equal distance between each two for Bråhma~acchaµsin, 
Pot®, Ne‚†® and Acchå-våka respectively towards the north of the hot®‘s hearth”; cf. kåtyåy-
ana° ed. and transl. by h.G. ranade, issued with financial assistance from the Ministry of 
Education and Social welfare, Govt. India, 1978, pp. 270-271.

66 adhyåpanam adhyåyanaµ yajanaµ yåjanaµ tathå /
dånaµ  pratigrahaç caiva ‚a†karmå~yagrajanmanaª // 75 // (Mn. X).

67 Uµcaµ  pratigraho bhik‚å vå~ijyaµ paçupålanaµ
k®‚ikarma tathå ceti ‚a† karmå~yagrajanmanaª //

Sometimes, uµcaµ and uµchaµ are seen.
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A Brahmin can perform six acts by means of magic i.e. çåµti, an 
expiatory rite, “a propitiatory rite for averting evil”, vaç⁄kara~a, 
“fascinating, attracting, subduing”, staµbhana, “a particular 
magical art which causes the suppression of any force of feeling 
by supernatural means”, vidve‚a, “disdainful pride, contempt”, 
uc-cå†ana, “ruining (an adversary), causing (a person) to quit (his 
occupation by means of magical incantations)”.  

The number 3 is seen in the group khlå åπ brai and bråhm(a~a) 
µåπ ved. At the starting steps of any human existence, one has 
a father, a mother and a preceptor (guru or åcårya); these 3 
important persons. Till the end of his life, one must pay homage 
to these three persons68.� 

The 12 syllables of rhyming line of (A) version would be 
symbolically represented, of course, by the 12 members of 
the famous “chain of causation” (pratityasamutpåda, påli 
pa†iccasamuppåda); it is a sort of working effect and cause being 
connected with “genesis”69.�

The 6 syllables (group of 3 + 3 = 6) may remind one towards 
abhiññå, “the supernatural powers” having 6 members70. 

The group of six syllables would also be the “six functional 

68 There are two verses said by Manu: tayor nityaµ priyaµ kuryåd åcåryasya ca sarvadå /
te‚veva tri‚u tu‚†e‚u tapaª sarvaµ samåpyate // 228 //
te‚åµ trayånåµ çuçru‚å paramaµ tapa ucyate /
na tair abhyananujñåto dharmam anyaµ samåcaret // 229 // (Chap. II).

69 It may be seen as following:                                                               

1) avijjå (avidyå), ignorance
2) saπkhårå (saµskåra), aggregates
    of conditions)

Past
This is a part of påli text on Pa†iccasamuppåda
avijjå paccayå saπkhårå
saπkhårappaccayå viññå~aµ 

viññå~appaccayå nåmar¨paµ  
nåmar¨pappaccayå sa¬åyatanaµ
sa¬åyatanappaccayå phasso
phassappaccayå vedanå
vedanåpaccayå ta~hå 
ta~håpaccayå upådånaµ
upådånappaccayå bhavo
bhavappaccayå jåti

jåtippaccayå jaråmara~aµ sokaparidevadukkha-
domanassupåyåså sambhavanti evametassa
kevalassa dukkhakkhandhassa sumudayo hoti.

3) viññå~a (vijñå~a), consciousness,
4) nåma-r¨pa, mind & body,
5) sa¬åyatana, six organs of senses,
6) phassa, (sparça), contact, touch,
7) vedanå, feeling, sensation,
8) ta~hå, t®‚~å, craving,
9) upådåna, “firm idea
    of attachment,

Present

10) bhava, character of becoming,
11) jåti, birth and rebirth,
12) jaråmara~a-soka, old age, death,
      tribulation.

Future

70 1) iddhi-vidhå, “supernatural power”, 2) dibba-sota, “the heavenly ears”, 3) ceto-
pariyañå~a, “knowing other’s thought”, 4) dibba-cakkhu, “having divine eyes”, 5) pubbe 
nivåsånussati, “recollecting previous births and living existences”, 6) åsavakkhaya, “to be 
certain that all intoxicating flows are cut off”, i.e. emancipation already attained.
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sense-organs”71.� This group may relate to chabba~~araπs⁄ which 
are the six colours known in khmer72. 

o o o o        o o o o        o o o        o o o o        o o o        o o o o        o o o o (B)

1 42 53 6 7

The (B) version as recorded by DrP. may be seen through the line 
above suggested. People who derived pleasure from transforming 
and hushing up what it is connected with brahmanical track removed 
bråhm(a~a) åπ ved (at the number 5) and they put tr⁄ åπ dik. These 
people, one must notice, are the khmer Modernist Theravåda monks. 
It may be said that this is a bad and low gesture. They had a right 
to refuse the khmer traditional Buddhist way. whatever they may 
have resented it, they must have proved their capability by showing 
a right and fit way to khmer Buddhist followers for a good future 
of socio-religious practices. It was natural that they had to create a 
new tenet and a coherent form of discourse to deviate the Buddhist 
followers from the traditional way. So, Buddhist followers would 
have supported them without despising religious cultural heritage. 
why waste all their time changing something which bears entirely 
the raison d’être. They did nothing except disturb everyone and 
stand surety for men of political power. They were scornful with 
regard to the cultural heritage of their own native land73.

71 According to ancient påli text, one has two parts: 
 Inner part (ajjhattika)  Outer part (båhira)    
 1) cakkhu, eye,   1) r¨pa, visible object (forms, colours),
 2) sota, ear,   2) sadda, sound, noise
 3) ghåna, nose,   3) gandha, odour, smell
 4) jivhå, tongue,   4) rasa, (sense of) taste, 
 5) kåya, body (skin)  5) pho††habba, tangible,
 6) mano, mind,   6) dhamma, cognizable object.
72 The word can be understood as ‚as- var~a + raµsi; the six colours are applied to the 

nimb of the Buddha; they are: blue, yellow, red, white, “colour of haµsapåd” and phlek. 
Haµsapåd is khmer use being the equivalent of sk. mañji‚†ha, “light red, crimson, Indian 
madder”. Haµsapåd, litt. is “foot of Haµsa”; it intends to be the colour of the “skin” of 
haµsas’ legs. In khmer, phlek is a “glitter (of diamond)” considered as a colour.

73 The Modernist monks had done many things against khmer authentic value and they 
judged people and cultural heritage by adopting the superficial view of political power with 
its permanent oligarchy. They must have believed themselves to be certain that no one will 
disclose what they had made believe. I know it to have been a silly thing. I can afford to gather 
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Dr. Pannetier’s translation is still in superficial aspect; many 
khmer words are not understood. 

9. Cås’ åπ slåp’  bål åπ kåp’  kmeπ åπ yaµ. (A) (n° 19 DrP)

9*kmeπ åπ yaµ bål åπ pra†aµ cås’ åπ slåp’. (B)

Translation of (A): “Old person relies on death, a fool on 
cutting, a young one on crying”.

Translation of (B): “A child relies on crying, a fool on giving 
blows, an old one on death”.

Bål is seen in the two versions; bål coming from sk. båla, “young, 
child”; “a fool, an ignorant”; this late sense may be considered 
in the proverb. In påli Dhammapada, the 5th chap. is named as 
Bålavagga,“the fool”. Båla is understood in the primary sense by Dr 
P. The proverb has three sequences, each has three syllables. The verb 
an, “to rely on”, is present in each sequence, (see this verb on p. 17). 
DrP’s translation does not follow the real sense of åπ.

Kåp’, in (A) version, means “to cut” by using an axle or a sword. 
Generally, the act of kåp’ is commonly known among khmer people by 
using a small axle (p¨v thau †ai) or a sort of big knife called kåµ pit phgåk‘. 
I wonder how DrP could have “vigour” (to blow) as the sense for kåp’.

Pra†aµ, in (B) version, tam, “to strike, to hit”, pra, prefix, 
indicating a connexion, a reciprocity, mutual actions, pra†ål’, “to box 
with someone”, pra~åµπ, “to race”, prakuot, “to compete, to match”. 
In sk. pra is an indeclinable, “before, in front, on, forth” (used with a 
verb expressing a motion); as prefix, pra has the sense of “very, very 
much”. There is a På~ini’s s¨tra on pra.74 In khmer language, in case 

the facts left by them with a view to see clearly the official Buddhism and the Buddha’s teach-
ing rightly felt by the whole khmer population of countryside.

74 På~.VIII. 1.6: prasamupodaª pådap¨ra~e  // 6 // padåni // pra sam upa udaª påda p¨ra~e //
v®ttiª // pra sam upa ut ityete‚åµ pådap¨ra~e dve bhavato dvir vacanena cetpådaª p¨ryate//
The terms pra sam upa ut are repeated or used as doubling, and the quarter of a verse is 

completed, which it is the essential sense. Some examples can be seen in  ¸gveda.  
¸g.I. 126.7: upa upa me parå m®ça må me dabhrå~i manyathaª /
¸g.VII. 8.4: pra-pråyam agnir bharatasya ç®~ve (…),
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of mutual actions, pra is used. khmer language has been enriched by 
Sanskrit contribution75. 

The lines of rhyming are:

o o o        o o o        o o o (B)o o o        o o o        o o o (A)

The (A) version recorded by DrP reverses the natural course 
of existence of any living being. This version starts with cås’ åπ 
slåp’, which is contrary of what is taught by Buddhist dhamma, 
i.e. birth, old age, sickness and death, (koet cås’ jh⁄ slåp’ in khmer, 
jåti jarå byådhi mara~a in påli).76

10. anak yoeπ gan’ groª tåm rås⁄   cau kram k†i tåm båk(ya). 
(A) (n° 25 DrP)

10*Anak yoeπ gan’ groª tåm rås⁄ cau kram kåt’ k†⁄ tåm båk(ya) p†iπ. (B)

10** ---------------“”----------------- cau kram kåt’ k†⁄ dau tåm 
båk(ya). (B1)

Translation.- “A Buddhist monk inspects (what it will happen 

¸g.IV. 2.9: kim na ut ut har‚-a-se dåtavå u //
¸g.X. 191.1: saµ sam id yuvase v®‚an //

After Vedic period, this rule was rarely applied as prepositions or prefix were not used in 
that way.

75  After Independence of Cambodia (in 1954), some khmer people started to refuse Sanskrit 
and Påli in khmer language. They said that these two languages “originated the social classes”. As 
hating Sanskrit, they continued their low dealings aiming at kicking out the fundamental principle 
of khmer alphabets being the same as Sanskrit as well. Their first targets were to suppress all cer-
ebrals, all initial vowels (sra beñ tuo), the visarga, letter l (of Vedic manner). They held their words 
that betray great ignorance. Their attitude were associated with “khmer marxists”. Many members 
of teaching profession had invaded the organ called as khmerization (Khemarayånakamm). They 
took this organ and used it to propagate their dealings. I wrote a paper presented at the world San-
skrit Conference organized at Delhi in April 2001 by Indian Government; cf. San Sarin, challeng-
ing Indo-Khmer culture or sanskrit Influence on actual Khmer Language. The positive and useful 
Indo-khmer heritage would soon be destroyed by the dealings of a small group of persons. 

76  Cf. Pa†iccasamuppåda on p. 23; the chain of causality is also shown in various formulae 
as mentioned above, cf. in cullaniddesa. The four steps are related to saµsåra, “faring on”, 
litt.; it has been shortly stated in påli Dhammapada, st. 60: d⁄ghå jågarato ratti d⁄ghaµ san-
tassa yojanaµ d⁄gho bålånaµ saµsåro saddhammam avijånataµ // (Bålavagga).
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through) calculations, (according to the movements of) zodiacal 
signs, (just as) a judge passes a sentence according to a complaint”.

The (A) version as recorded by DrP shows that the proverb is 
built up according to the rhyming called pad båk(ya) pråµ b⁄r77, 
“the rhyming line of seven syllables”. The 1st ghlå is correct, the 
2nd ghlå has only five syllables. The person who had informed 
DrP should have said speedily, and two syllables were skipped in 
the 2nd ghlå. DrP did not give any remark. 

The (B) version presents a variation depending on different 
regions of khmer country. The 2nd ghlå of (B) and (B1) have a 
correct rhyming and they convey a full sense.

anak yoeπ, anak is the term used to call kindly someone with 
whom frienship and affection are shared. This term would have been 
borrowed from Javanese language. In khmer, anak is used to indicate 
an agent, and it must be placed before a verb, i.e. dhvoe, “to do”, anak 
dhvoe, “a doer, a maker”, poek par, “to drive”, anak poek par, “a 
driver”, cr⁄eπ, “to sing”, anak cr⁄eπ, “a singer”. anak is also used 
to point out an inhabitant of a place, a country or a region, i.e. anak 
s⁄em råp, “an inhabitant of S⁄em råp (province), anak bhnaµ beñ, “an 
inhabitant of Bhnaµ Beñ”. anak is applied to a man or a woman. It is 
connected with a honorific mark title of hierarchy granted by custom 
and also by official administration. It points out also a person by his 
professional activity, i.e. anak nesåd, “a fisherman”, anak jaµnuoñ, “a 
merchant”, anak råjakår, “a civil servant” (of royal administration). 
what are the principal functions of the term anak. Yoeπ is a personal 
pronoun in plural or a possessive adjective (it depends on the accurate 
case of use or a place in a sentence). anak yoeπ is an expression 
having a respectful and affectionate sense; it is used with a Buddhist 
monk; it is met in great literary text and sometimes in inscription (?) 
of post-Angkorian period.

Gan’, “to look at” (with carefulness); in the present purpose, it 

77 The diagram of rhyming of pad båk(ya) pråµ b⁄r can be grasped in the following way:

o o o o o o o o         o o o o o o o         o o o o o o o         o o o o o o o

o o o o o o o o         o o o o o o o         o o o o o o o         o o o o o o o
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intends to be a soothsaying art with calculation which sometimes 
needs a figure or a diagram (for example tamrå saµbaπs någ, “mixed 
reckoning way of a male-någa and a female-någa”, tamrå dhn¨, 
“a steming bow”). In common way of speaking, it is said as gan’ 
g¨r which may be understood as reckoning and drawing (diagram). 
The proverb says only gan’ as it obeys to the number of syllables in 
rhyming. 

The synonym of gan’ g¨r can be dass(ana) dåy, (dass(ana) is påli 
form of sk. darçana, “a view”, dåy, khm., “to predict (the future).78 

Groª, coming from sk. graha, groª means in khm. “the fact of 
taking or of reaching a trouble position or situation”, according to the 
movements of constellation; in common use groh takes the sense of 
“incident, accident, a happening event inducing happy or sad moment 
in life”, (as it has the expressions groª l-a, groª åkrak’, “fortunate 
situation, unfortunate situation”, in actual khm. language. This sort 
of event is believed to be related to the movements of constellations. 
when a groª is already reached a person, some Buddhist monks are 
invited to recite a specific Paritta-texts;79 the ritual is called as s¨tr 
mant raµ†oª groª or s¨tr mant kåt’ groª, “to recite Paritta-texts to 
release from a bad situation, or to get rid of a trouble condition”.

rås⁄, from sk. rå⁄, “a constellation”, in soothsaying art, it deals with 
the zodiac which in full is said as rås⁄ cakr, (råçi cakra in sk.; having 
12 signs from aries to Pisces). In general, people believe in rås⁄ ¬oeπ, 
“the constellation or a sign of zodiac is in ascending position”; the days, 

This pad is also called pad båk(ya) pråµ b⁄r såmaññ in the study of khmer prosody; in 
this latter, the technical term applied to this pad is me båk(ya) prå b⁄r dhammatå. Traditional 
manner in study of prosody presents always two “strophes”, lpaª in khmer; each one of them 
has 4 ghlå; each ghlå has 7 syllables. The proverb of the present purpose in (B) version fol-
lows the scheme of the 1st and the 2nd ghlå of a lpaª. 

78  To ascertain a result of gan’ g¨r, a skilful soothsayer takes an ensuring act by referring 
to the råmakert(i), the khmer version of Vålm⁄ki‘s råmåya~a. It has, according to the result 
of calculations, various interpretations, i.e. sugr⁄b kåt khluon knuπ brai, Sugr⁄va is alone, he 
hides himself in the forest, the case may mean the person is helpless, he goes through a sad 
moment, he can’t avoid it, he must be patient, he will meet a favourable person who will bring 
in some helps; braª råm caπ thnal’, råma makes a road and builds bridge toward Laπkå, the 
meaning is favourable and the person must make his best to be successful in what he wants to 
do (wedding, business, friendship, general relations…); nåπ s⁄tå jåp’ghuµ knuπ suon, S⁄tå is 
confined in Açoka Garden of Laπkå, this is an awful routine, the person must accept it, even it 
is a bad condition. The interpretations of råma‘s deeds and the story are in living existence, 
but people do not say anything about; the facts are worth while feeling.

79  Cf. my systematic studies on Paritta-texts in påli under André Bareau’s guidance. The 
title is Paritta: signification rituelle et religieuse chez les Khmers, Paris, 1992, 524 pages, (a 
thesis). 
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the weeks or the month will be in benecial line or in favourable period. 
The opposite sense is rås⁄ †åk’, “the constellation or a sign of zodiac 
is in descending position”. A person, whom his own zodiacal sign is 
concerned, is on the way leading toward a latent trouble, many things 
will be ill-working with him. To moderate or to lessen the effect of bad 
moment caused by the movements of constellations, some Buddhist 
monks are invited to recite Paritta-texts; the ritual is known as s¨tr 
mant loek rås⁄, “to recite Paritta to make the constellations raise”. 

The Paritta-texts are believed to be able to reduce the bad effect of 
conjuncture.The belief in the movements of rås⁄ makes people request 
a Buddhist monk or a lay person who knows a soothsaying art. By 
reckoning he can advice and show the favourable or unfavourable 
movements of rås⁄ according to a personal sign. 

cau kram, “a judge”, cau has many senses; in the present purpose, 
it means a chief, a title in hierarchy of civil servants. A chief of 
Buddhist monastery is correctly said as cau adhikår. adhikår is 
preceded by cau. In general administration, some important titles of 
civil servants are recorded as cau hvåy khett, “govenor of province”, 
cau hvåy sruk, “govenor of district” (one of the subdivisions of a 
province). cau preceded by braª is applied to title of the ruling king, 
i.e. braª cau kruπ kambujådhipat⁄. 

In khmers’ supernatural world, the anak tå, (a kind of tutelary 
genius), of Bhnaµ Beñ bears the title of braª cau, and he is well-
known as anak tå braª cau, having his abode at Vatt Bhnaµ, the first 
old place of Bhnaµ Beñ. Kram, from krama of sk., means “going, 
proceeding, course, order, regular progress, method, way, manner”. 
cau kram, preceded only by cau, has the sense of judge. what is the 
real nature of the principle of semantics in this very case? I am not a 
specialist in linguistics; I want to grasp the phenomenon. Among the 
meanings indicated above, the words order and regular progress seem 
to help a positive view. hindu and khmer thought may follow the fit 
trend laid by scientific attitude round the line held by reason, order and 
measure. A scientific method of other human cultures may follow the 
same scheme though the expression could be different.80 I strive to get 
a background and I catch the idea of order in prayoga expressed in the 

80  I had expressed the scheme in my paper Gratefulness (†iπ Gu~) in cambodian Behav-
iour issued in Indian Epic Values, råmåya~a and its Impact, Proceedings of the 8th Interna-
tional råmåya~a Conference, Leuven, 6-8 July 1991, ed. by G. Pollet, Uitgeverij Peeters en 
Departement Oosterse Studies Leuven, 1995, pp. 221-228. The same paper is published in 
Våπmaya, vol. IV, ed. by Dr. Gautam Patel, Sanskrit Sahitya Academy, Gandhinagar, Gujarat 
(India), 2002, pp. 61-67. 
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M⁄måµså darçana.81 
Prayoga can be understood as “injunction of use”, and it needs 

krama, “order”in analysis or in ritual performing act. Krama has 6 
criterions (pramå~a), namely 1) direct wording, 2) sense, 3) tenet, 
4) position, 5) primacy, 6) procedure. It is certain in the view of 
M⁄måµså, but in the present case through common sense, cau kram 
could not take the meaning of judge as we are in judiciary affairs. 
Anyone waits for a judgement and punishments must consequently 
be applied. To grasp the case, khmer attitude may have something 
more due to heritage and the facts which were difficult to have 
them suppressed. The minister of Justice is traditionally called as 
Ukñå Yamaråj. This is Yamaråja of sk. In popular khmer speaking 
way, Yamaråj becomes Jaµråj. Before starting a debate, there was 
the solemn and serious moment of taking the oath required by any 
tribunal. The protagonists of the both sides have to repeat after what 
it is said by a process-server. The names of various terrible and 
mighty geniuses of khmer country are invoked to come in the open 
court and they are also called upon to bear witness to the truth in 
the dispute between persons concerned. The occult and uncanny 
force will not fail to punish severely the one who hides his wicked 
conduct. The light of candles and the smoke produced by incense-
sticks increase the make-weight in the air. At the end of the text of 
oath, the protagonists are requested to kneel down on the floor with 

81  I have a limited knowledge in M⁄måµså. khmer traditional tribunal needs a solemn 
taking of oath. religious and lay practices have no barrier. Can the idea of krama influence 
the appellation of judge in khmer language? Among the four forms of “injunction”, I believe 
that prayoga is a fit way for the purpose.

Justice affairs are still formal. Let’s take a simple example connected with an examining 
magistrate (subhåcårapuras in khm.). To issue a warrant requires two or three helpful persons 
in an office as an accurate dealing has to be done, i. e. †⁄kå koª, “a warrant for coming in the of-
fice of an examining magistrate”, †⁄kå paπhåñ khluon, “a summons to appear” (in the office or 
in the court), †⁄kå nåµ khluon, “a warrant for bringing (a culprit or a suspected person whose 
name is seen on the black list)”, †⁄kå cåp’ khluon, “a warrant for arrest”, †⁄kå ghuµ khluon, “a 
warrant for shutting (a culprit or a suspected person) up” as sometimes the forthcoming steps 
of inquiry need the confining measure. In the debate in open court, an advocate of a culprit 
does not agree with the term of a warrant for arrest; he tries to relieve his customer by claim-
ing the correct attitude of the culprit. The advocate of other side invites the judge (cau kram) 
to refer to the policeman’s record and he says that the arrest had been very difficult, and he 
makes use of the famous stock phrase as †eñ praphåp’ cåp’ prabh⁄ñ. At last, a cau kram has to 
clear up all the situations and the different steps of inquiry. One can understand the reason of 
the use of the word cau kram for a judge. The session of taking of oath is directly related to 
religious aspect, the M⁄måµså and its prayoga as indicated above would bring in an idea of 
the choice of kram and the form cau kram. At the moment, M⁄måµså can stand for something 
significant way of grasping the purpose and its context.
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añjali salutation.82

K†⁄, coming from sk. gati, (guttural sonant g changes into voiceless 
guttural k, the vowel a in ga is dropped down, the final vowel i is 
lenghtened), k†i@k†⁄, “issue, place of issue, origin, refuge, resource”. 
At the beginning time of Buddhist Theravåda in khmer country, k†⁄ 
would have been used to point out the places dwelled by monks. 

Afterward, people considered the word vatt < vatta of påli, having 
the meaning as “that which is done or is customary”, i. e. duty, 
service, custom function.83 At the South-East of Phnom Penh, on the 
main road leading to Braek anak L⁄oeπ, there are the Vatt K†⁄ tå 
Kuy84 and the Vatt K†⁄ tå ras’.   K†⁄ of the present case can be a verb 
or a noun; in case of noun, it means “proceedings at law, action at law, 
a lawsuit”; case of verb: “to institute proceedings against someone, to 
sue someone”. The word is seen in compound like koet k†⁄, “to be at 
law with someone”, cåñ’ k†⁄, “to fail in a suit”, k†⁄ k†åµ, “to be at law 
(with fussy person pushed by futile motive)”, små k†⁄, “an attorney, 
advocate”.85

Båk(ya), from sk. våkya, also våkya in påli; khmer way changes v 
into b, and the last syllable is not heard. It is incredible that modern 
khmer language has produced a confusion since the moment where 
the monk Chuon Nath and his team went in many sections of the 
royal Library and onward at Buddhist Institute. Normally, båk(ya) 
means “saying, speech, sentence”. In modern time, båk(ya) took till 
now the sense of “word”! Pada or pad(a) in authentic khmer has the 

82  Cf. Adh. Leclère, cambodge, Fêtes civiles…, op. cit., pp. 631-649. This is a session of 
spath coming from çapatha of sk. Taking the oath had been very important at the open court 
in khmer country. Adh. Leclère couldn’t help noticing some of the sessions. he was an ad-
ministrator of French republic and he had recorded people taking the oath. he wrote shortly, 
which he might have felt disturbed. Anyhow, what he had left is very interesting. There were 
culprits or suspected persons who had taken fright at the potential punishments inflicted by the 
invisible power entirely held by terrible geniuses. They admitted their guilt. As usual, a cau 
kram requests to hear what they owned up to having done cruel acts.

83  Some scholars of western Europe have assimilated vatta = vastu or våstu of sk., which 
is a queer idea. (Vatthu is related to vastu of sk., coming from the root VAS-).

84  The monastery K†⁄ tå Kuy was the dwelling place of the monk Gaπ’, a close friend of 
king Narottam. The monk Gaπ’ was the chief of that monastery (cau adhikår). he gave up his 
function, dropped down his monastic garments and became a high ranked-fighter with the title 
of General (kra¬åhom) which fought against French colonial infantry. After a moment, he had 
been arrested, chained up and fastened tightly upon the funnel of French gunboat till death.

85  The Chuon Nath’s neologism removed this små k†⁄ which, litt. “a shoulder of action at 
law”, had been created in the language by old tradition and it was very popular. Chuon Nath 
and his team brought in medhåv⁄. From Siamese country, khmer people had used the term 
tha~åya, i.e. tha~åyak†⁄ (danåya + k†⁄) for “attorney”. To be noticed that the term k†⁄ can be 
used as nipåta in carefully built sentence.
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sense of “word”. In countryside, people use pad for “word”. Pad is 
used to point out a “word” in a centre of meditation (kamma††håna).86 
khmer religious traditional practices through collective memory 
followed Indo-khmer heritage handed down by the past. The 
followers of traditional way continued to make a distinction between 
båk(ya) and pad; the fact gave evidence of the fundamental ground of 
hindu darçana which had been stamping for ever,87 and the modern 
khmer people of big towns neglected it in the 2nd half of XXth cent. 
It was incredible that many stupid and harmful things should not have 
been forbidden to teach in classrooms. These things had not been 
controlled nor testified through acceptable phases. One may regret 
to have been formed that the high sphere of khmer Nation had no 
capability to make a distinction between “sentence”, båk(ya) and 
“word” (pad) in its own language.88

86  Many places of Kamma††hån well guided by competent traditional gr¨ (guru) or an 
åcårya had been destroyed by the dealings of political police at the beginning of king Sihan-
ouk’s reign and onward. The destruction by using the low means was the direct consequence 
of the Quarrel between the Traditionalists and the Modernists, Quarrel stirred up by political 
power.

87  Among the six darçana, I think the M⁄måµså had been holding its deep root as it had pro-
vided a systematical form related to the thought of the Bråhma~a, which it is my own point of view. 
without touching a theological explanation, Brahmanical influences do not fail to appear in another 
form. khmer high sphere of State had made silly things in the field of language through many 
phases, particularly after the world war II till the end of 60’s. The Cultural Commission had been 
created awkwardly in the Buddhist Institute. Presided by the monk Chuon Nath, this Commission 
was empowered to produce the neologism. how many competent and skilful persons were in this 
Commission? what was the background of the methodology? The Cultural Commission (called as 
ga~akammakår vappadharm in khmer neologism) created only the “new words” which are known 
as båk(ya) vappadharm. Many of them are the queer words blended through French words! They 
aimed at producing khmer words for khmer population, but they did by considering and referring 
to strange elements. where are the cultural appurtenances? without any respect toward Indo-khmer 
cultural heritage and diving in French words, the production of the Cultural Commission provided 
many crabbed elements made of a kind of ill-assimilated påli data. They were in the quicksand. 

There was the Khmerization in public instruction. The organ was guided by the sympathiz-
ers of the circle held by Så¬ut Sar (the future Pol Pot backed up Chinese Communist policy). 
They worked havoc among young khmer people. Most of the employees of this organ knew 
the common speech, they were skilful in style of propaganda. Their method and their attitude 
were pitiful with regard to the members of the Cultural Commission, (cf. foot-note n° 75 on p. 
24). The men composing the Cultural Commission and the Khmerization were while observing.

however much they were different among themselves, they had three marks at least in 
common: 1) inducing many generations of young people to the doorway of obscurantism, 2) 
neglecting the great message of khmer cultural heritage, 3) making fun of notion of practical 
philosophy facing the problem. however one may resent it, one will have to consider it. The 
view could be the line of conduct of a honest observer. It is not incredible for many, but it is one 
aspect of harmful consequences. 

88  Let’s take an example. In khmer traditional music (of any kind), a musician can easily 
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distinguish a båk(ya) meaning “phrase” and a pad, “a principal theme”, i.e. in Bhleπ Khmaer (a 
kind of music for wedding ceremony), there is a pad known as Kansaeπ kraham, “red scarf”. This 
pad is still known from Surin to the khmer places in the far Southern part of Indochina. Each 
band has its own expression of interpretation like the manner of khåt’, a solo ad libitum, (litt. “to 
polish”) and våy phlae or oy phlae, “(subtle) notes in the phrases”. In short, these are the leading 
ways of interpretation of a “principal theme” (pad). These ways are in “ornamentation” of a pad. 
A band of Mahor⁄ brings in at first an expression of romantic elegy, (it has others rasa in Mahor⁄).

To see such an error of modern khmer, I take a Guesdon’s record: “båk(ya), mot, terme, 
expression, parole”, (p. 1207of his khmer-French dictionary). Guesdon had been a good ob-
server, he had been close to every day spoken in khmer. 

Now and then, I bring in some item of news as the first right in any matter is the information. 
About the word båk(ya) which is left by Chuon Nath: “båk(ya) [of] sk. våkya, v changes into 
b; bhåså, saµ†⁄, prayog(a) saµ†⁄; båk(ya)caµ é båk(ya) caµboª, båk(ya) pr⁄ep, (p. 742 of his 
khmer dictionary); about prayog(a), [from] sk., p. payoga; kår prakap, kår prakap byåyam(a), 
åkår(a) samråp’ prakap tåm daµnaπ. †a~oer båk(ya) †ael mån seck†⁄ grap’ grån’ muoy saπkåt’ 2. 
seck†⁄ muoy prayog(a), joeπ prayog(a) rap⁄ep båk(ya) †ael r⁄ep r⁄eπ tåm mun tåm kroy nai bhåså 
nimuoy 2 (…, p. 663 of his khmer dictionary). Under båk(ya), he used saµ†⁄ to have båk(ya) 
explained. Let’s see under saµ†⁄: båk(ya) †ael s†⁄, †ael niyåy, bhåså, (p. 1287 of his khmer dic-
tionary). he deals also with våkya: from sk., båk(ya), saµ†⁄, vohår(a); prayog(a); våkyasabd(a) 
sabd(a) gi båk(ya), prajubåk(ya) samråp’ proe knuπ bhåså nimuoy 2, me båk(ya) †ael proe knuπ 
vijjå nimuoy 2. Våkyasambandh(a) sambandh(a) nai båk(ya), kår caπ kraπ båk(ya); phnaek 
veyyåkar(a~a) niyåy b⁄ mukh kår nåd⁄ niπ rap⁄ep båk(ya)bec(ana) knuπ prayog(a) nimuoy 2. 

Moreover, the words ghlå and lpaª may be noticed as they are important in the matter. 
About ghlå, Chuon Nath said: lpaª båk(ya), lpaª seck†⁄ †ael mån daµnaπ tr¨v †ak oy †åc’ 
oy ghlåt, seck†⁄ muoy ghlå, moel kåb(ya) oy †iπ ghlå, sar ser †ak ghlå, (p. 163 of his khmer 
dictionary); he did not say what the function of the word ghlå is in khmer prosody and its 
technical framework. On that point, Guesdon’s record is: “vers, phrase”, knuπ 1 lpaª mån 
puon ghlå (see in his dictionary on p. 345), (cf. p. 31, foot-note 1 of my present text as it is 
helpful to grasp what Guesdon had said). About lpaª Chuon Nath said: to see under rapaª 
as lpaª spelling is dropped down (p. 1139), under rapaª it must read: kår raª oy mån ghlå. 
Jhmoª va~~ayutt(a) muoy prabhed(a) (…) samråp’ raª kha~∂ knuπ saπkåt’ nai prayog(a) vaeπ 
khl⁄ nimuoy 2. rapaª neª mån jhmoª phseπ 2 dau d⁄et (…). why lpaª spelling had been sup-
pressed? he himself may have done it without any reason. 

Through Chuon Nath’s view, where is the good meaning of the word båk(ya)? In what it 
has been quoted, I see confusion, useless and superficial paraphrase. It is a shame to have to 
say that khmer civilization having been consolidated by the dharma taken from India was go-
ing on a way of decay in various fields of knowledge. One thing must be mentioned, the Chuon 
Nath’s khmer dictionary provides a good line which is the correct spelling by following an 
acceptable datum of etymology in general outline. The author of a dictionary of language is 
not able to offer the useful sense of “word” and “sentence”. The charge of the author could be 
lessened as he had his close entourage of civil servants paid by public financial means. There 
were the monk kim T¨r, member of the Commission of traipi†aka, Låπ hap’ ån, General 
Secretary of Buddhist Institute and N¨π S⁄oeπ, Secretary of Buddhist Institute, which was the 
team for the 4th edition. The 5th edition repeated the errors of the former, of course.

According to my humble point of view, a real lexicographical labour needs at least the fun-
damental information supplied by Vedism, hinduism, Buddhism through påli and Sanskrit texts, 
the six darçana, the whole vedåπga, particularly the theories of grammar, the philosophy of 
grammar, linguistics and its branches, epigraphy of ancient and actual khmer country and khmer 
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This is the diagram of rhyming of the (A) and (B) versions:

o o o o o o o        o o o o o (A)

o o o o o o o        o o o o o o o (B)

The two diagrams follow the rhyming of pad båk(ya) pråµ b⁄r, 
the (B) version is correct (see foot-note n. 77).

11. koet jå janlen min khboem †⁄ dhvoe jå mantr⁄ min khboem pråk’
dhvoe jå jåπ chlåk’ min khboem jhoe.

(n. 26 DrP)

Translation.- “As earth-worm by birth does not feel repugnance to 
earth, as civil servant in position does not feel repugnance to money, 
as wood-carver in profession does not feel repugnance to wood”.

Mantr⁄, N. sg. m. of mantrin, s.m., “a king’s counsellor, a minister”.
Mantr⁄ is used to point out a high-ranked class of civil servant.89

Janlen: an earth-worm.
Khboem: “to feel repugnance”.
Jåπ chlåk’, “a wood-carver” (in the purpose).

According to the proverb, any civil servant is ready to become 
corrupted. A corruptor is certain that any thing in official 
administration will work by giving money as he knows the 
attitude of a civil servant. This is the problem of corruption which, 

language taken into account in various matters. Eight or a dozen months at hanoi in company of 
Louis Finot, George Coedès and Victor Goloubew had not been enough to provide a good effect.  

Seeing from the inner part of khmer context, one may remind †aµr⁄ kå khvåk’ dramåk’ kå 
chkuot, “the (domestic) elephant is blind and the driver is mad”, which is a fit proverb to say.

89  It is seen in expression: catustambh senåpat⁄ nåm⁄n sabb mukh mantr⁄ kñuµ råjakår 
sevakåmåt(ya). The neologism brought in ra††h(a)mantr⁄, “minister”, desara††h(a)mantri, 
“State minister”, nåyak(a)ra††h(a)mantr⁄, “President (of the Cabinet)”, upanåyak(a)ra††h(a)
mantr⁄, “Vice-President (of the Cabinet)”. ra††h(a)mantr⁄ is a compound having a påli word 
and a sk. word, which is khmer using way of sk. and påli elements in language.
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in many countries, disturbs the normal working of law and rules. 
The question whether to consider a corruption as a part and parcel 
of a cultural background or as a consequence of a ruling system 
will be being grasped. This kind of question shall be set up. I find 
it very difficult to avoid as modern social organization continues 
the same vicious circle. The depraved conduct is decried by the 
following proverb:

(BBB) manuss niπ pråk’  yaks(a) niπ såc’  chkae niπ åc(ama)  
s†ec niπ råj(ya).

“mankind and money, a giant and (fresh) flesh, a dog and 
(human) excrement, a prince and kingship, [which one must 
remember]”.

The sk. and påli words in this proverb are: manuss from sk. 
manu‚ya, yaks(a) from sk. yak‚a, råj(ya) from råjya. The doubtful 
origin of åc(ama) has slackened the progress of inquiry90.� how comes 

90  Chuon Nath could have been sure by recording: “sk., påli, åhår(a) cås’, litt. old food, 
åhår(a) cås’ †ael pando ceñ mak tåm vaccamagga (uccåra, låmaka), old food which has been 
pushed and got out through opening of the rectum (uccåra, låmaka)”, (p. 1715 of his khmer 
dictionary). 

In påli, there are å-CAM- (å-camati), “to take in water, to resorb, to rinse; to wash off, 
to clean oneself after evacuation” and åcamana- s.nt., rinsing, washing with water, used 1) 
for the mouth, 2) after evacuation. This is åcamana and not åcama (or åc(ama)). There are 
some passages in påli Vinaya-pi†aka: acamanakumbh⁄ na hoti. Anujånåmi bhikkhave åcama-
nakhumbhin ti, (Vn. II.142, cullavagga).

A significant passage is in cullavagga 9, in Vin. II. 221: tena kho samayena aññataro 
bhikkhu bråhma~a-jåtiko vacca katvå na icchati åcametuµ ko imaµ vasalaµ duggandhaµ 
åmasissat⁄ti, tassa vaccamagge kimi sa~†håsi. atha kho so bhikkhu bhikkh¨naµ etam atthaµ 
årocesi. Kim pana tvaµ åvuso vaccaµ katvå na åcames⁄ti. Evam åvuso’ ti. Ye te bhikkh¨ 
apicchå… vipåcenti. Kathaµ hi nåma bhikkhu vaccaµ katvå na åcamessat⁄ti. “Now on that 
occasion, a certain monk who was born as brahmin did not want to clean oneself off, and 
[bearing in his mind an idea as] who would lay hold on a fool, evil-smelling? A worm re-
mained in his rectum. Then, this monk told the case to (others) monks (who said): “but, friend, 
after evacuation, won’t you clean yourself off? Friend, you are in this way.” Those who were 
modest monks... became annoyed. They asked: why, indeed, after evacuation, won’t clean 
yourself off?

atha kho te bhikkh¨ bhagavato etaµ atthaµ årocesuµ. saccaµ kira tvaµ bhikkhu vaccaµ 
katvå na åcames⁄ti. saccaµ bhagavå. Vigarahitvå dhammiµ kathaµ katvå, bhikkh¨ åmantesi: 
na bhikkhave vaccaµ katvå sati udake na åcametabbaµ. Yo na åcameyya åpatti dukka†asså’ 
ti // 9 //

“Thus, these monks told the matter to Lord Buddha. “Is it true, you, monk, after evacu-
ation, did not clean off yourself? It is true Lord. having scolding them, having said the rea-
soned talk, he addressed the monks: “O monks, if there is water you was not cleaned off by 
yourselves and you should not be cleaned off, there is a (guilty) of wrong-doing offence”. 
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it that åc(ama) takes the meaning of “excrement”? khmer borrowing 
way from sk. takes a stem, aπga, of a verbal element without personal 
flexional endings, according to what I just have obtained in the 
present inquiry. This stem is considered as a noun in khm. language. 
khmer feeling adopts (with påli influence) this stem of conjugation 
of verb expressing “cleaning oneself off” after evacuation through 
opening rectum, and this very stem takes the sense of faecal matter, 
dung. After a long period, the word åc(ama) of å-cam-a in khm. 
language becomes a pejorative one. The neologism of big town had 
tried to impose uccåra, “excrement, faeces” or låmaka “insignificant, 
poor, inferior, bad, sinful” from the middle of XXth cent. The royal 

Otherwise, åc(ama), coming from å-CAM- of sk. as it can be written down as å-cam-a, 
“to sip (water) from the palm of the hand for purification; to lap up, to lick up, to absorb”; 
one has also a noun å-cam-ana, nt., “sipping water from the palm of the had (before religious 
ceremonies, before meals, etc…) for purification”. 

Through å-cam-a as a form giving a way to a possible comprehension of åc(ama) which 
is a form used in khm. of our inquiry. In å-cam-a, the long a is a prefix to verb, especially ap-
plied to motion; CAM-, a root of 1st cl. or 5th cl.; å-cam-a deals with present tense which is 
stated by a På~ini‘s s¨tra, III. 2.123: vartamåne la† // 123 //padåni // vartamån-e la† //, it gives 
a definition of a present action. The final vowel a of å-cam-a is a vikara~a indicating the stem 
of system of conjugation (system of present conjugation), På~.III. 1.68: kartari çap // 68 // 
padåni // kartari çap (sårvadhåtuke dhåtoª) //

 V®ttiª // kart®våcini sårvadhåtuke parato dhåtoª çap pratyayo bhavati //
 Personal flexional endings of present tense can be added after the vikara~a; it is seen in 

På~.III. 4.78: tiptasjhisipthasthamibvasmaståtåmjhathåsåthåmdhvami∂vahimahiπ // 
An issue is set up in case of arrangement of radical vowel of a root, På~.VI. 1.78: eco’ 

yavåyåvaª // 78 // padåni // ecaª ay av åy åvaª //
 V®ttiª // ecaª sthåne’ ci parato’ y av åy åv ityete ådeçå yathå saµkhyaµ bhavanti //
 På~.VII. 3.84: sårvadhåtukårddhadhåtukayoª // 84 // padåni // sårvadhåtuka 

arddhadhåtukayoª //
 V®ttiª // sårvadhåtuke årddhadhåtuke ca pratyaye parata igantasyåπgasya gu~o bhavati //
 På~.III. 4.113: tiπçitsårvadhåtukam // 113 // padåni // tiπ çit sårvadhåtukam //
 V®ttiª // tiπaª çitaç ca pratyayåª sårvadhåtukasaµjñå bhavanti // (definition of all per-

sonal flexional endings and all affixes with indicatory s).
 På~.III. 4.114: årddhadhåtukaµ çe‚aª // 114 // padåni // årddhadhåtukam çe‚aª //
 V®ttiª // tiπaª çitaç ca varjayitvånyaª pratyayaª dhåtusaµçabdanena vihita 

årddhadhåtukasaµjño bhavati// 
 (definition of all affixes other than tiπ and those with an indicatory s subjoined to a verbal 

root).
 På~.VI. 4.1: aπgasya // 1 //padåni //aπgasya // (this is an adhikåra s¨tra governing till 

the end of 7th book).
 V®ttiª // adhikåroyamå saptamådhyåyaparisamåpteª / yadita urddhamanukrami‚yamo’π

gasyetyevaµ tad veditavyam //
This s¨tra has some cases of application and the effective force of genitive; one can remind: 

san samprasåra~a d⁄rghatvaitvatåtårπayaπuvaπ nu†a hrasvatva tatve ca aπgasyetyadhikåre 
prayojanaµ //.
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vocabulary banished the word åc(ama) and which is replaced by the 
world m¨l from m¨la of sk. By scanning the word åc(ama), one may 
notice a khmer borrowing way from sk. or påli, which an aπga of 
conjugation can be taken and it has its place in the language. 

here is the diagram of the last proverb, i.e. “mankind and 
money…” (p. 30).

o o o        o o o        o o o        o o o

12. Koet jå kraboe min laeπ ak kruos    dhvoe jå cau kram min 
laeπ niyåy huos dhvoe jå anak puos min laeπ tr¨v åpatt(i). (n° 27 
DrP)

Translation.- “A crocodile by birth does not fail to swallow 
gravels, to hold out a function of judge does not fail to talk in 
exceeding way, to hold out a religious position does not fail to 
commit an offence”.

Min laeπ, the proverb has three ghlå, min laeπ is in each one 
of them. It is an expression composed by min, particle of negation 
and laeπ, “to stop, to pause”(a course of working). Min laeπ can be 
rendered by English verb as “to do not fail to”. Sometimes, min laeπ 
is met in colloquial khmer. Min laeπ is not recorded in Chuon Nath’s 
dictionary. Min laeπ is normally followed by a verb expressing an 
action, i.e. min laeπ ak, min laeπ niyåy, min laeπ tr¨v, as it is seen in 
the proverb. 

ak, “to swallow something down”, people believe that a crocodile 
swallows gravels to ease its digestive system. The verb ak is related 
to an ensemble of rituals91.� 

cau kram has been said; see Proverb n. 10. 

91  The rituals are under the head of the ceremony well-known as pu~(ya) uµ d¨k, 
“pirogue-racing”, holding on the last days of the period of waxing moon of K®ttikå month 
(October-November) of each year. with this “pirogue-racing”, there are the rituals: a) “the 
rain forecast”, p¨l dik bhl⁄eπ, b) “salutation to the moon”, saµbaª braª khae, c) “swallow-
ing grilled and pounded rice”, ak aµpuk, (at that moment, the rice in the ear has just come to 
maturity; it announces the harvest and the hot season, ra†¨v pråµπ, will soon come, cf. my 
appropriate exhaustive studies on the matter, unedited). 
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Niyåy, “to speak, to tell, to say”, coming from sk. nyåya which is 
one of the six darçana of hindu philosophy. It is so called as it “goes 
into” all subjects physical and metaphysical by setting up a chain of 
syllogistic method. The followers of Nyåya teaching (the Naiyåyika) 
rely on five elements, i.e. pratijñå, hetu, udåhara~a, upanaya and 
nigamana. The Nyåya is ascribed to Gautama. 

Huos, “to pass beyond, to go beyond; to run past; to exceed, to 
override”.

Åpatt(i), påli, sk. apatti < å-PAD-, “an ecclesiastical offence” 
which is a fault induced by going beyond the rules92, this fault is 
called as åpatti, “offence”. The åpatti are of seven kinds: 1) påråjika, 
2) saπghådisesa, 3) thullaccaya, 4) påcittiya, 5) på†idesan⁄ya, 6) 
dukka†a, 7) dubbhåsita. 

The proverb has three ghlå, each one of them has 8 syllables. The 
rhyming of these three ghlå follows the one of pad(a) båk(ya) prå 
p⁄, “eight syllabled rhyming sentence”. Two accurate points may be 
noticed: a) in the 2nd ghlå, niyåy must considered as one syllable, the 
ni is hardly heard as it is in colloquial way, b) in the 3rd ghlå, the word 
åpatt(i) where the long vowel a is lessened, it follows practically the 
way applied to niyåy. Then, we can have the diagram of the proverb:

o o o o o o o o        o o o o o o o o        o o o o o o o o

without considering the rhyming lines made by min laeπ and 
dhvoe jå, the fundamental rhyming of the the proverb can be seen 
by the diagram:

92  According to På†imokkha, the precepts of training (sikkhåpada) or rules are recorded as 
påråjika (4), saπghådisesa (13), aniyata (2), nissaggiyapåcittiya (30), suddhikapåcittiya (92), 
på†idesan⁄ya (4), sekkheyavatta (75), adhikara~asamatha (7). Thus, there are 227 precepts of 
training or rules which must be obeyed by any monk.

The precepts of training or rules established for female-monks (bhikkhun⁄ ) are: påråjika 
(8), saπghådisesa (17), nissaggiyapåcittiya (30), suddhikapåcittiya (166), på†idesan⁄ya (8), 
sekkheyavatta (75), adhikara~asamatha (7). Any bhikkhun⁄ must observe these 311 precepts 
of training fixed by the Buddha himself. The word åpatti had been rendered as “péché” (sin) 
by Dr Pannetier, which “péché” has nothing to do here.
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o o o o o o o o        o o o o o o o o        o o o o o o o o

The rhyming of the proverb may start from the 2nd ghlå of the 1st 
line of the real pad(a) båk(ya) pråµ p⁄ (see in foot-note n° 93). The 
2nd ghlå of the proverb can be compared to the 2nd ghlå of the real 
pad(a) båk(ya) pråµ p⁄93. The 3rd ghlå of the proverb shows an inverse 
rhyming line (or a reverse order) with regard to the 4th ghlå of the 1st 
line of “the eight syllabled rhyming sentence”, (see in foot-note n° 93).

In two lines (or in two strophes), khmer rhyming system has 
generally the last syllable of the last ghlå rhyming with the last 
syllable of the 2nd ghlå of the following line (or strophe), which 
it is a fundamental characteristic. In khmer prosody, in case 
of showing a rhyming system of any pad(a), two lines (or two 
strophes) are absolutely required as one can see in the foot-note 
of the preceding page. This is the fundamental doorway toward 
khmer prosody as a rhyming system needs a structural view of 
the ensemble of the two strophes. 

13. Go ge min uot uot tae go eπ.
(n° 29 DrP)

Translation.- “you don’t praise an ox of others, you praise only 
the yours”.

93  Its rhyming system is recorded as following:

o o o o o o o o        o o o o o o o o        o o o o o o o o        o o o o o o o o

o o o o o o o o        o o o o o o o o        o o o o o o o o        o o o o o o o o

Otherwise, this latter is not rigid. Consider the 1st line; the rule of rhyming is like that: the 
8th syllable of the 1st ghlå must rhyme with the 3rd or the 5th syllable of the 2nd ghlå; the 8th 
syllable of 3rd ghlå must rhyme with the 8th syllable of the 2nd ghlå; the 3rd or the 5th sylla-
ble of the 4th ghlå must rhyme with the 8th syllable of the 3rd ghlå. The 8th syllable of the 4th 
ghlå must rhyme with the 8th syllable of the 2nd ghlå of the 2nd line of the rhyming system. 
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Go, “an ox”, (see Proverb n. 3);
Uot, verb, “to praise (someone or something), to speak highly (of 

someone or something)”.

This is the diagram of rhyming.

o o o o       o o o o

The proverb has two ghlå, each one of them has 4 syllables. It 
may follow the rhyming of pad(a) kåkagati94, “the walking way 
of a crow”, according to the number of syllables in each ghlå. The 
final syllable of the 1st ghlå and the 1st syllable of the 2nd ghlå have 
the same word uot. The position of this word in the proverb can 
be the mark of the pad(a) båk(ya) jåp’ daπ, “rhyming sentence 
[made of ] tied linkage”.

when someone says this proverb, a pat answer is heard as “to 
praise an ox of others, can one have him yoked?”

94 The diagram of the pad(a) kåkagati can be seen as following:

o o o o        o o o o       o o o o       o o o o       o o o o       o o o o       o o o o  

o o o o        o o o o       o o o o       o o o o       o o o o       o o o o       o o o o  

A line (or a strophe) of pad(a) kåkagati has seven ghlå, each ghlå has four syllables. The 
pad(a) båk(ya) jåp’ daπ follows the rhyming pattern of pad(a) kåkagati and develops or en-
riches it by adding more ornaments. with regard to prosody and its technical term, the pad(a) 
kåkagati is, in this step, called as me båk(ya) puon because each ghlå has four syllables. This 
is the diagram of pad(a) båk(ya) jåp’ daπ. 

o o o o        o o o o       o o o o       o o o o       o o o o       o o o o       o o o o  

o o o o        o o o o       o o o o       o o o o       o o o o       o o o o       o o o o  
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14. Ciñcịm manuss oy moel citt      ciñcịm satv oy moel caπk¨m. 

Dr Pannetier’s record increases the term vå at the end of the 2nd 
ghlå, (n° 30 DrP).

Translation.- “If you feed a man, observe his mind, if you 
fatten an animal, observe its tusk.” 

Manuss, from sk. Manu‚ya, påli manussa, “human being, a man”.
citt, from sk. citta past partic. of cinteti, cetati, from cIt-, (it 

has cINt- with nasal infix (as semblable case to MUn?c-, YUn?J-, 
sIn?c-…), another radical form is cEt-, with gu~a as I @e, case 
of MOc-, yOJ-, sEc-); citta has many senses according to various 
heads of expressions. For the present purpose, mental status, 
intellectual status and emotional habitus could be a fit way toward an 
acceptable comprehension; the meaning may be “mind, mind (in its 
manifestations), thought, will”95.

satv, påli satta, sk. sattva, “ living being, a creature”; khmer language 
has adopted satv(a) as spelling, it takes the sense of “animal” which is the 
opposite of “a human being, a man”. Some simple examples can be shown 
as satv slåp, “a bird”, satv brai, “a wild animal”, satv narak, “animal of 
purgatory, of hell”, naraka-sattva or °satva or °satta is the compound of 
mixed sk. and påli, or påli. 

caπk¨m, “a tusk”, in khmer language, there are different tusks: 
kuy, “a tusk of rhinoceros”, khnåy, “a tusk of wild boar”, caπk¨m, “a 
tusk of dog, of tiger, of lion, of wolf, of fox”, bhluk, “a tusk of male 
elephant”, cae, “a little tusk of female elephant or of a male elephant 
having no long tusk, (s†a), nup, “a short and little horn of great horned 
owl”, snaeπ, “a horn of ox, of buffalo, of fallow-deer, of buck”. 

The diagram of rhyming pattern of the proverb can be shown:

o o o o o o        o o o o o o

95 There are some definitions of citta in påli: cittan ti viññå~aµ bh¨mikavatthu-åramma~a-
kiriyådi-cittatåya panetaµ cittan ti vuttaµ, (in Dhammapada Comm.); cittan ti mano månas-
sa, (in Khuddakapå†ha Comm.), cittaµ manoviññå~aµ ti cittassa etaµ vevacanaµ, (in Nett-
Praka°); yam cittaµ mano månassa hadayaµ pa~∂araµ, (Dhammasaπga~i).
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The proverb has 2 ghlå, each ghlå six syllables. Two consecutive 
ghlå of six syllables are rare in khmer prosody. According to this 
rhyming pattern, it may be a pad(a) dol πok; it is also called as 
pad(a) col muoy or col muoy in short. Normally, its full line has 
four ghlå, but this pad(a) is used only two ghlå. The proverb 
is said by using the two last ghlå. It is considered as a broken 
stick in a stick ghting duel where an adversary holds on his stick 
having just been broken by his opponent’s blow, but this man can 
be killed by the fighter having his sharp pointed end of his broken 
stick as he is at stake. what it is the image devoted to the concept 
of the pad(a) dol πok which is used to warn something in danger.

15. Niyåy k†⁄ oy moel måtrå     niyåy kår of moel daµnaπ. (A)
(n° 31 DrP)

15* Niyåy k†⁄ oy moel måtrå  niyåy kår oy moel daµnaπ
niyåy chgaπ oy moel khamå (B)

Translation.- “If you debate in action at law, look at items of 
law; if you talk about  affairs, look at the binding tendency”. (A)

“… … … … if you talk awkwardly, observe [the gesture of] 
begging for pardon”. (B)

The (A) version as shown by DrP has two ghlå; the version (B) 
is the proverb in full length. It would have a reason for it, which 
I will try to see.

K†⁄, from sk. gati, (see Proverb n. 10).
Niyåy, from sk. nyåya, (see Proverb n. 12).
Måtrå, sk. måtrå, “measure, quantity, size; in khm., it means 

“item, article of text of law”. Traditional way of composing elements 
of texts of law is pointed out as måtrå, i.e. måtrå 14, “article 14”.

Kår(a), coming from root k®- of sk., “making, doing, working; 
act, action, effort, exertion”; k®- @ kår-Ghañ @ kår-a, (På~.VI. 
1.159; VII. 2.115); ® @ år (På~.VII. 2.114; I. 1.52).96 

96  På~.VII. 2.114: m®jer v®ddhiª // 114 // padåni // m®jeª v®ddhiª // 
V®ttiª // vibhaktåviti niv®ttam m®jeraπgasya iko v®ddhir bhavati //
The spirit of this rule helps to see ® @ år;
På~.I. 1.52: alontyasya // 52 // padåni // alaª antyasya (ådeçaª) // 
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Khamå, the full form is khamådos(a), “to beg a pardon, to ask 
for an excuse”; the first element khamå itself appears to be a part 
of something which had been cut off. Khamå, sk. k‚amå from the 
root KÇaM-, “to be patient, to endure, to forgive”, caus. Khamåpeti, 
“to pacify, to ask one’s pardon, to apologize”. Can khamå of 
khamådos(a) in khm. be a metamorphosis of påli khamåpanå? we 
have the påli noun khamå, which it must be considered facing the 
khamå of khamådos(a). how could one have thought it a trustworthy 
borrowing act? Anyhow, the spirit of the proverb would stoop to a 
causative sense. Doesn’t one have to take khamå as being cut from 
khamåpanå? It need only be said that any issue could not at present 
be coherent.97 Dos(a), påli dosa, sk. do‚a, “fault, bad condition”. In 
colloquial way, asking for excuse or pardon is said as s¨m dos, s¨m 
at’ dos or s¨m abhay dos.

The proverb is expressed in the metre known as pad(a) dol πok 
as it is already shown in the preceding proverb (p. 34). Each ghlå 
has six syllables; the important word is niyåy which must be said 
as one syllable; the 1st one is hardly heard; it may be an effect of 
contraction. The rhyming line of this proverb has some variants 
of the same pad(a) as it has been already said.

This is the diagram of (A) version.

o o o o o o        o o o o o o

V®ttiª // ‚a‚†hinirdi‚†asya ya ucyate ådeçaª sontyasyålaª sthåne veditavyaª //
På~.VI. 1.159: kar‚åtvato ghaño’nta udattaª // 159 // padåni // kar‚a atvataª ghañaª antaª 
udattaª //
V®ttiª // kar‚ater dhåtoråkåravataç ca ghañantasyanta udatto bhavati //
På~.VII. 2.115: aco ñ~iti // 115 // padåni // acaª ñ ~iti //
V®ttiª // ajantåπgasya ñiti ~iti ca v®ddhir bhavati // (see also På~.III. 2.23 of kåra at the  end 
of a word).

According to some principal På~ini‘s s¨tra, kår(a) has a –ra at its end in khmer word 
spelling. This is one way (among others) to have a final ra (or r[a]) explained in khm. lan-
guage. Chuon Nath, in his Dictionary, (on pp. 34-35), recording 5 kinds of kår(a), gives a 
superficial explanation.

97  In the present purpose, k‚amå (related to vedic k‚am) meaning “earth, ground”, must be 
kept off. K‚amå, Inst. of k‚am, indeclinable, “on the earth, ground”. Khamådos is a specific 
compound used in khmer language, Chuon Nath had left a little word about khamå.
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This is the diagram of (B) version.

o o o o o o        o o o o o o        o o o o o o

Again, Dr. Pannetier’s record has only two ghlå of the pad(a). 
why? when saying something expressed by the pad(a) dol πok, 
the case must be heard in two ghlå. The view is considered from 
the side of a person knowing khmer prosody. In common speech 
anyone follows the habit with regard to tradition. This would 
have been the reason by which DrP’s record ended at daµnaπ as 
the informant started from the 1st ghlå, i.e. niyåy k†⁄….

I have just announced “in full length” for the version (B) where 
3 ghlå have to be noticed. when saying, the rule of two ghlå must 
be observed. If one starts from niyåy kår… (2nd ghlå), one will 
end at the final syllable of the 3rd ghlå, i. e.… oy moel khamå). 
One has three ghlå at one’s disposal; it depends on what ghlå one 
likes to start from. 

what do I propose to do? It is worth while seeing a functional 
part of prosody: a) in rhyming structure, b) in searching beautiful 
expression and c) redundancy. Now I can confess to having 
done the analysis with this aspect, and it is the matter, for I am 
attempting to go into what is objectionable for many in the eld. I 
differ with others on the

subject felt and seen by myself from the inner part of khmer 
traditional society, which I am gathering some parts of decided 
facts. At present, there are 100 years after the publication of Dr. 
Pannetier’s record. My survey does not try to have the matter 
challenged by weighty arguments, but I simply bring in something 
bearing witness. One would cavil at words; one calls it what one 
will, the facts would not be changed by what one can think.

I may explain away a misunderstanding; till this step, what I 
have said is not an interpretation. It is useless for anyone to dissent 
from what it has set forth. Like any pad(a), there are three or four 
ghlå in a strophe (lpaª). One may set up the question: why two 
ghlå must be said? I had sought for a case of comparison, I have 
nothing to unfold. I wonder what is the function of the number two 
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in the matter.98 Instinctively, the number two is connected with a 
duel and generally the latter has its rules (dharmayuddha). There 
is a purposeful rule said by Bh⁄‚ma: “the ruling person should be 
fought in the battle-field without equipped (by weapons), without 
an armour; it is designated by one against one, hurl at, I throw 
a glance”99.� I am not sure what I have seen through the number 
two. I have no idea of how they had chosen two ghlå at each 
time of saying. The rule “one against one” stands for an opening 
debate as how best to have it grasped rightly. Otherwise, the digit 
two can suggest a balance, i. e. two normal legs of a human being 
to move bettingly. An image which come across is two wheeled-
cart drawn by a couple of oxen. If one of the two wheels were “an 
eight sided ring”, the vehicle should not go on correctly as the 
balance were absent because of different wheels. The idea of duel 
and the balance related to a natural moving act of human being 
are still a possibility100. 

16. Manuss khlåµπ duk jå rapaπ     manuss kåc duk jå khnaπ
manuss koπ duk jå samrås’  manuss sl¨t duk jå rapåµπ. (A)

(n° 32 DrP)
16* ….  …. ….  …. ….  ….  
….  …. …. manuss phsaª duk jå rapåµπ. (B)

Translation.- “A strong man is considered like a boarding, an 
evil-doer like a back, a showy one like an enclosure, a good one 
a (defensive) cover”. (A)

“ ….. …. .. a conciliatory man like a (defensive) covering”. (B)

98  It is not a survey on prosody; it is only some principal lines of khmer prosody which 
would require the operational information related to how is dealt with. The deep, unsaid back-
ground of the matter is a battle or a fighting art. 

99  Nåsaµnaddho nåkavaco yoddhavyaª k‚atriyo ra~e
eka ekena vacyaç ca vis®jasva k‚ipåmi ca // 7 //
Mahåbhårata, ‚antiparvan, XIIth book, 96, st. 7, Bh⁄‚ma‘s reply, vol. 13, p. 451, ed. BOrI.

Cf. San Sarin, Question of Dharmayuddha in the Mahåbhårata, paper presented at the 13th 
world Sanskrit Conference, Edinburgh, Scotland, July 2006.

100 Among more than one thousand languages that India has, a comparable case with the 
pad(a) dol πok may be existed, which I believe to found out when the time shall come.
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The version (A) shows four types of human being: a strong 
man (khlåµπ), an evil-doer (kåc), a showy man (koπ), a good 
man (sl¨t).

The version (B) has the same number of types of human being; 
the first three are the same as well as in the version (A). The 4th 
is different from the one of the version (A); it is expressed by 
manuss phsaª instead of manuss sl¨t.

Manuss, from sk. manu‚ya, påli manussa, “human being, a man” 
(see Proverb n. 10);

Kåc, adj. “bad, depraved”; it indicates an attitude or a temper of 
a man. he does not provide a harmful effect, nor a criminal act; he 
is a fussy person and sometimes quarrelsome. The word kåc is also 
applied to animal like a dog. In big towns of Cambodia, there is a bill 
on which it can be read as prayatn(a) chkae kåc, being equivalent to 
English “be aware of dog”. 

In realistic aspects, kåc bears many senses101, and it depends on 

101  The context of “Code of Conduct” (cpåp’ ) may be helpful to grasp the sense of the 
word kåc.
Cpåp kert(i) kål(a) 

añjul duk oy gaπ’                  pråk knuπ thaπ’ duk oy jå      
proe khñuµ moel mukh vå      doª kåc jå moel oy s†aeπ // 19 // 

“Put a sewing needle in a safe place, keep money in a purse to be safe; if you order (hired) serv-
ants, look at their faces, be they hard-headed or good, look at (them) obviously.” // 19 // 

caπ d¨k poª paπgol        riª rak thnol buor yuthkå
kår khyal’ kåc buµ jå         kraeπ bån bår pok paek påt’ // 24 //

“For mooring a boat, drive a stake into the ground, think to provide a boat-hook, rope and 
anchor and ward off tempestuous wind as it is not advantageous, (of course), for fear that (it) 
should be ran into, lashed against, broken and sunken (by billow)”. // 24 // 
Cpåp’ Prus 

Kuµ kåc ku sl¨t bek         kuµ caµ ⁄ek r⁄en rahas
kuµ khlåc kuµ hån ~ås’     oy raµbiπ raµbai grap’ // 10 // 

“Be not too strict (or) too gentle; do not dawdle, train oneself to be fast (at practical actions). 
Be not too fearful (or) too fearless, ponder and be on close inspection.” // 10 //

anak sl¨t dau jå kåc       e anak khlåc dau jå hån
khus tru¨v dau paµbån     paµbul khluon oy pån påp // 87 //

“A gentle one becomes a heavy-handed man, a fearful one becomes a fearless one; without 
considering wrong and right, they transgress (the good-breeding), they are reeking of (alco-
hol), they, then, have done bad actions”. // 87 //

K-eπ k-åπ båk(ya) ka k-ae          uot b¨kae pad(a) pån srå
min mån khlåc nar(a) ~å            sra†⁄ koπ rak kal jhloª // 81 //

“(A man) swanks (and) sets himself up as [someone of consequence] by talking ceaselessly as 
verbiage (sounding like) one being smitten in a gushing way. he speaks highly of his power-
ful (manners) as just he has spirituous beverage, he does not take fright of anyone be he; he 
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conditions, circumstances, feeling, needful cases. Kåc may mean: 
severe, austere, strict, rigorous, extreme, strait-laced, hide-bound, 
censorious, intolerant, hard-headed, merciless, stern, stiff, masterful, 
arbitrary, harsh, heavy-handed, ill-treat, irritable, quarrelsome, 

speaks arrogantly and goes all out for fighting”. // 81 // 
Cpåp’ k¨n Cau 

r⁄ anak såmån(ya)   khsat’ khsoy san†ån(a)       åp’ it pråjñå        †aµ~oer aeπ oπ   
                                 kaeπ koπ hatthå          †¨c khduoy soª så      maen mån bis tic // 4 //

“(An) insignificant (person) of poor and weak lineage, (being) narrow-minded and devoid of 
intelligence, goes on dangling with bulging shoulders and lifted arms and the forearms are 
discarded aside the body. he moves away [in this posture] resembling entirely a scorpion 
which is, indeed, endowed with feeble venom”. // 4 //
Cpåp’ råjaneti 

r⁄en k†⁄ g¨r git       cås’ it prabritt            nau prae cra¬aµ       anak jå jå kåc     
t¨c prae jå dhaµ        b¨j baπs uttam          cra¬aµ  jå råstr(a) // 17 //

“when enquiring into (various aspects of) questions and deep reflection has to be held on, [it 
may be said] that a man devoid of (practical sense) of behaviour makes a mistake (because of ) 
wavering (temper); the good one becomes the heavy-handed one, the humble one becomes the 
great one. The one well-born in a most elevated lineage mingles with common people”. // 17 // 

Båk(ya) khus kuµ s†åp’  k†⁄ khus kuµ tråp’  anak kåc kuµ ph†it  l-naπ’ kuµ sra†⁄  
khsat’ kuµ duk citt         bålo kuµ ph†it                jå mitr metr⁄ // 32 //   

“Let us not listen to wrong advice, let us not imitate a wrong case; let us not associate with a 
hard-headed (person), let us not talk with an ignorant (person), let us not put trust in an indi-
gent (people), let us not associate with a fool who is not considered as a good friend”. // 32 // 

Phdaª bhloeπ mån p⁄         aµboe but sr⁄             khiπ it pramå~          k¨n kåc caces
buµ †oy d¨nmån       khñuµ kåc bh⁄es prå~        buµ oy mcås’ proe // 40//

“There are three grates, the first one is the acts and the vice of woman; (when) being subject 
to fits of anger, she flings aside all restraint; stiff and self-willed children do not follow a 
disciplinary custom; a wicked servant who slips away does not mind paying his respects to 
the master”. // 40 // 
Cpåp’ Trinet(i) 

Muoy ku puttaµ  nasati kulaµ pad(a) panlae thå           poe mån k¨n kåc    
   kaµ~åc hoey ~å           siπ vinås prå-          ka† g⁄ san†ån(a) // 9 //

“The first one is a bad son who destroys the family, the theme can be understood as if someone 
has a harsh son quite endowed with churlishness, this son will certainly lead the family to the 
ruin”. // 9 // 

Kuµ lobh caπ’ pån       drab(ya) ge paµbån       banlik soª så    kuµ r⁄en kaµ~åñ’     
svit svåñ ®syå                  buµ sgål’ kåc jå       båk(ya) bec(ana) dragoª // 73 //

“Let not long and desire eagerly for encroaching someone’s goods by means of dreadful ways 
in defiance of every respect. Let not get oneself into the hard avarice [which induces] fitfully 
one to ignoble jealousy (and then one is) not able to differentiate a heavy-handed (man) from 
the good one, the paroles of the wise men from the affront”. // 73 // 

These cpåp’ had been translated into French by Jenner, Ph. N. & POU Saveros and issued 
in BEFEO under the head as “Les Cpåp’ ou “Codes de conduite khmers”, i.e. cpåp’ kerti kål, 
BEFEO, tome LXII, Paris, 1975, pp. 380, 385, 386; cpåp’ prus, BEFEO, tome LXII, Paris, 
1976, pp. 326, 332, 329, 341, 342; cpåp’ k¨n cau, BEFEO, tome LXIV, Paris, 1977, pp. 183, 
190; cpåp’ råjaneti ou cpåp’ Braª råjasambhår, BEFEO, tome LXV, Paris, 1978, pp. 379, 
389, 381, 393; cpåp’ tr⁄neti, BEFEO, tome LXX, Paris, 1981, pp. 159, 170, 165, 186.
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abusive, snappish, testy, resentful, wrathful, unprincipled, outrageous.
The word kåc in cpåp’ sr⁄, “Code of Conduct for woman” 

composed by Pa~∂dit Mai is seen in the strophe: caπrai kåc krai buµ 
jå       niπ bråt’ prås gnå       buµ pån vaeπ ch-πåy // 

“It is a portentous carriage as being very awe-struck; it is not good 
at all, (the couple) will separate from one another, [the married life] 
cannot last long time”. 

The word kåc is associated with the word caπrai,102 and the sense is 
increased by the superlative krai. when lying down full length at bedtime, 
a woman turns her back to her husband, it is an ominous sign of caπrai 
which bears a baneful trouble like a kråy-snake ascending the house. 

Cpåp’ k¨n cau lpoek
Muoy sot anak ~å      ge mak pråp’ thå      †pit på dhvoe chgaπ      på 

git jañjiπ    
  raµbiπ †oem daπ    kuµ på tot t¨π103    k-eπ 

k-åπ buµ gåp’104 // 23 // 
“Moreover, someone comes to you and says that you did 

awkwardly, you think of (it), you reflect on (it), you consider the 
cause and its connection; let not leapfrog, let not swank or bluff, bad 
behaviour”. // 23 //

102 caπrai is any ill-omened sign that might portend what will happen to a person, a vil-
lage. Many kinds of omens are deep-rooted in popular belief. A stork (kuk) comes in a village 
and perches on a roof of a house, it bears a bad omen. A wood owl (m⁄em) must not come near 
a house where a woman has just given birth to a baby. This wood owl must be insulted loudly 
and cast out by throwing short wooden sticks. The bird is believed to be sent by gruesome, 
invisible spirit to take away the baby. Some portentous signs can be recorded. The form of 
maxillary of tiger (dhgåm khlå), the form of chin of Garu∂a (caπkå gru∂), the buttock like a 
terra cotta cooking pot (g¨th †¨c chnåµπ †⁄), the eyebrow of adder (ciñcoem bas’ vaek) and the 
eyes of wood grouse (bhnaek mån’ brai) are the foreboding marks. If one of them is seen on 
a woman, luckless, inauspicious event and things will happen as baneful influence haunts the 
bearer. The list of these omens is very long and it concerns many fields of life. what khmer 
people call as canrai. A caπrai grips also certain kinds of dreams. After waking in the morn-
ing, if one feels like having a queer dream, he will tell it to an old person. At the first words 
of narrative line, this person says straight away to stop telling with appropriate forbidding 
gesture. The dreamer is told to perform what it is to be done. when going for evacuation as 
the time shall come, he (or her) must relate the dream while excrements will be getting out the 
opening rectum. The excrements do not fail to hear or to listen to what the dream is intention-
ally told. The case is known as niyåy pråp’ åc(ama). Then, the ill-omened effect is destroyed 
by this narrative act. This sort of dream must not be related in a house. An old tradition has 
arranged some means to get rid of caπrai; even excrement casts out by making use of its own 
operational force. 

103  Kuµ på kaeπ koπ, (in cpåp’ Pa~†åµ Pitå).
104  Buµ s†åp’, (in cpåp’ Pa~†åµ Pitå).
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K¨n oey c¨r s†åp’     båk(ya) muoy mahå gåp’     mån mitr105 snehå     
oy moel måryåd     

       moel sabb iriyå                   oy †iπ jåk’ jå              jå 
kåc v⁄ec traπ’ // 53 //

“O dear one, listen to a clause which is greatly consistent as if 
you have a friend, look at his limits of morality and all (items) of 
his observances, know certainly whether (he is) gentle, rigorous, 
unseemly, honest [or not]”.// 53 // 

K¨n kåc raeπ cåñ’ m†åy         båk(ya) båy πåy ge raeπ s-ap’    
khc⁄ drab(ya) ge kañjap’       rak ge d⁄et ge thå gmån // 33 // 
“A pernicious child is always defeated by a mother;106 scornful 

speech is constantly hated by others; in case of (asking for) the loan 
of something, [an owner] allows grudgingly107 (the use); when asking 
for once more (time), he is told that it is not [to do]”. // 33 //

Cpåp’ ariyasatthå 
Oy r⁄en citt l-a      †iπ dharm aksar        guor git kot khlåc           kår 

ker(ti) prayatn(a)    
 guor kåt’ col kåc      guor oy khluon khlåc      kuµ 

oy gr¨ dåy // 25 // 
“Train oneself to be a great-hearted (man), get oneself a clue108 to 

dharma and scripture, mind oneself to be respectful towards (deep 
human values), protect carefully the renown, cut off one’s snappish 
ways, set forth one’s physical-bodied respectfulness, let not one’s 
master forecast [one’s forthcoming days]. // 25 // 

105  Mån citt snehå is seen in cpåp’ pa~†åµ pitå, st. 53; Mitt would be fit to the sense of the 
strophe.

106  See also the case of croen cåñ’ in cpåp’ Kerti Kål, see foot note 31. here one faces 
raeπ cåñ’ m†åy. It is sure that raeπ stands for what it must be produced, happened, taken place 
as the situation or the condition cannot be avoided. The derivative word of raeπ is ramaeπ. 
The famous example is båk(ya) bit raeπ slaeπ, “true speech has certainly bitter (taste)”, which 
it is well-known among most khmer people. (Slaeπ, strychnos nux vomica, it is a big tree of 
30m high, producing nux vomica from which the seeds can be extracted). how best to have 
the strophe 33 understood? what it has been shown is still a possibility. At last, a wicked child 
must normally yield to mother’s love. Another possibility would be: “a mother must undergo 
a pernicious child”. The matter whether to keep off the latter possibility or not will be chosen.

107  In khmer, it is expressed by the word kañjap’ which is not recorded by any dictionary. 
Kañjap’ is a very expressive word. Its sense can be felt by expression of face and a low-
headed speech. Is it safe for me to mention the nuance?

108  †iπ, “to be informed, to have some practical ideas on some matters”. According to tra-
ditional khmer position facing a theory of knowledge, there are some degrees expressed by 
some key-verbs starting from low to high degree, i.e. í, †iπ, sgål’, yal’, ceª. Modern khmer 
people of big towns had been establishing in the ceª degree in any matter since the end of 
world war I. This point may interest a matter as political sociology.
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Cpåp’ d¨nmån khluon
Manuss kåc kuµ prasabb             kuµ dau bhap’ niπ cor khmuoy
ge cåp’ caπ dau kroy                    våy pa~†oer yal’ apr⁄y // 1 // 
“Let not join with irritable persons, let not unite with thieves and 

their men of all works; one could be arrested and one’s wrists should 
be bound behind the back;109 [while being submitted to one’s evil 
act] by being exhibited [through the streets] one should be beaten [by 
blows of a stick]; [that should come to] a dark (procession)”. // 1 // 

Manuss kåc kuµ oy proe              kår kra dhvoe kuµ oy sal’ 
caek dån kuµ oy yal’                   båk(ya) pañjoª kuµ oy mån // 16 //
“Do not employ a hard-headed man; achieve entirely a difficult 

task; contribute the gifts without any discrimination, get rid of excited 
spiteful speech”. // 16 //

Phik srå jå anak kåc                     buµ kraeπ khlåc anak †adai 
vå nåµ påt’ smårat⁄                     niπ rak s⁄ påt’ pråjñå // 38 //
“A drunkard is snappish, he does not show regard for anyone; 

alcohol causes the loss of memory; when setting about a growing 
business concern, (alcohol) makes lose ones wits”. // 38 // 

kram ∏uy, Cpåp’ lpoek thm⁄ 
(Åπ broel åπ pråjñ      åπ koπ åπ kåc…, already quoted and 

translated, see foot-note 35).
r⁄en pad r⁄en påd            kuµ koπ huos khnåt             kuµ bhlåt’ 

huos phl¨v    kuµ bhloen bhlec mae
 kuµ prae huos au               ghoeñ cås’ sak’ 

sk¨v    kuµ s¨v moel πåy //
“Train oneself into setting in affairs, do not let one be too 

presumptuous; let there be no failing error by going off from a (safe) 
lane, let one be not cluttered up with an excited spirit which makes 
one forget one’s mother; let one not shift (the attitude) going beyond 
one’s father’s (good sense). 

when seeing an old white haired-man, let one hardly hold him in 
contempt”.

rak sr⁄ måryåd khbas’   ceª khboem båk(ya) jhloª       ceª dråµ at’ 
ghlån    ceª sl¨t ceª kåc

 ceª khlåc ceª  hån      ceª khmås ceª ⁄en       
kåc mån pråjñå //

“Seek a woman (who observes) a high custom as she is aware of 
hating contending speech, she gets the hang of enduring the shortage 

109  caπ dau kroy in the strophe hints at a binding way known as caπ slåp sek, litt. “to bind 
[like] the wings of parrot”. 
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(of essential foodstuffs), she gains full knowledge of what is whether 
to be mild or strict, whether to be respectful of or unflinching; she 
sees through what is whether to be shameful or coy; she is strict but 
she is clever”.

r⁄en tråp’ anak pråjñ      poe caπ’ jhnaª kåc        yak sl¨t saπkat’        
caπ’ jhnaª manuss khiπ 

 oy priπ khaµ at’              vå jer vå hat’             
vå spath laeπ khiπ // 

“Train yourself to follow the scholars’ (manners). If you want to 
overcome a stern (person), you will take hold of gentle (ways) to 
press him hard; if you want to defeat an irascible (person), you will 
exert yourself to keep your (temper). [when] he gets tired of injuring, 
(and onward) he swears he will not be quick-tempered again”. 

cåµ citt ka~†ål          poe niπ jh⁄ ch-ål                  sappuras moel 
yåπ      r⁄en sl¨t r⁄en pråjñ 

 kåc kuµ k-eπ k-åπ     kraeπ groª saµ~åπ   
khmoc khåπ vå s-ap’ //

“Mind (how) you be in middle (path)(*); if you devote yourself to 
(others), you will be benevolent according to the cases; train yourself 
to be a good and quick-witted (fellow); be strict, but mind you don’t 
swank and set yourself. Should it be gripped by (former) acts (**), 
and (then) the ghost of [anyone’s lineage] (***) might have hated 
(you)”. 

kram ∏uy, Cpåp’ kert(i) kål thm⁄ 
Kåc myåπ khåπ l-πåc brik                r⁄oeπ påy dik thnåµ ml¨ slå
kåc myåπ r⁄oeπ dhvoe  kår              myåπ d⁄et ~å r⁄oeπ praca~∂ //

(*) kram ∏uy (1865-1936) had been a Theravåda Buddhist monk; he had been skilful in 
Påli tipi†aka. Onward, he had reached the title of åcårya as he taught tipi†aka. After having 
left monastic order, he became a singer-poet. The point of the strophe may have hinted to the 
Påli passage: dve me bhikkhave antå pabbajitena na sevitabbå yo cåyaµ kåmesu kåmasukhal-
likånuyogo h⁄no gammo pothujjaniko anariyo anatthasañhito. yo cåyaµ attakilamathånuyogo 
dukkho anariyo anatthasañhito. Ete bhikkhave ubho ante anupagamma majjhimå pa†ipadå 
tathågatena abhisambuddhå cakkhukara~⁄ ñå~akara~⁄ upasamåya abhiññåya sambodhåya nib-
bånåya saµvattati.

(**) Buddhist followers think that each human being had done good and bad acts (karman) 
in former existences. The effects of those acts follow the doer. The Buddha Gotama had given 
a solution and the path toward full emancipation and Nirvåna.

(***) There is an old belief among khmer people. It intends to be something related to 
animism. People believe that the spirit of the dead can manifest in due time through the juor 
jaµpuor by means of medium. Some scholars see in this belief the religious cult handed down 
by Proto-Indochinese culture.
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“[Firstly] he is rigorous on the question of food, tobacco, betel 
leaves and areca-nut in the morning and evening; [secondly] he is 
rigorous on the question of work and [thirdly] on keeping a jealous 
eye on (some men)”. One can appreciate the sense of kåc through 
many views and conditions. 

srås’, v. “to put up, to set up an enclosure, a paddock”; an example 
of srås’ is an act of tying up some thorny branches round the foot a 
fruit-tree. These branches are cut from †oem aµbil dik, Inga dulcis, and 
†oem krasåµπ, Feronia lucida, (others thorny branches of trees may 
also work well). They may deter the thieves from going up the fruit-
tree. An owner of fruit-tree has no time to have it looked up. By the 
way he expects to have a satisfying quantity of ripe fruits. Sometimes, 
the thorny branches are tied up at the shutting frame of an entrance of 
a kitchen garden surrounded by a quickset hedge. samrås’ of the third 
ghlå of the proverb is an enclosure, a paddock, a ring-fence, a barring,a 
blocking, a damming made of branches to forbid or to discourage 
anyone to do some evil acts in the space behind it. A samrås’ can be 
put in a flooded rice-field or near the low shore of a pond full of water 
in rainy season. The barring branches arranged in the water is for the 
fishes as they need shady spots to protect themselves against the warmth 
of sunlight through water which would become a good conductor of 
heat during the hot season. The fishes  will be caught properly, but in 
the meantime, an owner of a flooded rice-field or of a pond waits for a 
falling down of water-gauge. The “obstacles” put in the line of course 
of race-horse are called samrås’. The word srås’ can be seen in some 
strophes of cpåp’ texts. In kram ∏uy’s cpåp’ lpoek thm⁄, it is seen as 

k¨n oey rak s⁄       ka kåy dhara~⁄      dhvoe srae yak sr¨v         kuµ 
tåm anak ~å

                           på tåm tae au       loek bhl⁄ jit phl¨v             kuµ 
srås’ panlå //

“O my dear son, make your living by scraping the ground, mind 
you don’t trust in another; my dear one, do trust in your father. If 
you make a dam near a lane, you should not set up a barring thorny 
(branches)”.

Ge †oer yap’ thπai mut joeπ mut †ai        †iπ c⁄es dau ~å         c⁄es 
cuª jån’ sr¨v

                                   hoey jer ph†åså         k¨n m†åy å~å           srås’ 
†oer min ruoc //

“People go one every night and day, [so that the thorns] should prick feet 
and hands. They wonder at what (side the harm) can be avoided. If it can be 
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avoided by going down in (a rice-eld), they will walk (in it, and) the rice-plants 
[should be] broken. Moreover, they insult and curse as “who is the mother of 
the fellow having set up (the thorny branches there?), no one can walk ”.

rap⁄ep caµkår    thae dåµ rakså       y¨r2 srås’ m†aπ               srås’ 
oy tr¨v juor

                        moel guor sam phaπ          kuµ poek muj chlaπ        
dau srås’ khåπ krau //

“The manners of setting up a caµkår110 [require] watching and 
protection; barring (thorny branches) may be done after a long period 
(of the former one). A barring (thorny branches) is necessary to be 
arranged along the row (of quickset hedge). It must be flawless to 
casting a glance at. Mind you don’t open (the hedge), penetrate into 
(it and) cross (it) with a view to have (it) blocked from outside”. 

 
About srås’, a strophe of cpåp’ båk(ya) cås’ offers a good image 

based on three points, i.e. observance (or protection), a choice (or 
decision) and the time which is difficult to escape from. The cpåp’ 
båk(ya) cås’ is believed to be one of old texts in didactic literature.

rakså dau mukh viπ                     it kaµ†iπ as’ ampål
caµ~er c⁄r(a) kån’ kål(a)             †¨c rapaπ srås’ panlå // 22 //
“Observance is to be strongly grasped without being worried by all 

of (troublesome situations) as the future, henceforth, will last the long 
time out like a quickset hedge is still barred by thorny (branches)”.

Phsaª, verb, in healing view, it means “to cure (a wound, a sore, 
disease)”. In the present purpose, phsaª the sense of easing a situation, 
a condition (related to space, time and persons). It can be rendered as 
“to attenuate, to lessen, to diminish, to reduce, to palliate; to temper, to 
moderate; to conciliate, to adjust (a difference)”. In market gardening, 
one knows lmut phsaª. †oem lmut, Nispero achras or sopala achras, is 
a fruit-tree brought in khmer country from tropical America (Mexico) 
by Portuguese or Spanish travellers since 16th cent. A.D.(?). This tree 

110  According to Jean Delvert, a great scholar in geographical field of khmer country, the 
mixed farming of caµkår had not been known in the period of Angkorian khmer people. 
The actual caµkår on the steep bank of the Mekong, the Bassac and some parts of Tonle Sap 
begun since the middle of the 19th cent. A.D. Till 1970, the activities of caµkår filled 100,000 
families; the total surface of the mixed farming had been 250,000 hectares, without taking 
into account family kitchen garden, of course. In agricultural scenery, there are sruk srae, 
“region producing the paddy” and sruk caµkår, “region (of steep bank of river) filling the 
market gardening”; the inhabitants are respectively called as anak srae and anak caµkår, cf. 
J. Delvert, Le cambodge, P.U.F., coll. “Que sais-je?”, Paris, 1st edition 1983, p. 59. A question 
would be set up. what had been the market garden of Angkorian khmer people? They might 
have needed a form of market gardening, which makes one think of.
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produces grey, egg-shaped fruit111, called as lmut. Lmut phsaª points 
out the fruits lmut, having been picked up before its coming moment 
to maturity, are mixed with white slaked lime; a certain quantity of 
lmut-fruit is dipped in slaked lime within some days, according to the 
quality of fruits and the species. Normally, the fruits are picked at the 
phase preceding the ripeness. (when ripping, the fruits become soft). 
Lmut phsaª or sometimes lmut tråµ is very appreciated.

In Battambang province, there are two varieties of grapefruit. 
They are smaller than the common grape-fruit called as kruc thluπ; (a 
comparison with grapefruit found in general European markets must 
be kept off). These two varieties are known as kr¨c tå mau and kr¨c 
tå yok. After having been picked up, they are normally subjected to a 
phsaª operation. Each grapefruit is cut at the part where the pedicle 
is seen. A slice of skin is thus cut down; a surface if left, and this is 
smeared with slaked lime. “this fruit is delicious” as it receives a 
“quid” of betel, which people believe in112. Phsaª is generally used 
with the word phså, i.e. phsaª phså.

Phså means “smarting, burning” (pain, sore); phsaª phså may be 
understood as “to moderate a burning (pain)”; “to consiliate (what is) 
stinging”. As a verb, phså has the sense as “to join, to unite” (in any 
conflict). There are at least two opposite camps. An action of phsaª 
phså attempts “to conciliate, to unite the two camps”.

The version (B) of the proverb is coherent with the evidence of 
what the message would instill. Other-wise, phsaª rhymes fully with 
samrås’. The version (B) must be the ancient form of the proverb 
recorded by DrP. Between sl¨t and samrås’ of the version (A), the 
rhyming is not correct113.

we may see in detail the proverb as it is conveyed to people 
through ages. It is expressed in the metre called as pad(a) dol πok 
in the two versions. This metre has been stated since the page 34 
and onward. Now, one is in front of the pad(a) dol πok in its full 

111  By making an incision on the bark of the tree, the latex is bleeding. This latex is used 
to make what one knows as chewing-gum. In khmer country, dry bark of this fruit-tree is an 
element of traditional pharmacopoeia.

112  A “quid” or a punch of betel-leave has a slice of areca-nut, slaked lime on a betel-leave, 
a tiny tuff of tobacco.

113 Phsaª had been replaced by sl¨t, which is related to a queer fact in khmer Theravåda 
Buddhism, fact leading to the Quarrel of the Traditionalists and the Modernists. The Modern-
ists claimed the right to dictate to anything in all fields of knowledge, even the right making 
them out to be mad. They removed what it is handed down in khmer cultural heritage.
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line; it has four ghlå, each ghlå has six syllables.
Some signs may be known in the diagram:

 This sign seen in the beginning to each ghlå indicates the 
same word; (here the word is manuss which must be contracted 
to make one syllable, except in the beginning of the 2nd ghlå of 
the two versions; in this 2nd ghlå, manuss pronounced normally, 
without “contracted” effect.

 This sign means the same words as they are seen in any 
ghlå of the two versions. In the 2nd ghlå of (A) and (B), the sign 
is situated in different positions from those of others ghlå.

I have pointed out an ill-rhyming way of the version (A); the last 
syllable of the 3rd ghlå (rås’of samrås’ ) is not coherent with the 
2nd syllable of the 4th ghlå (sl¨t). Again, according to my survey, 
there are persons who derived pleasure to alter many things left 
by cultural heritage. They should have been silly persons. They 
did not see the difference between samrås’ and sl¨t114.

version (A)

o o o o o o        o o o o o o        o o o o o o        o o o o o o

version (B)

o o o o o o        o o o o o o        o o o o o o        o o o o o o

Due to khmer prosody, I have reached the possible element of 
rhyming with rås’ of samrås’; it is phsaª, which I try to perform 
my duty. So, the version (B) has again its entire look. hence, the 

114  In khmer society, there is always the sort of madness. They claim to be followers of 
Gotama’s teaching! where is the sense of elementary notion of rationalism?
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acceptable rhyme is between the last syllable of the 3rd ghlå and 
the 2nd syllable of the 4th ghlå.

In the two versions, an attempt may be held to understand the 
rhyming structure between the 5th and the 6th syllables of the 1st 
ghlå and the 5th and the 6th syllables of the 4th ghlå.

The 5th syllable of the 1st ghlå and the 5th one of the 4th ghlå: 
they are shown by double strokes on the diagram. The rhyme is 
pointed out as aksar †a†ael or aksar †¨c gnå, “the same letter” 
(here, aksar means “letter”, coming from ak‚ara of sk.). The case 
shown by the double strokes is ra (rapaπ at the end of the 1st 
ghlå, rapåµπ in the 4th ghlå.

The 6th syllable of the 1st ghlå and the 6th one of the 4th ghlå: 
they are joined by a long stroke. They have the same letter which 
is already mentioned as aksar †a†ael or aksar †¨c gnå. The letter 
p is used in the two rhymes. The vowels are different from one 
another; the 1st one is paπ (= p + a + π ), (the 6th syll. of the 1st 
ghlå). The 6th syll. of the 4th ghlå has påµπ (= p + åµ + π ). In 
the ensemble, khmer prosody has the term known as sra: khus 
gnå, “vowels are different”. Paπ of rapaπ of the end of the 1st 
ghlå is associated with π; the påµπn of rapåµπ of the end of the 
4th ghlå is also associated with the same π. In this case, khmer 
prosody uses the term prakap †¨c gnå, “associated with the same 
(letter)”115.� 

After scanning this proverb and its pad(a), one begins to know 
some fundamental elements of khmer prosody. The terms cuon, “to 
rhyme”, aksar †a†ael or aksar †¨c gnå, “same letter”, sra: (†¨c gnå, 
khus gnå), “same or different vowels”, and prakap, “associated 
with”, (prakap †¨c gnå, prakap khus gnå) are cleared up.

The message of the proverb is clear enough as one has to 
deal with someone to do a good stroke of business or to get into 
trouble. has one a gift for nosing things out?

115  To have a clear idea, let take two words as example: koet and koey; they have the same 
letters k, same vowels oe, but they are associated with different letters, prakap aksar khus gnå. 
Koet, “to be born” with the letter t, koey, “to put one’s head on a pillow” (when lying down at 
full length at bedtime), is associated with the letter y.
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17. Phlae tra¬åc gaπ’ mån pa~†¨l        manuss dåµπ m¨l gaπ’ 
mån citt.

(Version A), (n° 35 DrP) 

Translation – “A tra¬åc-fruit has certainly a pith, a man is 
assuredly a great-hearted one”.

tra¬åc, Benincasa hispida, is a fruit of a trailing or creeping plant 
giving yellow flowers; it produces green, cylindrical, oblong, fleshy 
fruit which has inside a pa~†¨l, being a medulla oblongata or a pith. A 
standard tra¬åc does not exceed a cubit. The stones are in a pith.116 At 
its young state of development, the fruit of the plant is called as tra¬åc 
khl¨t (the adjective khc⁄ is not used in the correct speech). Its pith is 
not left at this phase, the fruit is tasty in certain usual way of cooking. 
At the state before the ripeness, the pith is thrown away.

Gaπ’, it is frequently associated with the word tae (a conjunction?); 
gaπ’ tae indicates what is to certainly arrive, to come. The image is 
a fruit on a tree;it will imminently fall down when the ripeness shall 
come. The sense of gaπ’ tae can be compared to the spirit conveyed 
by a sk. saying as yad bhavi tad bhavatu, “it must arrive what it is 
inevitable”. The present proverb has omitted the term tae.

 Manuss from sk. manu‚ya, påli manussa, cf. Proverb n. 11.
 Dåµπ m¨l, “entirely, wholly”;
 citt, from sk. citta, cf. Proverb n. 14; mån citt, “to be great-

hearted”, manuss mån citt, “ a great-hearted man”; mån citt hints at 
a man is bent to do something positively. The opposite of mån citt 
is at’ citt, i.e. manuss at’ citt,“a heartless man”; he is enclined to do 
something unwillingly, reluctantly.
Dr. Pannetier’s record has the word phlae, “fruit”, before tra¬åc. In good 
khmer language, people needn’t say phlae, particularly in oral way. It 
need only be said that the noun indicating any fruit is adequate; that is 
more than enough as the context117 does not fail to fill the plain sense. That 

116  Pa~†¨l, it can be a sort of “marrow”, a heart or a germ of something; pa~†¨l, in general 
bears an idea of importance, like pa~†¨l ka~†iπ, “a clapper or tongue (of a bell)”; a bell is 
heard by its tongue which beats the inner surface. The term pa~†¨l is associated with some 
words, i.e. pa~†¨l bot, “a natural support of grains of mais”, pa~†¨l aµbau, “the middle part 
of a sugar-cane”, pa~†¨l cek, “an inner part of banana-stalk”, pa~†¨l citt,”what it is insight of 
heart”, pa~†¨l k†a, “acorn of penis”.

117  The word phlae is also used in general narrative way. here, we are in living speech. 
The word phlae is awkwardly situated. This is the matter of good use of language and also 
the stylistics. Since the end of 40’s till nowadays, khmer language is constantly disturbed by 
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the word phlae is present at the beginning of the proverb may whether 
have connected with Dr. Pannetier’s comprehension or determined by 
the one who had been his informant. whether Dr. Pannetier would have 
undertaken his own analysis was another step of the account. The word 
phlae is a doublet of sk. word phala, which it must be noticed.

By recording the word phlae, the proverb is expressed by the 
rhyming way of pad(a) båk(ya) pråµ b⁄r (see footnote n° 20). 
This Dr. Pannetier’s record must be pointed as version (A).

The version (B), according to my survey, has no word phlae. It 
can be written down as:

17* Tra¬åc gaπ’ mån pa~†¨l  manuss dåµπ m¨l gaπ’ mån citt. 
(Version B)

Manuss of the 2nd ghlå (7 syllables) of the version (A) is not 
contracted in one syllable. The version (B) is then expressed by the 
pad(a) dol πok, (each ghlå has 6 syllables) here are the diagrams of 
rhyming.

(version A)

o o o o o o o o o        o o o o o o o

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(version B)

o o o o o o        o o o o o o

The case of omitting the word phlae can be compared to another 

a series of exasperating factors, namely Chuon Nath’s crawling neologism, obscurantism of 
the “khmerization”, the ideological propaganda of communism (Soviet and Chinese), the 
khmer teaching program of public instruction and at last the shameful amateurism backed up 
by stupid ways in the field. Under the influence of the class war, there are the subversion and 
swindling aiming at turning down Sanskrit and Påli contribution to khmer culture as these 
two languages are originated from India. They undertook and undertake the deviation from 
the true data of khmer history. The question whether to trust in khmer historical conscience 
or not has to be seen. how collective conscience of khmer people has been spoilt?
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khmer saying as
anak tå gaπ’ mån slå dharm            anak kra gaπ’ mån phtil dik.
This is expressed in pad(a) dol πok. It can be rendered as “anak 

tå118� has certainly a slå dharm119 as offering, a poor people must have 
a water-vessel”120.�

A pair of slå dharm is placed in the “little shelter” (khdam) of a 
genius. The word khdam need not say as an anak tå has his “little 
shelter” where slå dharm is in it, which is in normal way. In full, the 
2nd ghlå may be preceded by the word phdaª (from pada of sk.) “a 
house or dwelling place”, but one does not really need to say this 
word.121 At home, even in a poor condition of life, people have a phtil 
for water, of course.122 This proverb sums up the thieves’ attitude.

18. Im jåπ ⁄em sπ⁄em jåπ saµ†⁄. (version A) (n° 36 DrP) 

Translation – “Better ashamed than unsettled (attitude), better 
silent than talking”.

The proverb in full is
18* Im jåπ ⁄em sπ⁄em jåπ sra†⁄  s⁄ cek khc⁄ jå jåπ måt’ dade. 

(version B)

Translation – “Better ashamed than unsettled (attitude), better 
silent than talking; do take an unripe banana-fruit rather than 
remain empty mouth”. 

Im, “confused, ashamed”.
Ûem, unsettled, vague, hesitating”, an ⁄em attitude is not in total 

silent; a person who adopts this attitude talks in low tune aiming at 

118  A tutelary genius having its root in animism which would have been largely known in 
Proto-Indochinese culture. The most popular one in khmer country is anak tå cås’ sruk. The 
famous anak tå having a human origin is anak tå Ghlåµπ M⁄oeπ in the province of Bodhisatv 
(at the village of Påk’ Nim).

119  An offering made of banana-stalk or of ripe coco-nut.
120  This is a phtil, a kind of copper or silver vessel for water.
121 In France, I could have discussed the kind of question related to khmer studies with 

Professors Jean Filliozat and André Bareau. Afterward, I wonder how I dare to discuss such 
an accurate matter.

122 During a journey or a displacement, people use hollow gourd and s⁄en, a little basket-
work rendered water-repellent by particular sap of wild tree.
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conveying a futile feeling. Popular comprehension gives a nuance 
between im and ⁄em. Chuon Nath, in his Dictionary (p. 1776) 
seems to omit this nuance as at this very page, one can read im ⁄em; 
consequently, the proverb is recorded as im ⁄em sπ⁄em ja jåπ s†⁄ s⁄ 
cek khc⁄ jåjåπ nau måt’ dade. As usual, Chuon Nath had arranged 
the matter by taking hold an arbitrarily way. he kept off the word 
kra im; a word preceded by a prefix kra indicates an effort “to be or 
to remain ashamed, shame-faced”. The word jåπ is a particle used in 
comparative way of speech; jåjåπ is a form of insisting comparative 
manner; jåjåπ is generally followed by a verb or an expression 
indicating a state or a condition with regards to what it just has been 
announced.

sπ⁄em, “silent, peaceful, taciturn”; according to some linguists’ 
view, sπ⁄em comes from t¨‚~⁄m; three factors are conducive to sπ⁄em 
from t¨‚~⁄m, namely aphaeresis, nasal change as nasal cerebral ~ into 
guttural nasal π and a diphthong123.

saµ†⁄ (in version A), sra†⁄ (in version B), linguitics has seen that these 
two khmer words may come from sk. sarasvat⁄. khmer speaking way 
would have omitted –[arasva]- of s-arasva-t⁄ and st⁄ is obtained; (t @ †) 
s†⁄ gives saµ†⁄ by inserting nasal (or anusvara). sra†⁄ would have been 
obtained by omitting the elements [a] and [sva] @ s- [a] ra [sva] –t⁄ @ 
s- ra- t⁄ @ sra†⁄. The cases could be true as Sarasvat⁄ as “the goddess of 
eloquence”, “power of speech”, “wife of Brahmå”, (Brahmå‘s wife is 
Savitr⁄). The forthcoming survey will confirm what it can be reported 
here. 

s⁄ cek khc⁄, “to eat or to take an unripe banana-fruit”, in this phase of 
development, the very fruit has a gluey sap in it. how nasty the savour 
is! The idea can be compared to “to pocket an affront”.

123 The word t¨‚~⁄m is seen in a På~ini‘s s¨tra, På~.III. 4.63: t¨‚~⁄mi bhuvaª // 63 // 
padåni // t¨‚~⁄mi bhuvaª (ktvå ~amulau) //

V®ttiª // t¨‚~⁄ çabda upapade bhavater dhåtoª ktvå~amulau bhavataª //
In ¸gveda II. 43.3 (...) t¨‚~⁄mås⁄naª sumatiª cikiddhi naª / (...), it speaks of kapiñjala 

bird.
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This is the diagram of rhyming.

(version A)

o o o o o o o

(version B)

o o o o o o o        o o o o o o o

The message is clear. Nothing could be ner than knowing how 
to accept an answer or a situation. It is worth while noticing with 
courage one’s deep conviction rather than come to nothing, which 
it is the trait of nobleness of soul.

19. Niyåy yap’ pradap’ brai     niyåy thπai brai mån trac⁄ek. (n° 
37 DrP)

Translation – “A forest secures (what) one tells in night-time; 
when telling in day-time, a forest has its ears”.

 Niyåy, “to speak, to tell, to say”, (see Proverb n. 12).
 Yap’, “at night, by night, night-time”.
 Pradap’, the verb dap’ preceded by pra; it means “to hold in, to 

restrain”; the context may bear the sense of “to secure”. Generally, the 
prefix pra induces two parts or mutual sides. what it had been told in 
night-time must have been concealed by a forest. Consequently, the 
latter is protected from curious, ill-intentioned rivalry or an adversary. 
Dr. Pannetier had a mistranslation of pradap’ by giving “to tell in 
night-time shuts up a forest”124.

124  Dr Pannetier’s translations may be (from n° 32) summed up shortly. In n° 32, his translation 
is deviated from the original; in n° 35, he did not understand the word pa~†¨l, he could have opened 
a tra¬åc-fruit to see its inner part. In n° 36, he could not grasp a nuance of Im and ⁄em.
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This is the diagram of rhyming.

o o o o o o        o o o o o o

The proverb is expressed in the pad(a) dol πok; each ghlå has six 
syllables; the word trac⁄ek of the 2nd ghlå must be “contracted”, 
so it does a final syllable.

20. Ghlån kuµ ål s⁄. (n° 39 DrP.)

Translation – “(when) being hungry, don’t make haste to eat”. 

 Ghlån, coming from sk. glåna < the root GLAI- 1st cl. (or 
2nd cl.); the root GLAI @ glå-;125� as a verb, it has the meanings: “to 
feel aversion; to be languid, weary, to feel tired, to be exhausted”; 
glåna, (påli gilåna), means “feeling aversion, wearied, languid, 
exhausted, emaciated”. For obtaining glåna, it may be supposed 
the following possibility: GLAI @ glå + ana @ glåna @ ghlån (in 
khm.). Two På~ini‘s s¨tra would be coherent to the supposition126.� 
An action noun of the root GLAI-, glåni s.f. may be mentioned; 
it means “exhaustion, fatigue of the body, lassitude, depression of 
mind”. The word glåni is seen in the well-known yadå, one of the 
famous strophes of the Bhagavadg⁄ta, IV. 7.127

125  På~.VI. 1.45: ådeca upadeçe’çiti // 45 // padåni // åt ecaª upadeçe açiti //
V®ttiª // dhåtoriti varttate / ejanto yo dhåturupadeçe tasyåkaradeço bhavati çiti tu pratyaye na 
bhavati // (Pån. I. 1.66; III. 1.1; VI. 1.8).
An exception is made in case of Perfect; the term çit must be rightly understood.

126  På~.III. 2.126: lak‚a~ahetvoª kriyåyåª // 126 // padåni // lak‚a~a hetvoª kriyåyåª 
(la†aª Sat®– ‚anåcau)//
V®ttiª // lak‚a~e hetau cårthe varttamånåd dhåtoª parasya la†aª çat®çånacådeçau bhavataª //
Vårttikam // lak‚a~a hetvoª kriyåyåª gu~a upasaµkhyånam //
Vårttikam // tatvåkhyåme ca //
På~ III. 2.127: tau sat // 127 // padåni // tau sat (çat® çånacau) //
V®ttiª // tau çat®çånacau satsaµjñau bhavataª // (also På~.III. 3.14; III. 1.93; III. 1.1).

127  Yadå yadå hi dharmasya glånir bhavati bhårata (...), “whenever there is decline of 
Dharma, O descendant of Bharata”. Glåni can be grasped by a På~ini‘s s¨tra, På~.III. 3.94: 
striyåµ ktin // 94 // padåni // striyåm ktin (bhåve akartari kårake) //
V®ttiª // str⁄liπge bhåvådau dhåtoª ktin pratyayo bhavati //
Vårttikam // glåmlåjyåhåbhyo niª // This is the Vårttikam 3 being consistent with ni of glåni.
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Ål, verb. “to hasten, to hurry; to make haste to do something; to 
lose no time in doing something”; “to rejoice, at, in, to be glad of, to 
be delight at”. In these senses, ål is generally used by being preceded 
by a prohibitive particle kuµ as kuµ ål s⁄ of the present proverb. 
Another well-known one is anak mån kuµ ål ar anak kra kuµ ål 
bhay, the terms kuµ ål are rightly used.

This short proverb is still very effective; the drama of the last 
decenies had reduced khmer society to crawling on quicksand.128

I have noticed in Monier-williams’s sk.-English Dictionary under glåni, s.f. (p. 374, col. 3) 
the following indication På~. III. 3.95, vartt. 4. It may be an error, it must be removed as På~.
III. 3.94, vartt. 3. The På~. III. 3.95 has only a V®ttiª, according to the a‚†ådhyåy⁄ of På~ini, 
vol. I, edited & transl. into English by Çriça Chandra Vasu, Allahabad, 1891, 1st edition, pp. 
515-516. The Monier-williams’s Dictionary has left the same error under jyåni, p. 426, col. 
3, (1st edition 1899, reprint 1990).

128  Since the 2nd trimester of 1975, this drama has no importance facing the “developed 
countries”. This matter is then avoided by many observers even the so-called “modern spe-
cialists of khmerology”(!). One is free to use the liberty. It is related to the history of the world 
after the “broken wall of Berlin” and the Iron Curtain had been fallen down. The forthcoming 
decenies will interest in the steps of the history as the big political ideology and its system had 
destroyed more than 60 millions human beings since the rising of Lenin till the death of Deng 
Tchao Ping. The end of the Iron Curtain is the important event after the world war II. About 
twenty new “apprentices-wizards” must ruminate on what they had done.

khmer people inside the country and those of outside it had trusted in communist pro-
paganda.  They has seen the “tasty meals and the dreams” made by attractive sentences and 
words. There was the successful moment of an “utopia simmered on behalf of Marxist ideol-
ogy”. The western followers of ideological sympathy had warmly congratulated the khmer 
murders on behalf of the victory of the class war. Most of khmer people “made haste” to share 
these “tasty meals prepared by murders”.

Now there is a bitter consequence, the Indo-khmer cultural heritage may undergo the 
attempts of destruction. Sanskrit and khmer language are still the two pillars of this cultural 
heritage. This is the view taken from khmer side. A question may be set up as can Indo-
khmer cultural heritage survive? The question whether it will soon reach its end or not will 
be being discussed. I speak of the matter for the forthcoming observers as more than three 
decenies many authors of khmer studies have been unaware of this bitter consequence even 
many khmer scholarly authors have distorted it, intentionally as the “tragedy is without im-
portance”. 

In this period, two khmer proverbs can be said: a) †aµr⁄ kå khvåk’ dramåk’ kå chkuot, 
“an elephant is blind and the driver is mad”, b) svå båk’ mku†, “monkeys put the crowns (on 
their heads)”. (Mku† is sk. maku†a or muku†a)..
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21. ˝ek yap’ kuµ niyåy niπ sr⁄. (version A) (n° 40 DrP)

Translation – “(If) you sleep at night-time, don’t talk with a 
woman”. (version A)

21*∏uy kuµ †ek  yak prabandh oy moel m†åy kmek 
      c¨l †aµ~ek kuµ niyåy niπ sr⁄.
   (version B)

Translation – “(If you) feel drowsy, you must not lie; (if you) 
marry someone, (you) must observe (your future) mother-in-law; 
(if you) go to bed, (you) must not talk with woman”. (version B)

The proverb is divided in two parts: a) πuy kuµ †ek, b) yak 
prabandh oy moel ... till the end.

The part a) announces what it goes against animal instinct. 
when being sleepy, one goes to bed, which is normal. Anyone 
knows a popular saying; “as we make our bed so we must lie”. 
The part b) shows the evident case related to what it has just 
announced. Its aspect may go beyond a simple contradiction. It 
could be an antimony and also a dialectic conflict. 

For any being on earth, a sleep is a determinism, and facing 
it, one must abstain from the need of sleeping. There is a reason 
reinforced by a will connected with a hope to obtain something. 
The proverb (part b)) gives only two cases of right and useful and 
fit conduct to what it has announced.129

 ∏uy †ek, “to be sleepy”, πaπuy (or πaπuy †ek), a sort of 
“intensive” form of πuy, “to feel strongly drowsy”.

 Kuµ, particle of negation, it may be considered as it is intended 
to be a strong or serious advice as it is worth while following, (see 
also kuµ in the preceding page under Ål).

 ˝ek, verb, “to go to bed, to lie down, to retire”.
 Prabandh, (from the sk. root pra-BANDh-, “to bind on, 

to fasten, to fetter, to check”), sk. prabandha- s.m.“a connection, 

129 In political ideology, there is a line of conduct in statecraft as “to clamour of peace, 
prepare the war”. Just after the world war II, communist world propagated: “to go to western 
Europe, go to Africa”; this concept trusted in totalitarian ideology to expanse throughout the 
world by means of class war.
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an uninterrupted connection, continuance”; in khmer language, 
prabandh takes the sense of a lady, a woman who is united to a man 
for ever by wedding ritual act (i.e. maπgalakår, åbåh(a)bibåh(a) or 
r⁄ep kår). Some linguists have seen that prabandh in khmer would 
be directly related to Javanese (or Malay?) perempuan, which they 
dared say! what is the etymology of perempuan? Can one suppose 
prempuan coming from Sanskrit?130

 sr⁄, “female, a woman”, (see Proverb n. 7).
 Niyåy, “to tell, to speak, to say”, (see Proverb n. 12).

The version (A) of Dr Pannetier’s record cannot show a possible 
form of rhyming. The version (B) runs through its two parts; the 
part a) is out of a form of rhyming. The part b) follows the rhyming 
of pad(a) båky(a) pråµ b⁄r (see foot-note 77). 

The rhyming of the version (B) is:

o o o        o o o o o o o        o o o o o o o

(here, the word niyåy must be contracted in oral language).
The rhyming is reduced to be two elements; the last syllable of 

the 1st ghlå rhymes with the 3rd syllable of the 2nd ghlå. These 
two rhymes follow what it is left in the last word of the part a), 
which is †ek. Each ghlå of the part b) has seven syllables, so it 
may be considered as it is connected with the pad(a) båky(a) 

130  The persons who have seen the semblable case between perempuan and prabandh in khm. 
are influenced by ideological sympathy preferring keeping off Sanskrit elements in khm. as Sanskrit 
is, according to their view, associated with social class (i.e. the four var~a) in India. Another (militant) 
group is constantly striving to kick Sanskrit elements off khmer linguistic heritage. The group had 
labelled itself as “true khmer”, a sort of purist attitude infatuated with stupidity. They hold always 
the affirmations. The purist tendency in the matter was born on the bank of La Seine. They went back 
to Cambodia with their “doctrine of khmer linguistics”, without issuing a book. A quackery is met 
everywhere. The case of prabandh, I report, is, according to quack movement, must be written as / 
prabun /, because pra requires at least two elements, for example prakhåµ, “to bite one another” like 
two dogs, pra†ål’, “to box” (with someone). Bun means “to bear” one thing on a shoulder by using a 
wooden stick or a bamboo scourge. (Bearing two things, i.e. baskets, jars, by means of a scourge on a 
shoulder is said raek). A man, after a wedding act, has to bear (bun) on his shoulder a burden which his 
wife. what whimsical their explanations are! It is my duty to record these facts as I had seen and heard 
from inner part of khmer society, which many linguists are deliberately unaware of.
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pråµ b⁄r already mentioned (see foot-note 1).
I simply indicate that this proverb with its antinomy could 

be inspired by a påli Jåtaka which it was largely developed in 
khmer oral literature. The forthcoming survey will confirm or set 
aside what I just have felt.

22. Pan’ braª dau saµbaª e påyåp  paπ’ påñ’ mahåpråsåd dau 
nau brai

paπ’ båky(a) sama~a j⁄ bråhma~(a) dau yak e båky(a) bål(a). 
(n° 41 DrP.)

Translation – “To praise Buddha, but to offer salutation toward 
påyåp; to prop up the great palace and (onward) to stay in a 
forest; to abandon the speech of monk and respectful Brahmin to 
consider the discourse of the fools”. 

Pan’ can be seen in two cases: a) from sk. PAN- 1st cl., “to honour, 
to praise”, b) PAN- 1st cl. “to be worthy of admiration, to admire, 
to regard with surprise or wonder, to praise, to acknowledge”. Pan’ 
is in fact a form of “negociation” with a mighty spirit (divinities, 
god, goddess...). One asks for something he wants to obtain and 
promises to offer a present if the wish will be true. This is a matter of 
a popular saying: bel jh⁄ yak †aµr⁄ pan’  bel sran’ baπ mån’ kÅ at’, “in 
the moment of illness, an elephant is promised to be as an offering 
for praise, when the illness becomes appeased, even an egg is not 
(offered)”.

Braª, the word had been largely used in khmer language since 
a long time; Tcheou Ta-kouan had recorded it as Po-lai131 in his 
Mémoires... In khm. linguistic eld, the moderate tendency does not 
agree with braª related to vara of sk.. They hold out that braª would 
be a khm. form of raª132 associated with the letter b. By what rule is 

131  P. Pelliot gives his view by ascribing that Po-lai is certainly braª(Praª). Braª is actu-
ally used to point out the Buddha Çakyamuni. P. Pelliot notices that fo “Buddha” of Chinese 
is translated as p’o-la in Siamese (i. e. phraª), cf. Mémoires sur les coutumes du cambodge, 
traduit par P. Pelliot, in B.E.F.E.O, vol. II, hanoi, 1902, p. 27, foot-note 1.

132 raª verb, “to shine, to illuminate” as rising light from the sky through clouds, i. e. thπai 
raª “the rising sun”, khae raª “the rising moon”. A popular song begins like candr(a) raª 
beñ kuµ do mneñ a-v⁄ soª loey ... “the moon is rising with its full light, don’t be worried by 
anything”. There is a popular saying: khae raª kaµpµåπ brai, “the rising moon is hidden by 
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possibly the letter b associated with raª?
The purist attitude sees that br is combined with khyal’ aª 

suggesting the idea of “unsurpassed, strong, mighty”; the example is 
jhnaª “to win, to be victorious”.

The acceptable view is braª coming from sk. vara- adj. “choicest, 
valuable, precious, best, most excellent, eminent”. The v of vara 
changes into b, and a line can be written down as varaª@ b-a-raª the 
vowel a is dropped down and braª is obtained. why khmer language 
takes the visarga (ª)? Varaª is the nominative case in sing. of vara. 
khmer borrowing act would have generally considered nominative, 
an aπga (stem of conjugation) or a root, which it can be observed. 
The matter is still far to set up any rule.133

saµbaª, a gesture of “salutation, reverence, benediction, a mark 
of supplication” being equivalent to sk. añjali. In fact, the open 
hands are closely placed side by side, and there is a hollowed space 
between the two palms. Normally, it may be said as añjalipu†a as 
the open hands form a cavity. Tcheou Ta-kouan described the 
gesture of saµbaª by using San pa134. how is the word saµbaª? By 
setting up the question, I do know that I can’t provide a good deal. 
however, I see two elements as saµ + baª. In later khm. language 
met through såtra texts, baª has a function of interjection dealing 
with surprise, wonder, an attack, a ghting position. Baª could be 
thought as having been originally meant the sense of a meeting one 
another in normal position. Onward, baª is preceded by sam which is 
a form of sa connected with saha. It is certain that sa, sam and saha 
are the opposite of the privative a. So, sa and sam bear the sense 
of “junction” or “(to be) together with”. when making a saµbaª, 
one may be in front of a statue, of a person or at least the valuable 
things or beings of devotion are felt mentally. The reason of meeting 
or of “junction” may give a background of saµ + bah. The final nasal 
labial m of sam becomes an anusvara.135 

a forest”, i.e. the matter is entirely evident, no one can conceal.
133 Chuon Nath gives his way from vara, v < b + r + aª, (see in his Dictionary, p. 807).
134 P. Pelliot, Mémoires..., B.E.F.E.O., 1902, p. 55. Speaking of gesture performed by 

slaves, Tcheou Ta-kouan noticed the saµbaª by using the Chinese word Ho-tchang. P. Pel-
liot explained it as an expression used by Chinese people to translate the Sanskrit añjali. he 
brought a precision as Ho-tchang has nothing to do with añjali or añjalipu†a. Chinese Bud-
dhists, for showing salutation or reverence, joined the palm of hands together, which it is said 
as Ho-tchang, cf. Mémoires..., op.cit., p. 34, foot-note 5.

135  It is stated by two På~ini‘s s¨tra, På~.VIII. 3.23: mo’anusvaraª // 23 // padåni // maª 
anusvaraª //

V®ttiª // makårasya padåntasyånusvara ådeço bhavati jhali parataª //
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Påyåp, a spirit who lives in water, a sort of “guardian of water” 
(Guesdon); this word is not recorded by Chuon Nath’s Dictionary. 
Påyåp is respected by fishermen.136 At the period of high tided-
water (khae dik ¬oeπ or ra†¨v vasså), they make in secret an offering 
having a sort of “salad” as the principal element; this “salad’ is 
put in a hollow-coco-nut. It is composed by leaf-stalks of hyacinth 
(kaµphlok, Eichhornia crassipes), some leaves of reed (gynerum, 
traeπ) and a species of “mint” known as j⁄ trac⁄ek jr¨k, “pig eared-
mint” having thick leaf. These elements are cut in tiny pieces and 
mixed together with ash. A fisherman takes a cooking pot in terra 
cotta, he scrapes with knife its outside bottom, a small quantity of 
soot is fallen down in the “salad”. Before setting out toward his 
boat, he puts some pinches of husk in it. The offering is held and 
carried in the morning and put at a safe place on his boat.

After a moment of smooth pulling, the preferred zone of fishing 
is reached. Then, he takes out the coco-nut containing the “salad”, 
he puts a little bit of dry powdered-pimento, some grilled rices (låj), 
some drops of rice alcohol in the coco-nut, of course. In fresh air of 
the morning, he puts carefully the coco-nut on the water; it floats on it. 
he looks at it within a calm moment. he stands up on his boat, takes 
his sweep-net and casts it on the water. This would be a symbolical 
casting just after offering.

Another offering may be performed at the hot season, the water 
becomes gradually lower day afterday. Practically, it is the same 
offering added by dry gills of sh, which it is the only different element 
from the offering at the period of high water (ra†¨v vasså). The 
performing act may be held in the period of waning moon.

No one knows the figure of Påyåp. Some views may be said:
a) hyacinth and reeds are aquatic plants, hyacinth is seen in swamps 

and marshland, so do reeds;
b) ash is for the body of påyåp as he puts it on his skin and fishes  are 

fond of it, so Påyåp is always followed by them;

På~.VIII. 3.24: naçcåpadåntasya jhali // 24 // padåni // naª ca apadåntasya jhali //
V®ttiª // nåkårasya makårasya cåpadåntasyånusvarådeço bhavati jhali parataª // 
The exception is, in short, meant in the sutra, i.e. with the nasal and semi-vowels; one 

has to spell ramyate, gamyate. In khm. language, there are gestures and ritual acts connected 
with saµbaª, i.e. saµbaª braª khae, sabaª gr¨, sabaª belå (in phdim of wedding ritual act), 
saµbaª åcåry(a), saµbaª caπkrån, saµbaª anak tå, saµbaª lå, loek †ai saµbaª (to be worthy 
performed before and after many acts).

136 This an opportunity to present a short survey related to Påyåp as I had seen and also 
had been told in many places in my home country. On behalf of information, it is my duty to 
notice the account.
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c) soot from a cooking pot is for his eyes, Påyåp smears it on his 
shaggy eyebrows, the black spots are reflected by the body of Joeπ 
kap and Påyåp knows where his enemy is. Joeπ kap is a spirit 
being always in conflict with Påyåp. People are fearful of this 
Joeπ kap;137

d) some drops of rice alcohol and dry powdered-pimento are påyåp ‘s 
weapons which frighten the Joeπ kap’s troops away;

e) short sewing string is a fetter or a noose to catch the important 
chiefs of Joeπ kap’s troop, (this string can semblable to påça 
of Sanskrit), this sewing string is put in the coco-nut with the 
offering; there are shermen having their axes at their hips, they 
give some blows of the axe on a jrai-tree (Ficus pilosa) or a snåy-
tree (Grewia sinuata), and they take some drops of sap in the coco-
nut before reaching their boats. The sap will be useful for Påyåp 
to tie up the prisoners;

f) the husk (aπkåm) and grilled rice (låj) are the signs of salutation 
toward the Sun138 when the coco-nut sinks; Påyåp takes the offering 
and leaves the husk and låj on the surface of water for the Sun as 
they float;

g) the dry gills of fish (a little piece) is a sign of thanking toward 
Påyåp as in period of high water, many fishes  had been caught.
There is a saying being an irony, it is bal braª kañjaª påyåp, it can 

be rendered as “slave at Buddhist monastery and (spirit) is devoted to 
Payap’s rule”. Bal braª was among others bal.139 The opposite of the 

137  Like Påyåp, Joeπ kap is always associated with water. There places or spots where 
wrecks and drownings were frequent. The fatalities were believed to be the bad actions of 
Joeπ kap against human beings. On a firm land, the places where the accidents of traffic are 
frequent, these places are said kanlaeπ Joeπ kap. People are not interested in any possible 
explanation of accidents. On ship or on boat, no one would dare to say the word 

Joeπ kap. The term Joeπ kap of the present purpose is connected directly with a bad 
aquatic spirit. In linguistics, joeπ kap would have been the corrupted form of the term ckop, 
dealing with “to levy the tithes, to tax something”, which some scholars in epigraphy of 
khmer country had said. caπkop as noun means “tax”, and caπkop would become joeπ kap. 
The case would be plausible. According to G. Coedès, caπkop at first had been a “tax” related 
to a boat, cf. The survey on inscriptions k. 44 and k. 940.

138  According to the trai Bh¨m(i), the Sun is the first element of the first seven forces 
which govern the world. These seven force are called as balahak.

139  There were many bal in khmer ancient organisation of armies; litterally, bal is bala 
of Sanskrit, “force”, i. e. bal seª, “cavalry”, bal thmoer joeπ, “foot-soldier”. Bal braª was in 
religious service; it would have been the heritage of the past as each Brahmanic temple had 
many groups of different services. For the good working, a territorial authority of those days 
had arranged to have at least an unity of slaves round a temple. An official act or a collective 
act had turned round the expression duk khñuµ, “to leave (a team) of slaves [for the service of 
a temple]”. I indicate roughly the essential fact, which epigraphy of khmer country provides 
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irony is bal braª kañjaª braª saπgh, “slave at Buddhist monastery 
(and submitted) to the rule of the Community”. The bal braª would 
have been a metamorphosis of the unities (or teams) working at a 
Brahmanic temple. From the middle of 15 Cent. A.D.,140 these unities 
were onward under the Buddhist Theravåda patronage.

The third case of bal braª is known as bal braª kañjaª åyatt(a), 
which it can be rendered as “soldier-slave (being) constantly ready (to 
ght)”. This bal braª141 was a spear-head of the unities of protection 
of a ruling king.

Dr Pannetier recorded paπ’ braª142 and he translated paπ’ by 
“to disown, to repudiate, to disavow, to abjure”. Pan’ braª shows 
through a hypocrisy as acting correctly before a statue of Buddha 
in company of folks. A person who hides behind such a weak 
screen will be discovered as he gives himself away. Pan’, as 

various informations.
140 Many Buddhist monasteries replaced the ancient Brahmanic installations. Old temples 

would have been pulled down. A Buddhist central sanctuary (vihåra) had been built up; a part 
of ancient surrounding ditch had been suppressed by filling up. Till nowadays, some Buddhist 
monasteries had good ditch full of lotus.

141 The word åyatt(a) of sk. åyatta determines the particularities of that bal braª. Åyatta 
means “resting on, depending on, being ready, prepared, being at disposition”; this unity was 
not the pick of the army; it was affiliated to the unity of protection of a ruling king (bal rakså 
aπg) and for watching the royal headquarter (råjamand⁄r). Bal braª kañjaª åyatt(a) (or kaπ 
åyatt(a) in short) was never in march past. Sometimes, it was at the last part of the rear-guard 
of a fighting march. Generally, it was sent to the place where the advanced troops (bal sruoc) 
had controlled an important part of territory. This latter was then surveyed by the picked 
soldiers (bal thnik). A kaπ åyatt(a) went there to organize the places for the unity of king’s 
protection. The ruling king came with his operational headquarter. A kaπ åyatt(a) set up a 
net of sentry-duty (bal maπ) by calling in the local troops for a limited time. A soldier-slave 
of kaπ åyatt(a) had a short wooden stick, a kit of buoy, a †a~a (entirely in iron), a cord and a 
kind of attacking knife known as kåµ pit krañåµ ak. The best point of a soldier-slave of kaπ 
åyatt(a) was to win his enemy by his two hands. he used the stick or the knife at the last step 
of fighting. when having been caught by enemies, he must have swallowed a special tablet or 
a pill (called as mar(a~a) gulikå) and death ensued in a very short moment. 

The word braª can be understood as vraª kamrateπ añ jagat ta råjya or braª råjå or braª 
mahåksatr in recent period in case of bal braª kañjaª åyatt(a); braª could have been followed 
by a word pointing out a devar¨pa, “an image of god” (in a Brahmanic temple), and afterward 
braª would have been used to point out braª Buddh, a statue of a Buddha Sakyamun⁄ in a 
vihåra from the Buddhist Theravåda period of khmer people history.

142 It could be true in the ensemble of paπ’, meaning “renier” (to disown), which the trans-
lation is given by DrP. For paπ’ påñ’, DrP did not understand the right sense, he was in a 
confusion (it will be seen further). It is incredible that DrP had heard as paπ’. My survey is 
quite different, the proverb aims at teasing anyone about a hateful attitude.
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recorded by me, throws hypocrisy into relief, which I prefer it to 
paπ’ of Dr Pannetier.143

The part paπ’ påñ’ mahåpråsåd dau nau brai may be analysed. 
The best comprehension of paπ’ påñ’ is a solid wooden piece used 
to prop up or to hold something upright with it. Paπ’ påñ’ can be 
understood as a stay, prop, shore, strut, a pillar, stanchion. To set 
up a stay or a prop requires at least an elementary technics (nature 
of ground, the kind of building, dominant direction of wind in the 
course of year). Dr Pannetier’s record, being led by paπ’ instead 
of pan’, went on paπ’, “to disavow, to abjure”, and he translated 
as “rejeter son palais royal”, (in English “to abandon his palace”). 
Dr Pannetier could have translated the verb påñ’, “to shoot, to 
re, to let off”. why påñ’ is left untranslated? Dr Pannetier would 
have translated as “to disavow to shoot the great palace”, which 
I can only suppose.

Again, to set up a prop to maintain with its upright before it 
could tumble down. Mahåpråsåd, “a great palace” symbolizing 
the royal authority which was in tottering situation had been 
likely consolidated by stays. Some acceptable measures would 
have been undertaken, but an ill-working pursued its course. At 
last, a ruling king took the way leading to a forest. In khmer 
history, there were many princes who left the “great palace to stay 
in another place.144 This attitude induced an regretful disorder in 

143  I can’t know the khmer close informant of Pannetier’s days. however, Pannetier’s 
degree of knowledge in khmer language was a good informant that was still absolutely neces-
sary. From Dr Pannetier’s time till nowadays, inadmissible defects can be easily pointed out.

144  An example can be considered, and it was in the last period of Angkorian Empire. 
Many historians call it as “the successors to Jayavarman VII”. I could have been a heavy 
charge for the forthcoming ruling kings. A brief chronology can be made:
* Jayavarman VII (1181-1218), son of Dharan⁄ndravarman II,
* Indravarma II (died in 1243), son of Jayavarman VII,
* Jayavarman VIII (1243-1295), he had abdicated,
* Çrindravarman (1295-1307), son-in-law of the former, important facts: the Chinese traveller 
reached Angkor in 1296, he left his memory; the earliest påli inscription was engraved under 
his reign; the king left the palace to stay in a forest as a follower of Theravåda Buddhism;
* Çr⁄ndrajayavarman (1307-1327), important facts: death of the Brahmin Jayamaπgalårtha-
son died on his 104 years old; Chinese mission came at Angkor for purchasing domestic 
elephants (?);
* Jayavarmådiparameçvara (1327-1335), he was the last Angkorian king known in epigraphy; 
the last Sanskrit inscription of khmer country is called as inscription of Angkor Vat, written 
by the scholar Vidyeçadh⁄mant.
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the working of the institution of a kingdom.
From the beginning of Oudong period, there were the disorder 

and the ill-wording of institution caused by unceasing internal 
quarrel. Some princes had ascended two or three times the 
throne because of stupid rivalry among them. king Jayaje††hå 
III (or Aπg S¨r) had ascended four times the throne: 1st reign 
1677-1695, 2nd reign 1696-1700, 3rd reign 1701-1702, 4th reign 
1704-1707.145 Before the end of Angkorian period till the recent 
one, any prince or any high ranked man had its own “reform” 
aiming at improving many things in statecraft. The result was the 

The following diagram may be useful to a clear comprehension.

a son killed (?)
by Çr⁄ndravarman

Jayamahåpradhåna his wife Jayamaπgalårtha sister-in-law of Jayamahå°

Jayavarman VIII Cakravartiråjadev⁄ son (title: Jayamaπgalårtha, died on 104 years)

Çr⁄ndravarman Çr⁄ndrabh¨peçvarac¨∂å

The serious crisis had started under the reign of Jayavarman VIII. Çr⁄ndravarman began 
his power by killing his brother-in-law. The kingdom had been shaken by the Siamese recent 
attacks of T’ai people who followed the Mongol strategy known as “cool settling in” the 
North-west provinces of khmer country.

Till the end of the 1st half of 13th cent., before the the T’ai military pressure toward the 
South, Angkorian authority continued to control the valley of Me Nam and the Eastern bor-
ders of Burma (G. Coedès, Les états..., p. 330). After Jayavarman VII, Theravåda Buddhism 
coming from Ceylon began to propagate in khmer country. The dislocation of khmer power 
had been felt from the reign of Jayavarman VIII. Old secular Çivaism did anything (included 
vandalism) to recover the powerful influence. Theravada Buddhism extended its progression 
among people.

After 1335, the year which ended the power of Jayavarmådiparameçvara, the last Angko-
rian king, khmer country was constantly under an endless crisis of all kinds. At last, Angkor 
had been abandoned in 1435. within a hundred years, they could not find out an issue of 
safeguard. One may wonder: 

a) what was the force of propagation and propaganda of Theravåda Buddhism, b) what 
was the defected context of social, politic and religious data, c) how could have been the 
khmer understanding way of Theravåda Buddhism of those days, d) how weak khmer state-
craft should have been. had the followers of Theravåda Buddhism planned to bring about a 
profile of “reform”? One thing is sure and certain according to my investigation in khmer 
Buddhism, Theravåda Buddhism, influenced by alien current, focussed on kicking out all of 
composing elements of Indo-khmer heritage, (see also G. Coedès, Les états ..., p. 412). There 
were always the unscrupulous high ranked men who were satisfied with holding on the power 
like grim death.

145  Cf. Mak Phoeun, Essai de tableau chronologique des rois du cambodge de la période 
post-angkorienne, in J. A., t. 290, Paris, 2002, n. 1, pp. 157-158.
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permanent conflict and the war. In consequence, many kings had 
changed their royal dwelling places. what were the aspects seen 
through the 2nd part of the proverb (paπ’ påñ’ mahåpråsåd…).

The 3rd part of the proverb is paπ’ båky(a) sama~a j⁄ 
bråhma~(a) ...; they repudiate the value of their own society to 
consider the discourse of the fools (båla). This is the perversion 
and they takes easy ways by using cunning methods which lead 
to tragedy. Dr Pannetier took the primary sense of båla, “child, 
boy”.146 The word båla of the proverb may aim at making an 
opposition with the “sages”. Moreover, the påli Dhammapada 
would have been developed by Theravåda Buddhist teaching. In 
fact, the påli Dhammapada has a chapter known as Bålavagga 
(5th chapter). Two strophes are worth while quoting:

“The fool who knows his foolishness is wise at least to that extent; 
but a fool who thinks himself wise is called a fool indeed”. (st. 63)

“If a fool be associated with a wise man even all his life, he 
does not perceive the truth even as a spoon (does not perceive) 
the taste of soup” (st. 64).147

This is the diagram of rhyming.

o o o o o o o o        o o o o o o o o        o o o o o o o o o o o

146  This Dr Pannetier’s translation of the 3rd part: “rejeter la parole des sages pour croire 
la parole d’un enfant”.

147  In påli: Yo bålo maññati bålyaµ pa~∂ito våpi tena so
bålo ca pa~∂itamåni sa ve bålo ti vuccati // 63 //
Yåvaj⁄vaµ pi ca bålo pa~∂itaµ payirupåsati
na so dhammaµ vijånåti dabb⁄ s¨parasaµ yathå // 64 //

The English translation had been made by S. radhakrishnan, the Dhammapada, Oxford 
University Press, Madras, 1950 (1st edition).

related to the st. 64, there is a khmer saying: å vaek ge s⁄ krom bhnaek min †iπ khluon, 
“you are a ladle, they eat under (your) eyes, (you) do not know (the matter) by your own 
sense”. The popular meaning is the attitude of a cuckold who continues to believe in his wife 
as she went out with other men. Among khmer people, only å vaek is said, one knows very 
well the sense. Further, å vaek becomes a grave insult. These two syllables are avoided. There 
is a long matter with a ladle (vaek) in khmer cultural context. It has also connection with 
caπrai associated with the eyes of a woman (see foot-note 102).
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The proverb has three parts (of ghlå), each of the two first parts 
has 8 syllables. The 3rd part has 11 syllables. Mahå of mahåprasad 
of the second part may contracted to obtain one syllable. sama~a 
of the 3rd part may be contracted and two syllables are obtained.

The three parts have a rhyming, of course, it can’t be identified 
with any basic of rhyming.

Otherwise, the number of syllables of the ensemble may be 
related with certain signication. I try to see a possible sense of the 
number used in the line of the proverb. One notices 8 + 8 + 11 = 
27, (this is the number of nak‚atra).148 The number 27 may hold 

148  This is an attempt to grasp the numbers used in the rhyming of the proverb. At the first 
glance, I see the number 11 having connection with deepness of sense and message. The im-
portant message is related to the method of government (råjadharma as it can be seen through 
it). The sense may deal with peaceful, coherent march of every thing. The 1st indication is the 
number 11 which can be seen as 11 = 10 + 1. The number 10 is called as “radix”. The number 
needs to be added an unity (1). I start to look for a possibility in calendar and its data. I am 
interested in the solar months and by habit 360 days are considered, a normal year (såvana) 
has 365 days. The total number of days in lunar months (for example in khmer luni-solar 
calendar) is 354 days. when making a simple operation as 365 – 354 = 11, this case relates 
to ekådaçaråtra, “an eleven day sacrifice”, (the idea can be seen in taittiriya saµhitå, VII. 
2.6, cf. SAN Sarin, Behind the Number 2006 (with special reference of the arrangement of  
¸gveda), issued in Vedavidyå, traimåsika çodha patrikå, pau‚a-mågha (makara) saµvat 2059, 
(2003 A.D.), first year, n° 1, Ujjain, pp. 90-91).

8 + 8 + 11 = 27(A), 
27 @ 2 X 7 = 14(A1),
27 @ 2 + 7 = 9 (A2), 9 - @ 3 X 3 = 32 = 9, the root is 3 (A3),
(A1) + (A2) = 14 + 9 = 23 (B),
(A1) X (A2) = 14 X 9 = 126 (B1),
(A1) – (A2) = 14 – 9 = 5 (B2),
(B1) – (B) = 126 – 23 = 103 (C),
(C) + (B2) = 103 + 5 = 108 (D),
(B1) – (D) = 126 –108 = 18 (E);
Consider (A) = 27 and square it as 27 X 27 = 729 (F), 

In (F), we make the operation 7 X 29 = 203 (F1), this is a khmer way called as kåc’ gu~, 
and the number 7 is considered. (The number 7 and 14 may be the leading elements in the 
calculation).
(F) + (F1) = 729 + 203 = 932 (F2),
(C) + (D) + (E) = 103 + 108 + 18 = 229 (G),
(G) + (A3) = 229 + 3 = 232 (G1), (232 @ 2 + 3 + 2 = 7),
(F2) – (G1) = 932 – 232 = 700 (G2), This the number of strophes in the Bhagavadg⁄tå.
(F) – (G) = 729 – 229 = 500 (h), five hundreds are an important number (as 1000/ 2).
Let’s consider the fundamental principle in calculation. The sum of 1 till 9 is equal to 45 as
1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 9 = 45, (or 5 X 9 = 45),

The number 9 is the biggest one among the numbers of one digit and it holds the limit of 
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its importance. It would be related to a cosmic march. Could I be 
able to see rightly the case? It would not be the entire true answer. 
Otherwise, it is a record of khmer way of comprehension as I had 
been educated in the matter.149 I have mentioned that the number 
14 has its importance to which two illustrating facts can be quoted.
Lak‚miª kaustubhapårijåtakasurå dhanvantariç candramå gåvaª 
kåmadughåª sureçvaragajo raµbhådidevåµganåª /
açvaª saptamukho vi‚aµ haridhanuª çaπkho ‘m®taµ cåµbudhe 
ratnåniha caturdaça pratidinaµ kuryuª sadå maπgalaµ //

It speaks about the 14 “jewels” obtained at the churning of the 
ocean.

the order of one digit. After 9, the number ten follows naturally; this is the smallest one among 
the numbers of two digits.
45 + 10 = 55, this is the sum of the first ten numbers 1 + 2 + 3... + 9 + 10 = 55.
In (A1) = 14 @ 14 / 2 = 7, the number 14 is rightly divisible by its equal (14), by 2 and by 7.
55 – 7 = 48 (h1),
(h) X (h1) = 500 X 48 = 24,000 (h2), this is the number of strophes in Vålm⁄ki‘s råmåya~a.

The number 14 may be found out by other ways. In (B), there are two terms (or digits), i.e. 2, 
3; in (B1), there are three terms (or digits), i.e. 1, 2, 6. The sum of these terms is 2 + 3 + 1 + 2 + 6 
= 14 (I),
(A1) = (I) = 14 (= 7 X 2), this number appears as the key of the present calculation.
In (G1) @ 2 + 3 + 2 = 7 (I1),
In (G2) @ 7 + 0 + 0 = 7 (I2),
Consider 7 of (I1) and square it 7 X 7 = 49, (D) – 49 = 108 – 49 = 59 @ 5 + 9 = 14 (I3),
(B1) – 49 = 126 – 49 = 77 @ 7 + 7 = 14 (I4).
The numbers 108 and 18, the most important ones, are obtained. The way reached to 700 and 
24000, which it could not be incredible for many. 

149  The calculation can continue from the foot-note 1 of the former page.
(F2) – (h) = 932 –500 = 432 (J),
(D)/ (A) = 108 / 27 = 4 (J1),
(A) + (A2) = 27 + 9 = 36,  @å (D) / 36 = 3 (J2), (this number 3 is also equal to (A3),
(E) / (A2) = 18 / 9 = 2 (J3), 
(J) X (J1) = 432 X 4 = 1728 (J4), 
(J) X (J2) = 432 X 3 = 1296 (J5), 
(J) X (J3) = 432 X 2 = 864 (J6),
(J) X 1 = 432 X 1 = 432 (J7),
A serie of multiplications may be made as (J4) X 10 = 1728 X 1000 = 1,728,000, (k®tayuga)
(J5) X 10 = 1296 X 1000 = 1,296,000, (tretayuga)
(J6) X 10 = 864 X 1000 = 864,000, (dvåparayuga)
(J7) X 10 = 432 X 1000 = 432,000. (kaliyuga)

The total of these results is equal to 4,320,000 of human years, which it corresponds to 
12,000 divine years. These are the well-known four yuga.
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a∂aµgamiçritå vedå dharmaçåstraµ purå~akaµ
m⁄måµså tarkam api ca etå vidyåç caturdaça // 

It enumerates the 14 vidyå (sciences or knowledge). 

23. Paµ~åc’ niπ påp oy ch-åp måt’                        (n° 42 DrP)

Translation – “however evil (the act may be), it must provide 
the smell of raw flesh at the mouth”.

The proverb is built by an image of hunting. According to 
Buddhist teaching, hunting is wrong, evil doing. If it is fruitful, 
the meal will be tasty. This idea is expressed by “the smell of raw 
flesh at the mouth”. DrP seems to go so far from a translation. I 
must be considered as an interpretation.150 

Påp, from påpa of sk. or påli, adj. “wicked, sinful, bad, evil”; 
s.nt. “evil doing, wrong doing”. In khmer, the opposite is pu~y(a). 
In påli, the opposite of påpa may be kusala, an example is in the 
Dhammapada:

sabbapåpassa akara~aµ kusalassa upasampadå (...) st. 183,151

Yassa påpaµ kataµ kammaµ kusalena pith⁄yati
so imaµ lokaµ pabhåseti abbhå mutto va candimå // 173 //152

In two strophes, puñña is opposite to påpa:
påpañ ce puriso kayirå na taµ kayirå punappunaµ (...), st. 117,
puññañ ce puriso kayirå kayiråth’enaµ punappunaµ (...), st. 118.153

ch-åp, old khm. ca-åp, k. 559. It is the smell of raw flesh; instinctively, 
the characteristic of ch-åp is associated with the fishy smell.154

150  “Tant que faire de pécher, rassacie ton envie”.
151  Buddhavagga, “the eschewing of all evil, the perfecting of good deeds,” (...), translated 

by S. radhakrishnan, op. cit., p. 120. 
152  Lokavagga, “he whose evil conduct is covered by good conduct lights up this world 

like the moon when freed from a cloud”. (translated by S. radhakrishnan, op. cit. p. 116-117.
153  Påpavagga, “Evil Conduct”, “if a man commits sin, let him not do it again and again 

(...), (st. 117),
“if a man does what is good, let him do it again and again” (...), (st. 118),
(translated by S. radhakrishnan, op. cit., p. 98).

154  k. 559 is the inscription of Duol Aπg(a), province of Tå kaev, (monastery of khnath 
Trapok), cf. G. Coedès, Inscription du cambodge, t. II, p. 36.

The famous fishy smell belonged to a girl who had been taken from a stomach of a fish 
which was the form of Adrikå, a daughter of king of Cedi. Adrikå was condemned to live 
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The proverb of the present purpose has its contrary one which 
is påp min ch-åp måt’. It can be rendered as “(even) evil act had 
been already done, the smell of raw flesh is not felt at the mouth 
(at all)”. This last proverb is not recorded by Dr Pannetier. The 
sense of this proverb is in conspiracy, weaving a plot, intrigue as 
group of doers expected a “result” after their bad act.

The diagram of the n° 42 recorded by DrP is:

o o o o o o o

The contrary proverb is:

o o o o

24. kuµ rå mukh †iπ kuµ dadiπ mukh dab.          (n° 46 DrP)

Translation. – “Don’t resist with a pickaxe, not to be opposed 
to an army”.

Mukh, (from mukha of sk.), “the top, tip, point (of anything), the 
edge (of sharp tool or instrument)”,

˝iπ, “a pickaxe, pick”; among khmer people, the same kind of tool 
is distinguished as cap j⁄k, a sort of “pickaxe, pick”(for digging), cap 
cak’, “a small short pick with large tip”, cap kåp’, “a hoe” and †iπ of 
the present purpose. A †iπ can be used with the rockery ground.

Mukh dǎb, “a fore part, a front (of an army)”,
Dab, “an army, a troop”, dab is khm. form of drava, of the root 

DrU-, (påli form is dava or also dabba = dravya of sk., “running, 

in the form of a fish. A fisherman took care of the girl who was called Satyavat⁄; she was a 
beautiful girl, she had a fishy smell. She plied a boat on the river yamunå, to help the fisher-
man, her foster father, as undertaking actions in religious duty. One day, the ®‚i Paråsara came 
at Satyavat⁄’s place and took the boat for crossing the yamunå. In her boat, the ®‚i was under 
the grip of desire. he said Satyavat⁄ what he felt facing her beauty. he promised her to offer a 
boon. The ®‚i created a thick fog and had a sexual intercourse with her. For a boon, she asked 
she would have from her body a sweet-smelling. The ®‚i Paråsara granted her the boon and 
Satyavat⁄ could be lovely scented at the distance of a yojana. Afterward, she gave birth to a 
dark boy well-known as Vyåsa (or k®‚~a Dvaipayana) who composed the great Epic Mahåb-
hårata (I. adhyåya 57, devanagar⁄ of BOrI edition).
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course, flight, quickness”). DrU-, in case of the present purpose, 
means “to run up to, to attack, to assault”. Otherwise, dǎb in khmer 
vocabulary may come from the sk. roots DU- or DU-, “to go”, 
(1st cl. Parasmai pada, Dhatup. XXII, 46). The men who engaged 
themselves in army must go on as they have to obey the order of 
military authority. The case of dab can be written down like dab < 
dab < dava < DU-, DU-, the line may continue as DU- do (På~.I. 
1.2, På~.VII. 3.84) @ do + çap @ do + a @ do @ dav (På~.VI. 1.78) 
+ a (På~. III. 1.68) @ dava (På~. VI. 4.1), dava is then called as aπga 
or stem of conjugation; this aπga becomes a substantive in khmer 
language; the v changes into b @ dava @ daba --- daba @ dǎb (in 
final course)155.� Some “khmerologists” of lingustic field set up a 
question: “why dab had been chosen by khmer people to point out 
an army?” The first idea of “troop or an army” is the movement of 
foot-soldiers or infantry. They had to obey an order as “to run up to, to 
run or to move quickly to attack”. So, they have to move speedily.156 
The total assault or an immense attack was known as ĥau. 

Drava of DrU- is seen in  ¸gveda IV. 40.2:
satvå bhari‚o gavi‚o duvanyasacchravasyådi‚a u‚asastura~yasat /
satyo dravo druvaraª pataµgaro dhadhikråvesam¨rjaµ svarjanat // 2 // 

“Brave, seeking war and booty, dwelling with the good and with 
the swift, may he hasten the food of Dawn. 

May he the true, the fleet, the lover of the course, the bird-like 
Dadhikråvan, bring food, strength, and light”.

(translated by ralph T. h. Grifth)
¸gveda VIII. 4.11: adhvaryo dråvayå somamindraª pipåsati /
upa nånaµ yuyuje v®‚ana har⁄ å ca jagåma v®trahå // 11 //
“O Adhvaryu, make the Soma juice flow out, for Indra longs to 

drink (it). Then, the Slayer of V®tra had 
yoked his strenuous, bay steeds and he had come nearby”. (the 

verb DrU- means also “to flow”).

155  På~.I. 1.2: adeπ gu~aª // 2 // padåni // at-eπ gu~aª //
v®ttiª // gu~açabdaª saµjñatvena vidhiyate patyekamadeπåµ var~ånåµ såmanyena tad 
bh¨vitåmatadbh¨vi tånåñ ca // (a, e, o are called as gu~a).

The s¨tra VI. 1.78; VII. 3.84; III. 1.68; VI. 4.1 are seen respectively in foot-notes 25, 26, 
27 and 29. The root DrU- is stated in the s¨tra VII. 2.13:
K®s®bh®v®studrusruçruvo li†i // 13 // padåni // k® s® bh® v® stu dru sru çruvaª li†i //
V®ttiª // k® s® bh® v® stu dru sru çru ityete‚åµ li†i pratyaye i∂ågamo na bhavati //.

156  Tradition had chosen something in vocabulary as people had an accurate need. Gues-
don did not record the word dab. The “purists” and “non-purists” hold on the opinion that 
“dab is in reality dap’ as soldiers must come to bar, to obstruct, to dam, to contend, to block 
up the enemies’advance. They do not like Sanskrit contribution (see also foot-note 130).
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In Mahåbhårata: athåvara~amukhyåni nånåprahara~åni ca
prag®hyåbhyadravan devån sahitå daityadånavåª // 1 //
Then, various strikings (among) the chiefs carrying various 

missiles that ran up to gods along with the demons, son of Diti”. (I, 
adhyåya 17)

k®‚~a‘s word: ayudhyamånasya vadhas tathåçastrasya bhårata
paråπ mukhasya dravataª çara~aµ våbhigacchataª
k®tåñjaleª prapannasya na vadhaª p¨jyate budhaiª // 22 // 
“One who is not ghting, who has no weapons (in hands), who 

is running away from the battle-eld, who is seeking refuge, who is 
coming (for protection) with suppliant (attitude) and with folded 
hands, such a person should not be killed, o descendant of Bharata, as 
suggested by the sages”.157

(Kar~aparvan, Mahåbhårata, VIII. 49.22, vol. 10, p. 408, BOrI, 
Devanagar⁄ edition).

A ĥau was initiated and led by the pick (of regular army), bal thnik. 
A drum was beaten, and the men with weapons in hands cried (ĥo). 
Any person from 16 years old of any place crossed by a ĥau must 
have followed the movement. had a person or a group of persons 
been opposed to a ĥau, they would have been killed at once. when 
the flow of men reached a course of water (lake, river), there were 
particular big boats called d¨k gae ĥau158;� they were used to transport 
the men. Anywhere, the cry (ĥo) was heard all the time. The soldiers-
rowers, bal caev, were ready to make the boat move. 

One can understand that after the collapse of Angkorian statecraft and 
its organization, khmer history till the beginning of Narottam’s reign 
was full of endless conflict. Cambodia had permanently undergone many 
wars caused at first among khmer of high ranked-men. In consequence, 
khmer territory had been invaded by Annamese or Siamese forces. A 

157  Cf. SAN Sarin, Question of Dharmayuddha ..., op. cit., (see foot-note 99).
158  Chuon Nath recorded the word gae and omitted the word ĥau. Hau is also absent in 

Guesdon’s Dictionary; gae ĥau was “a pleasure-junk” (p.315). Guesdon had seen merely 
what had been the function of this boat in the late period. It became a sort of boat surrounding 
the “royal floating little palace” before the actual royal Palace of Phnom Penh. In gae ĥau, 
according to Guesdon, gae comes from Annamese word (?). Since a very long time, khmer 
people had not waited for borrowing gae from Annamese language.

Gae is “a crop”(of bird) which is a temporary stock place of food, i.e. a thin-walled pouch, 
before reaching the gizzard. A man has this kind of “crop” (or well-known as “Adam’s apple” 
which “moves” when one swallows something, and it “comes” again at its place, the starting 
point of gullet). This “Adam’s apple” would have made a transfert of food to the stomach 
through the gullet, which could have caused people to believe in. The idea of “transfert” may 
have been considered as the big boat transported the troops from a bank of another.
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total ghting back like ĥau had been an unique issue for khmer people 
to find themselves once again their dignity. The task force and the 
legitimacy of a ĥau were certainly åjñå sik, “the authority of war”, which 
was absolute.159

The present proverb may have been a piece of collective memory 
instilling a dangerous condition of battles and also an expected hopeful 
situation. Moreover, this proverb would have dened to remind anyone 
of fierce and terrible assaults known in the past.

This is the diagram of rhyming:

o o o o        o o o o o

25. Sla oy såp aπguy oy dåp      pråjñå oy vai saµ†⁄ oy khbas’. 
(n° 47 DrP)

Translation. “To make a main dish, don’t add more salt, to take 
a seat, sit down (with right manner); (your) intelligence must be 
quickening, (your) expressing words may be noteworthy for (an 
inventive issue)”.

sla, verb, it is very difficult to have this verb rightly translated 
into English language. The present point may be acceptable as I 
have chosen “to make a main dish”, for it intends to convey a simple 
idea. western European gastronomy and khmer cooking art are very 
different from one another. In operational way, like other cooking arts 
of various cultures, sla implies some successive steps of preparations. 
An example may be given as some elements of appreciation. Any 
khmer people know samla mj¨r.160 This latter may be considered as 

159  This is an idea or an opinion as I had listened to through khmer country. People in rural 
condition had their view on their own realistic history which was very different from those 
who stayed in their rooms in western Europe or another continent with their booming titles.

160  Mj¨r, a matter which produces naturally an acid taste, i.e. lemon, (amla-keçara, “citron-
tree”, tamarind-pods (amla-phala, “tamarind-tree”). Acid taste is pointed out by the word j¨r. 
Generally, mj¨r is obtained by vegetal origin. This acid substance for the dish can also be ob-
tained from insect like “red ant” (aπkraπ). This insect has a pair of mandibles; it attacks by nip-
ping skin of an intruder; it causes ache and it spreads a liquid on the point of nipping act. This 
liquid is acid and it is used in certain kind of samla mj¨r (with beef, big and small game). amla 
is seen in the Chap. V of Manusm®ti, st. 114, 4th pada (…) k‚åråmlodakavåribhiª // 114 //.
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a khmer “national dish”. The simple preparing steps are: 1) boiling 
water in a pot (terra cotta or metal), 2) jraµ prahuk, “putting the paste 
of fish in the boiling water by using a kind of strainer made bamboo 
basket-work (kantraπ prahuk) and a ladle, 3) put prepared pieces of 
fish (or meat) in the «sauce», 4) adding acid substance (mj¨r), 5) 
putting vegetables, 6) adding fresh stalks of m-am herb (Limnophila 
conferta Benth); m-am herb is needful in many forms of samla mj¨r; 
it depends on the composing elements of the samla. 

These preparing steps can be pointed out together by a verb sla 
where salt may be put in with care.161 

Dåp, adj. “low”, in figurative sense, dåp is generally associated 
with thok (of påli thoka), i.e. thok dåp. Dåp of the proverb is 
connected with a sitting position. In traditional way, people sit 
down on a mat made of rush; it is unfolded on the floor. People 
sit down by bending the legs at the right (or left) hand side. (It is 
sometimes said as “to sit down at the Indian way”). khm. language 
points out the sitting way by the expression aπguy pat’ joeπ.162 with 

161  I am not a specialist of receipt for dish of khmer cooking art. I gather some indications 
to offer a comprehensive way. Many persons believe that samla coming from sla by insert-
ing –am-. samla of the present purpose may come from sa + amla; amla means “sour, acid”. 
After sandhi, we obtain samla, the case does not follow the phonetic rule of sk. grammar. The 
first element sa, ind., having close connection with saha, sam, expresses a “junction, conjunc-
tion, a possession”; it may be understood as “with, together, along with, added to, having, 
possessing, containing”. The final short a of sa meets the initial short a of amla; this latter a is 
immediately followed by a double consonants (or a binding letter). Then, the short a of sa is 
dropped down. This situation may recall one the påli phonetics as na atthi changes into n’atthi 
(or simply natthi). what I can bring in a possible answer to make clear the word samla.

I do not know the etymological aspect of the verb sla. The aspect of famous sla is seen 
on a panel of the surrounding wall painting left by the last great artist Ukñå Deb Nimitt Mak’ 
(at the end of 19th cent. A.D.) at the “Silver Monastery” (Braª Vihår Braª Kaev Markat) at 
Phnom Penh. It can be seen some big cauldrons (without handle in khm. way) set up on fire, 
and many monkeys jump out of them. They are onward to be trained to make råma‘s armies. 
Many troops had been killed by demons in the battle-fields. To maintain the battles, many 
monkeys are needful. So, a quick way is to sla as it intends to produce numerous and suc-
cessive contingents of soldiers. Being in possession of secret and effective ingredients, råma 
commanded that attacking soldiers must be sla as it would have been useless to mobilize the 
monkeys as had done Sugr⁄va. The narrative knot is well-known as Braª råm sla bal, which 
it can be understood as a creative part of popular råmakert(i), a khmer version of Vålm⁄ki‘s 
råmåya~a. According to popular belief, råma knew how to have a big army rapidly. This is 
celebrated as the first mission of hanumant to Laπkå to meet S⁄tå in Açoka garden, and also as 
well as råma‘s building the bridge to Laπkå (pointed out in khm. by Braª råm caπ thnal’). 
what is the wide-spreading sense of sla in khmer taste.

162  There are some principal sitting ways: 1) aπguy baen bhnaen, “sitting by crossing legs” 
(“lotus position”), 2) aπguy coπ hoπ, “sitting on one’s heels”, 3) aπguy sa~†¨k joeπ, “sitting 
by putting one’s buttock on the floor, the legs are stretched out at full length”, 4) aπguy paπ’ 
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regard to a chair or an armchair, the traditional sitting position is 
already low. khmer right ways taught to a true-born people focus 
an attention on the hip, the trunk, the shoulders and the elbows of 
an individual. when the buttocks touch the floor and the legs are 
folded (on the right or left hand side), the hip and the trunk must 
be standing upright. The position of a person is appreciated from 
the front-view. The shoulders do not spread out163, the arms are 
naturally at the sides of the trunk; each forearm is on each thigh; the 
two hands are between the space limited by the two thighs as each 
wrist is on the edge of each thigh. when speaking or answering, 
the left arm must not be used as a stay, the left hand must not prop 
against the floor outside the space limited by one’s two thighs. The 
two shoulders must not be spread largely164. when speaking, they 
are maintained unshaken,165 the face is lightly lifted up.

saµ†⁄ oy khbas’, a speech or an expression must be made of correct 
sentences composed by right words. In an assembly or in a public 
meeting, a final result is to find out an issue to a problem, a critical 

jaµdaeπ, “sitting by spreading one’s legs” (the buttocks are on the floor), 5) aπguy kandhaek 
joeπ, “sitting by spreading largely one’s legs” (the buttocks are on the floor), 6) aπguy yaª 
joeπ, “sitting by stretching out one’s legs at full length and being spread largely on the floor”, 
7) aπguy caµhåµπ, “sitting by spreading largely one’s legs which are drawing up towards 
one’s body”, (this is another way of aπguy paπ’ jaµdaeπ or aπguy kandhaek joeπ), 8) aπguy 
trapom kpål jaπgaπ’, sitting with a folded leg, (the left one), on the floor, the folded right one 
holds its standing position, and this right leg is interlaced by the two arms, (this position could 
recall one the råjalålitåsana, “(sitting position) of a royal ease”, 9) aπguy crak k⁄ev or aπguy 
båk’ k⁄ev, “sitting by bestriding something”.

163  There is a particular sitting position; it is known as aπguy m̈ap performed by any man 
as it depends on various situations (taking meal, listening to recitation of påli texts performed 
by Buddhist monks…). Buttocks being on the floor, legs folded, hip and trunk standing up-
right, the position admitted as “low” (dåp) is obtained by putting the left elbow on the left 
thigh; the important part of the weight of the trunk is supported by the left arm propping 
against the left thigh. Consequently, the trunk and the head are better lowered than the posi-
tion where the wrists are on the thighs. This low sitting position must be observed in case of 
paying a visit to a high ranked man, a Buddhist monk enjoying a high degree in hierarchy. In 
khm. traditional society, a marriage is likely arranged among families. The applicant for the 
possible wedding act would be shown to the family of the eventual bridegroom. The appli-
cant had to be trained within some times. Some gestures must be performed rightly as sitting 
down, presenting añjali salutation, speaking, answering. In training times, he must endure the 
comments and personal notices of his own folks. Again, the sitting position with the left arm 
propped against the left thigh is called as aπguy map, and for a touch of irony, it is said as 
aπguy m̈ap m†åy kmek, it can be understood as sitting with low position as making a show of 
zeal (facing) the mother-in-law.

164  In khm., kåπ små.
165  In khm. gralaeπ små; true khmer way does not know any act of shrugging one’s shoul-

ders, which it is ill-mannered.
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situation. Khbas’ means “high, superior, nobly, lofty, exalted”. A 
speech with chosen words must bear a positive tenet bringing in a 
solution with its steps of task force.

The proverb is a concise lesson of humility. It advices how 
to show one’s respect with regard to deep human value. From 
the 40’s, the men who were in and round khmer statecraft 
deviated from national authentic values. If they would have 
thought of khmer realistic situations by reducing their bestial 
instinct, Cambodia and its people would have been able to 
avoid a long and total massacre in the last quarter of XXth 
cent. A.D.

This is the diagram of rhyming:

o o o o o o o        o o o o o o o o

The proverb has two ghlå; the first one has 7 syllables, the 2nd 
ghlå shows 8 syllables166.

26. Dhvoe srae oy moel smau     duk †åk’ k¨n cau oy moel phau 
santån.

(n° 50 DrP)

Translation.–“Cultivating a rice-field requires keeping a close 
eye on herbs,

aiming at putting proposal (of marriage) into words of one’s
children and grandsons requires querying lineage and 

continuity”.

Moel smau, it is an expression, the primary sense must be kept 

166  By looking through the numbers 7 and 8, the showing way of the proverb may convey 
an interesting core. Some operations can be made: 7 + 8 = 15 (A),

(A) may be cubed as 15 X 15 X 15 = 3375 (B)
@ 3 + 3 + 7 + 5 = 18 (C)
Apply khmer way of calculation as kåc‘ p¨k to (B) 33 + 75 =108 (D).
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off. There always weeds in a rice-eld. The owner must not let them 
develop much more as rice-plants would be stifling by them. The 
right action is to have the rice-plants developed suitably, so the weeds 
must be pulled out of a rice-eld. In direct way, it can be said as poc 
smau, †ak smau or jaµraª smau. Using the verb poc, †ak or jaµraª 
would be an awkward manner. Moel is a fit word to say.

Duk †åk’, there are two verbs used together; they have the meanings 
as following: duk, “to keep, to place, to put”, †åk’, “to put, to set on, 
to dispose, to place, to fix”. when a father and a mother coming to 
an agreement with the partners of an alliance, organize a wedding 
ceremony with traditonal rites, it is lovely said as m†åy duk aubuk 
†åk’. It is the matter to remind that the parents share out the charge 
and task with regard to the obligations due to blood relation.

K¨n, “child, son”, k¨n sr⁄, “a daughter”, k¨n praså, “a son-in-
law”; cau, “a grandson”;

Moel phau santån, in appearance, the same moel is in the 1st 
and 2nd ghlå of the proverb. The nuance is quite different from one 
another. Moel in the 2nd ghlå means “to look at, to exam, to inquire, 
to investigate, to scan”. Each step of action related to a verb needs a 
tactful behaviour; scrupulousness is the key-word.

Phau, “family lineage, collateral relative”, there are synonyms: 
vaµs(a), trak¨l, b¨j, aµp¨r. 

santån(a), from påli santåna, s.nt., m. (from sam + TAN-), 
“continuity, succession, lineage”.

recently, the proverb was set on three ghlå, each one of them 
has four syllables:

Dhvoe srae moel smau      duk †åk’ k¨n cau       moel phau santån.
It is the modern arrangement by omitting the verb oy 

introducing an obligation or a recommendation. The rhyming 
line follows the pad(a) kåkagati167. I prefer the form recorded 
by Dr. Pannetier than this arrangement indicated above. It has 
an outlining, a calling up to what it has to be done. The matter is 
shown in toilsome way; the sentence becomes flimsy.

Dr. Pannetier’s record is still heard in nowadays. The speaking 
way sets off something to advantage as recommendation; 
traditional way is vivifying and it conveys an adumbrating wit 
mixed with a sort of a deep game of aesthetics touched with that 

167  Cf. footnote 94.
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an inner inventive effect168.
Another view must be stated. The idea of moel smau is seen 

in a text of cpåp’169. In this text, the author stirred up a theme of 
conduct facing some types of men. I could say that the king-poet 
Braª råj Sambhår Bañå T¨ did not fail to know the proverb in 
the form as recorded by Dr. Pannetier. According to my opinion, 
beyond the simple message, the proverb rakes in many things. 

This is the diagram of rhyming.

o o o o o        o o o o o o o o o

The proverb has two ghlå, the first one has five syllables, the 
second one, nine syllables. The 1st and the 2nd syllables of the 
1st ghlå are “free” facing others binding with structural rhyming. 
The 8th and the 9th syllables of the 2nd ghlå are also “free”170 as 

168 An analysis is devoted to some rare elements of prosody as the modern arrangement had 
tried to have them disappeared. It may deal with showing way, balance, rhymes, numbers and 
far reaching meaning of proceedings.

169  Cf. Saveros Pou & Philip N. Jenner, cpåp’ råjaneti ou cpåp’ Braª råjasambhår, in 
B.E.F.E.O. t. LXV, Paris, 1978, p. 381, 394, st. 36: 

dhvoe srae moel smau         santån moel phau          paµroe moel but
doª †iπ but jå             buµ cer but tput         †iπ citt parisuddh buµ cer iriyå // 36 //.
“En cultivant la rizière, surveillez les herbes; en étudiant la lignée [de quelqu’un], on 

examine ses collatéraux; en jugeant les serviteurs, on examine leur comportement; en voyant 
une bonne conduite, on ne rejette pas la possibilité d’une ruse; en remarquant un coeur pur, on 
ne néglige pas l’examen du comportement”.

170  The term “free” is intentionally used here to ease the comprehension of the statement. 
when considering the case from khmer point of view on prosody, it requires an adequate 
showing way. One is in front of two ghlå. Through any surveying way, a comprehensive view 
commands attention. The two ghlå form an unit with regard to what it must be said. The first 
two syllables of the 1st ghlå is in the beginning or the “starting point”( †oem, in khm.). The two 
last syllables of the 2nd ghlå are at the “ending point” (cuπ, in khm.). The “starting point” and 
the “ending point” have three terms to point them out. These are: 1) rås’ †oem cuπ, 2) ramåµπ 
†oem cuπ, 3) radaeπ †oem cuπ.

The words †oem and cuπ are common in the three terms. 
case of the 1st one: rås’ is a verb having a proper sense as “to harrow”. In figurative 

sense, rås’ is generally associated with niyåy, “to speak, to tell, to state, to say”. Then, one 
can meet niyåy rås’ which means “to speak” or “to say” with assurance and conviction about 
something. Any point of the speech is not left without full signification; the expression is niyåy 
rås’ dåµπ  cuπ dåµπ †oem, “to speak with assurance till the end and from the beginning”.
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well as the beginning of the 1st ghlå.
The 1st ghlå and the 2nd ghlå would be considered as in 

unbalanced situation. It could be a queer thing as the fundamental 
principle in khmer art is still the bilateral symmetry (architecture, 
sculpture…and even making of paper-kite!). Normal proceeding 
with the number 14 syllables would be two parts of 7 syllables. 
The 7 cuon has its raison d’être as 

it belongs already to the rhyming line (see the ending part of 
the foot-note 2 of the former page). what is the function of 7 
laeπ in the global indication? within many long years I had been 
getting uneasy about the unbalanced situation of the two ghlå and 
the principle of bilateral symmetry. however, The 7 laeπ is the 
ringing tone for me. Since the very beginning of 80’s, my Sanskrit 
reading led me to Vedic mathematics and the works left by hindu 
scientific heritage and also by the spheres of Jaina and Buddhist 
practices. My attention focuses on the science of numbers. The 
accurate view on the matter may call on mathematic contribution 
combined with khmer collective memory in the field.171

case of the 2nd one: ramåµπ, in proper sense, means “to go away” (without any reason), 
“to take to one’s heels”. In figurative sense, the message conveyed by a speech or precisely 
by the present proverb of the present purpose, must “go away” or “work well” without taking 
care of an opinion of anybody as the good idea must gain ground. To notice that ramåµπ in 
proper sense is one of species of ruminant mammals; khmer people know five species, i.e. 
k†ån’, proes, jhl¨s, ramåµπ, dråy, (in English these can be comparative to stag, hart, red deer, 
etc…, with antlers as characteristics).

case of the 3rd one: radaeπ, adj., it means what it is concrete as it can’t be denied or 
refused. In the present proverb, the radaeπ way is a fit mean to hold out the sense, i.e. dhvoe 
srae, “working at rice-field” (agricultural profession), santån(a) as any human being has his 
succession, his lineage.

The rhyming structure has no name at all, but each part of the ensemble has three terms 
conveying an interesting in khmer art of prosody. The proceeding ways are still rare, and they 
are worth while describing.

The 1st, 2nd and 3rd syllables of the 2nd ghlå are “free” in their appearance. In fact, they are 
encompassed by the rhyming line and its structure. This line is limited by the 3rd syllable of 
the 1st ghlå and the 7th syllable of the 2nd ghlå. 

People use another term being 7 cuon laeπ. The latter is useful to show a global aspect 
of rhyming line and in practical way it is a mnemotechnic form. In full, it is said as pråµ b⁄r 
cuon pråµ b⁄r laeπ, “7 in rhyming 7 left released”. One sees easily the seven syllables binding 
by the rhyming line (7 cuon) in the ensemble. Pråµ b⁄r laeπ has two syllables at the “starting 
point( †oem), two syllables at the “ending point” (cuπ) and three syllables, i.e. the 1st, the 2nd 
and the 3rd syllables of the 2nd ghlå. The total of pråµ b⁄r laeπ is 7 syllables. Again, the two 
ghlå of the proverb have 14 syllables.

171  For all that, it is not the dinner-bell of a gala. The fact can be an opening lane. we may 
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consider the possible function of 7 laeπ as it bears a potential capacity to be helpful. The two 
syllables at the “starting point” of the 1st ghlå and the two syllables at the “ending point” of 
the 2nd ghlå make four syllables. we have three syllables at the beginning of the 2nd ghlå. 
(Otherwise, they are encompassed by the rhyming line, which it just has indicated in another 
platform).

The calculation can be started as: 4 – 3 = 1 (A),
we have a total of 14 syllables (5 + 9 = 14),
14 – 1 = 13 (B),
The relation (B) may be cubed: 133 = 13 X 13 X 13 = 2197 (C), it gives 2 + 1 + 9 + 7 = 

19 (D).
 N.B. The number 19 represents the braliπ khmaer having 19 elements; braliπ can be un-

derstood as “vital spirits”. Otherwise, the relation (D) is equivalent to 1. By taking the relation 
(C), we make the operations kåc’†ak and kåc’ p¨k according khmer calculating proceedings.

97 – 21 = 76 (E), [ it is a kåc’ †ak, a subtraction ],
97 + 21 = 118 (F), [ it is a kåc’ p¨k, an addition ].
reaching this step, one can expect a good and satisfying result as in (E) the final digit is 

6; in (F) the two final digits are 18. The numbers 6 and 18 are divisible by 3 (and also by 6). 
By reckoning from the 3rd syllable of the 1st ghlå up to the 7th syllable of the 2nd ghlå, 

we have 10 syllables. The number ten (10) is a “radix”, according to the principle of Vedic 
mathematics.

(F) – 10 = 118 – 10 = 108 (G),
(G) – (E) = 108 – 76 = 32 (h).
From the relations (G) and (h), a number which may corroborate the total number of syl-

lables in the two ghlå of the proverb would be found out. The two final digits of (G) are 08; 
the final digit of (h) is 2. Thus, 8+ 2 = 10, this the “radix”. Now, the number 32 seen in rela-
tion (h) represents the 32 favourable marks of the Great Man (Mahåpuru‚a) as it is stated in 
the Lakkha~a-sutta the 30th sutta of the D⁄ghanikåya of påli tipi†aka. In the present purpose, 
the number 32 could be considered as a favourable symbol conveyed by the message of the 
proverb.

Vedic people could have built up a big system of structural numbers and they had left us 
many series of operational numbers as the modern terminology can point out by the term 
arithmetic and geometric progression. The Våjasaneyi saµhitå, XVII had known the structure 
of numerical series as one actually knows as “exponent”. About the present number 32, it can 
naturally be a result of a geometric progression with common ratio = 2. 

The nth term of a geometric progression is, according to modern way, obtained by the 
formula: nth = ar(n-1), a is the first number, r = the common ratio, n = number of terms in the 
series. 

Till the 5th term, we can write down as 1 X 2(5-1) = 1 X 24 = 24 = 2 X 2 X 2 X 2 = 16. when 
multiplying 16 X 2 = 32; then, we can write down: 1 X 2 (6-1) = 1 X 25 = 2 X 2 X 2 X 2 X 2 = 32.

The line of the geometric progression with ratio 2 is as following: 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32; the 
number 32 is at the 6th rank reckoning from 1 (the 1st number) and it needs five terms of 2 (n – 
1 = 6 – 1 = 5). As having foreseen, make an addition of relations (G) and (h):

(G) + (h) = 108 + 32 = 140 ( I ).
By dividing ( I ) by 10, the “radix”: 140 / 10 = 14 (J), this is the total number of syllables 

in the proverb. 
(h) – (J) = 32 – 18 = 18 (k). 
This last relation makes sure of an acceptable result. Can we have a good result? This state 

of a so-called “good result” is still a possibility. The forthcoming great scholars in khmer 
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studies would bring in another view which would be able to pull down what it just has shown. 
The 19 braliπ, “vital spirits” of each khmer people (braliπ Khmaer) have been indicated by 
the relation (D). This number 19 could be found out by another proceeding. we have already 
the relations (C), (E) and (F). Let’s take 97, the two final digits of (C); (it may be noticed that 
9 + 7 = 16 →å 7); the number 7 is a half of 14. 

Let’s square 97 as 97 X 97 = 9409 (L),
108 of (G) is squared as 108 X 108 = 11664 (M), → 1 + 1 + 6 + 6 + 4 = 18, 
(M) – (L) = 11664 – 9409 = 2255 (N), → 2 + 2 + 5 + 5 = 14, this is the 14 syllables;
18 + 14 = 32, this is equal to (h).
In (M) and in (N), we take respectively 64 and 55; otherwise, 64 → 6 + 4 = 10, the “radix”,
55 → 5 + 5 = 10, the “radix”,
In these results, the number 1 holds out its importance.
64 + 55 = 119 (O) = 100 + 19 = 102 + 19, again, the number 19 is found out.
64 – 55 = 9 (P), (the number of syllables in the 2nd ghlå of the proverb). 
Now, in (C), consider the number 21 which must be squared: 21 X 21 = 441 → 4 + 4 + 

1= 9, it’s equal to (P).
The numbers 32 of (h) and 18 of (k) may be squared as 32 X 32 = 1024 (Q),
18 X 18 = 324 (r), 
(Q) – (r) = 1024 – 324 = 700 (S), this is the number of strophes in the Bhagavadg⁄tå. 
within more than 7 years, I could not help hushing up this number 700 what I thought of 

through my long seeking moment. I had not anticipated finding it at the tip of my pen after an 
equation. Through reckoning ways, it can be ascertained that the numbers 1, 13 and 32 take 
their importance.

The proverb and its rhyming show an appearance of an unbalanced thing. when scraping 
the matter with critical sense, the number of syllables and the rhyming line conceals some-
thing coherent and well-balanced. Moreover, they show off an unbalanced aspect, but behind 
a screen the inner part is animated by harmony which satisfies anyone knowing how best to 
appreciate the khmer art of parole. The presence of the number 13 of relation (B) is obsolete. 
It is also a square cover number with a view to deal with a practical way. Meanwhile, when be-
ing cubed, it offers a helpful track. Among many elements of the present purpose, this number 
13 is empty or void. Normally (or instinctively), the gaps must be filled up. what it is gap is 
sufficient by itself, which I can feel. The reckoning uses something like a void element, and it 
has its function in the framework. The fact reminds me toward the many frontons of the style 
of khmer art of Banteay Srei (Pandåy sr⁄ of 10th cent. A.D.). There is empty space on these 
frontons. It has its entire part in the aesthetic beauty of the frontons. hence, the number 13 has 
its raison d’être, due to this possible comparison. 

N.B. About the recent arrangement of the proverb, I had some ideas of whom it came 
from. As usual, I strive to obtain some proofs. when a thing was shown through what they 
wanted it to be, they took care to get rid of any track of their artificial and superficial acts. 
They made believe many things which had been transformed by their views and their judg-
ment; this latter aimed at hushing up Indo-khmer heritage handed down by the past. The ar-
rangement of the proverb is seen in Chuon Nath’s Khmer Dictionary, 5th ed. p.701 under phau.

The arrangement is immediately followed by the strophe 36 of king Bañå T¨, ruling from 
1627 to 1632 A.D., (see footnote 169). The proceeding way made believe that the arrangement 
had its background in a noticeable work. what a shameful amalgam! This was the attitude of 
khmer Modernist Buddhist monks who, with royal family and aristocracy, glorify the mod-
ernism brought in khmer country by French colonialism. Now and then, it is incredible that 
the real facts connected with the cultural movement of their heritage even from the beginning 
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I think it could be another issue to grasp the rhyming line of the 
proverb. I bring in a part of a possible solution as the unbalanced 
situation can be seen through a series of calculations.

The position of Dr. Pannetier facing the proverb is worth while 
noticing; Again, his record is close to real and popular living fact. 
his translation is difficult to accept; it can be understood. It is far 
from the degree of tune of the proverb172.

27. B¨j go jralaeπ     b¨j sr⁄ p†⁄ laeπ
      b¨j siss gr¨ p⁄     b¨j chkae paπ’ mcås’.

Translation.- “An ox of jralaeπ-bred, a woman who had bred 
to being separated by her husband, a man who had bred to be a 
three mastered-disciple, an ill-bred dog who abandons his master, 
[one must be constantly aware of these four kinds of things]”. 

B¨j, “race, lineage, breeding antecedents”.
Go jralaeπ, “a stiff ox or a stiff-necked ox”; after a long period of 

interbreeding, a species of go jralaen is obtained. It is a solid animal, 
but sometimes it has a bad temper. Then, an owner would have more 
troublesome moment. In a long time, a stiff ox refuses to obey his 
owner’s orders. he does not hear the commands. Anyone does not 
know how to bring him round one’s command173. khmer language 

of the last century A.D. had been likely avoided by many khmer scholars. Does one know the 
reason why they looked at without seeing? The question whether to hold fast to one’s opinion 
or not will be being made clear. There will not be a debate as to what should be done. In the 
working field, it is not worth one’s while to call on critical sense. 

172  For information, this is Dr. Pannetier’s deal: “Pour faire la rizière, regarde d’abord 
l’herbe; pour établir tes enfants, regarde l’origine de la famille”, in B.E.F.E.O., t. XV, hanoi, 
1916, (see footnote 10).

173  A stiff ox does not move at all; sometimes he lies down on the ground with the yoke on 
his neck. he remains motionless even his owner has pricked him with the goad. By opening 
his chops, an owner puts in ox’s mouth a handful sand. This stiff one continues to stay at his 
place. An owner withdraws the yoke from the ox, and then the cart is put at another place. 
Anyhow, there is no way to make him move. In a village of rural region called as sruk srae 
(which is quite different from a sruk caµkår being on the banks of important water-course of 
a region), an instinctive way is to take a bundle of dry palm-leaves; the fire is set on it and the 
ox is burnt by that fire. This issue seems to be dangerous as the scalds must wound the skin 
of the animal. It remains another isssue. An owner chews two or three pimentos. Meanwhile, 
two or three men with string in hand are ready to bind the ox’s feet. By a signal, an owner 
goes near the ox, opens the chops and sprits the content of his mouth in the one of the animal. 
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Pimentos mixed with saliva make the effect very rapidly. There is a risk, the ox can attack by 
using his feet, his head in the course of operation. The men can be gored. The ox jumps up on 
his four feet which are fastened by the helpers. The rear feet must be bound at first. The end 
of the strings are tied up to solid points. A sort of “carcan”, ghnåπ, is put under his thorax; the 
wooden piece is lifted up by a kit of strings as the fore feet of the animal are still touched the 
ground. So, he can’t move. To get rid of the hot effect of pimentos, a palm-sugar is mixed with 
water. The solution is put in the ox’s mouth by a long-handled ladle. he opens his mouth as the 
sweet solution lessens the effect of pimentos. By spitting force, some drops of tiny debris of 
pimentos can be deposited in his nostrils. A sweet, thin solution must be spread on his nostrils. 
So, the painful sensation may be felt in a short moment. he remains in this position for two 
or three days with a food intake, i.e. some small tuffs of dry herbs and little quantity of water.

After a night, it seems that his physical condition stands still. he has a tuff of fresh herbs 
and water. The latter is given again in the afternoon as the weather is hot. In the morning of 
the 2nd day, the ox has a tuff of fresh herbs and water; he will receive a little measure of paddy 
and water in the afternoon. The food intake is the same as before in the morning of the 3rd 
day. Some men are coming for help. The lifting strings are eased; the “carcan” is maintained 
at its place. Two others strings are bound on each side of of a wooden piece under the ox’s 
thorax. The ends of them are fastened to a heavy wooden piece behind the ox’s rear feet. The 
four strings at the four feet are then untied; the ox’s feet are free. he is driven out of the vil-
lage by dragging the heavy wooden piece behind him. The owner and the helpers stop at a 
place having some big trees. A rear foot of the ox is tied up by a string with its end bound at 
a peg well-driven into the ground. he has on the ground before him a heap of fresh herbs and 
he starts to eat. In the afternoon, he receives the paddy in a little basket. Before twilight, he 
is driven back to the village where he receives the last heap of fresh herbs of the day before 
going in the cow-shed. 

The operation like the 3rd day can be repeated in case of need; it depends on the attitude of 
the animal. Normally after a week an ox recovers his ordinary habit. It seems that it is the only 
way out of the predicament for the owner. Again, the case of a baneful situation caused by a 
bad-tempered ox is said as go kiec incurred risk, for an owner having a go jralaeπ.

It is happened that it is hurtful to the owner in ploughing moment in the rice-field. he lies 
down on the ground, accurately in the mud as ploughing activity takes place at the beginning 
of tropical raining season. After a short time, he can stand up, draw the plough as he is still 
yoked and goes to and fro. Through this frightening way, anyone would be running the risk of 
being attacked by this ox. Even the owner himself is in a dangerous situation for his life if he 
will risk stopping the animal.

At first, he takes away the plough by easing him from the yoke, and immediately, the 
string binding the ox must be extended by a coil of string. Suddenly, the ox begins to go to 
and fro as he will play truant. Then the man ties an end up to a big tree. These steps have to be 
done at the first moment of the bad situation. In the instant, it is sure that the ox is still bound 
at the string which could be cut off by his impulsive force. The owner must make him move 
on condition that he were at least under a threat. But the owner is alone. 

The only issue left by old persons of the past is to catch the small crabs of the rice-fields 
in the period of the first ploughing. It will take time before finding out a living place of crabs. 
Standing a chance, the man has caught two or three small crabs. what his owner is searching 
all round the place would have been felt or remarked by the ox. when seeing him coming 
back, he stares at the man and his feet start to stir. his owner shows him the small crabs, the 
ox stands up at once. with these crustaceans in hand, the man simulates to put some of them 
in the ox’s ear; its external ear moves nervously. he tries to go away, but the string retains him 
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points out the bad attitude of an ox by the word k⁄ec, i.e. go k⁄ec.
what is the origin of go jralaeπ? It is still a difficult question. 

This species of ox is a result of a long period of interbreeding. In 
khmer language, there are two words for cow seen in inscriptions 
of Pre-Angkorian period: tmur and androk.174 The present state of 
information is likely acceptable, for want of competent survey. One 

tightly. By the way, the owner makes the ox go to and fro within a moment as he is frightened 
out of his wits. From the early morning to noon, the working time has been lost. Then, the man 
sets on going back to the village. The yoke of the plough is ready, he must lead the wicked 
ox for being yoked. he has deluded the animal into believing that he would be threatened by 
small crabs at any time. It boils down to this. he should get him to come step by step towards 
the yoke by dragging him hardly.

reaching home, he is released and tied up at a place, he undergoes a food intake, i.e. little 
quantity of dry rice-plants (caµpoeπ) and water till next morning. 

why does an ox take fright at a small crab? No one knows the real cause. One has his own 
opinion facing the fact. what I will say is a supposition after many observations. Any crab 
has five pairs of jointed legs. The ones of small crab may give an ox a thrashing sensation 
when he would move on the inner surface of an auditory duct of the ear. On the lining, a small 
crab finds many things to eat. All of its movements produces vibrations made by sound waves 
which are collected by eardrum (or tympanic membrane); this membrane becomes a genera-
tor of an amplification  in the inner ear. If, by simulating gesture of putting a small crab in a 
ear-hole of an ox, one should ever do an awkward way, a crustacean could have fallen into it. 
Then, it would not to be expected that it should be easily drawn back out of the ear-hole. The 
ox should die, due to a wrong gesture bringing terrible pain. Do not let one do many times 
the simulating acts of threatening, lest a small crab should fall into the ear-hole. An ox starts 
horrified at the feeling of the legs of crustacean which is put on his external ear. A man can be 
wounded by the ox’s feet as the animal is panic-striken.

One prefers to stay at home rather than be disturbed by a wicked ox. One likes changing 
rapidly the situation and one loathes waiting, of course. One can’t bear seeing an ox wicked 
and disobedient. Fortunately, the older persons found out from the past the small crabs as an 
efficient remedy against a bad-tempered ox. This is an aspect of go jralaeπ having an odd way 
of his own of disturbing the working moment. No one knows how best to shake off a baneful 
temper of a go jralaeπ.

174  tmur in k. 726, cf. G. Coedès, IC V, p.76; androk, in k. 28, c. G. Coedès, IC II, p. 24. 
khmer language had taken the word go of sk. and used it till the present time. Cf. Lexico-
graphie vieux-khmère in seksa Khmer (Khmer studies) n° 7, Paris, 1984, p. 74, p. 147. dif-
ferent regions of khmer country had produced bovine matter since prehistorical period (site 
of Laang Spean in western Battambang, roland Mourer’s survey and B.P. Groslier’s point of 
view). The actual spreading species of ox in Cambodia is called as go s⁄em, “Siamese ox”. It 
would have been a species having brought in Cambodia. In what period? No one can answer. 
Consequently, go khmaer species should have become rare. According to native view, the 
remaining image of a bull Nandin in khmer art carved in sandstone represents the figure of 
go khmaer. The oxen who draw the plough in the the royal Furrows Festival (pu~y(a) crat’ 
braª naπgal); they are ritually called as go usabharåj. They may remind one toward the noble 
figure of go khmaer. roughly speaking, from go brai or go panteπ, people have go khmaer, 
go lpåy and go jralaeπ. Certain opinion argues that go khmaer is the same as go lpåy as they 
are the results of interbreeding. (see also foot-note 22).
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may see go jralaeπ through some steps:

go brai, “wild ox”
+ domestic cow @ go khmaer, “khmer ox”,

go panteπ, “wild ox”

go khmaer + domestic cow (of various species) @ go lpåy, “mixed ox”, litt.,

go lpåy + domestic cow (of non-specied species) @ go jralaeπ.

sr⁄, “woman”, (see Proverb n. 7);
P†⁄, from sk. pati, “master, husband, lord”;
Laeπ, “to release, to liberate, to set free”; laeπ, in the present 

context, takes the sense of “judicial separation” or “divorce”. The 
part of the proverb sr⁄ p†⁄ laeπ has its right senses dealing with the 
husband who takes a divorce proceedings against his wife or he sues 
for a divorce. If the proverb said sr⁄  laeπ p†⁄ the sense would be “the 
wife sues for a divorce”. In khmer language, the order of words in 
a sentence and also their place hold the importance, which must be 
noticed.175 In rural milieu, separation or divorce is rare. with regard 
to social khmer context, it is incredible that a husband sues for a 
divorce. Normally, social human condition should have avoided a 
divorce. There would have been some heavy facts and and sorrowful 
gestures in a married couple. A woman has to stand a loss, the 
situation injures her reputation. rightly or wrongly, she is believed to 
have behaved badly towards her husband as the proverb searches to 
remind one about the sad case undergone by a woman.

siss, påli, sk. çi‚ya, “pupil, disciple”, siss gr¨ p⁄ points out a pupil who 
had already three teachers (or masters, preceptors) for what he wishes to 
become skilful in an art or a science, according to his choice. At last, he 
did not reach a competence as he changed the masters before knowing 
entirely what he can do. In traditional way, when someone wishes to 
know an art or a science, he must look for a master or a preceptor and 
stay with him. By common consent, a pupil renders the master a service 
while staying with him. This latter has an obligation to teach what the 
pupil wishes to be. Generally, a pupil has an inconstant temper, which it 
is his defective side. Then, he can’t go through what it must be learnt. he 
goes away to look another master. From a place to another, he does not 
find his legs in a true knowledge. Consequently, he has no ability at all176.�

175  Many French translators and also some khmer persons do not take care to the nuance 
of the language.

176  Before the general massacre and after it and till nowadays many khmer people “know 
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chkae, “dog”, mcås’, “master, owner”; paπ’, “to abandon, to give 
up”. A dog who abandons his master becomes a stray dog. Physically, 
the proverb reminds one as to avoid the contact with this sort of dog who 
can bears infectious diseases. It is useless to keep a stray dog at a place.

Dr Pannetier’s translation may be quoted: “De la race des 
boeufs cralèn (bœuf), de la race des femmes repudiées, de la 
race des élèves qui ont eu trois précepteurs, de la race des chiens 
indèles». After nearly a hundred years of publication, the tenet of 
translation is hardly different from the one of Dr Pannetier, but 
the approach is not the same touch. Dr Pannetier had no time to 
survey the realistic aspects of khmer way of life of those days.

I come, now, after him and I wish to enlarge the scope of 
comprehension of the proverbs. however, Dr Pannetier bears a 
sincere esteem toward oral tradition of khmer country.

This is the diagram of rhyming:

o o o o        o o o o        o o o o        o o o o

The proverb has four ghlå, each one of them has four syllables. 
By considering the number of syllables in each ghlå, the rhyming 
line could be related to pad(a) kåkagati.177 At present and after 

many things of all kind”. They have lost traditional approach toward a true knowledge for 
building an accurate skill. Cultural heritage of contemporary period distinguishes five degrees 
from a low one to a high one. The successive degrees are ḹ,  †iπ,  sgål’,  yal’,  ceª. From many 
decenies of the last century, “modern khmer people” believed themselves to reach ceª which 
is the high degree in a competence. For my own deep conviction, the whole khmer peasants 
have the ceª degree as they have produced what is necessary for life. “Modern khmer people” 
of all disconcerted propensity had done many things to boil down to the general massacre 
and now one may wonder where is the Khmer dignity. roughly speaking, after Independence 
(50’s), the “modern category” of population had pretended to a high knowledge, but it had bee 
in fact in an ill-assimilated knowledge left by. The situation was onward to face alien ideology 
brought in khmer country and the superstructure of State had no capacity to hold forth an 
appropriate analysis. A comparative way can be likely suggested; the three masters of khmer 
people in contemporary period are khmer cultural heritage, colonialism, alien ideology (cold 
war). It is not the historical explanation, it is simply a practical view by which the sequence 
of siss gru pi could be grasped. The leading class of khmer people had deviated from cultural 
heritage of the nation and lost the sense of State.

177  See footnote 94. 
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scanning, the whole proverb does not belong to any clear rhyming. 
The 1st syllable of each ghlå uses the same word, b¨j. The 4th 
syllable of the 1st ghlå rhymes with the 4th syllable of the 2nd ghlå. 
In this 2nd ghlå, the 2nd syllable rhymes with the 3rd syllable. 

statement of the proverbs. 

It is the first step in the field of sentences and proverbs left 
by the past of khmer country. By first step, it hints at some 
manners have been undertaken to clarify the sense of a proverb. 
A conclusion cannot be established as I show only 27 proverbs. 
Even a provisional conclusion is certainly a non-sense. The 
present survey brings in an aspect of the matter related to khmer 
studies. This is also the main line of information about khmer 
expression with regard to the normal life.

It can be said that the proverbs are among others cultural 
expressions of human beings. Moreover, proverbs are in way of life 
of any society where many dynamic impulses are always blending.

Proverbs can represent a tangible wisdom held and also felt by 
a social group through many generations. Many proverbs endow 
with realistic sense and realistic expression. I follow the same 
way as I stand in realistic aspect in grasping and in illustrating 
the sense of a proverb. Then, some short words on method must 
be heard here. Otherwise, I try to show the result or rather a 
positive effect recorded by a society in which the proverbs had 
been created and handed down from the past. Each proverb has 
its reason as it shows a right path or attitude in doing something. 
Between reason and emotion, I choose reason as there is no truth 
without reason.178 There is a serious problem of methodology in 

178  It must be said that my way had been contested by some scholars who pretended to 
be skilful in khmer studies. At first, I had nothing to vouch for me. Perhaps, my striving ef-
fort will vindicate me, which the future will tell. I can take an example. when having read 
my survey on Buddhism in khmer country, they refused all what I had carefully recorded in 
many fields. After a while, I have understood that they have hardly a low bookish Buddhism 
and many of them were still on the doorway of groping elements of påli language and “their 
khmer” is still at a pitiful degree. They wanted to have my method changed and they tried to 
bring me round their doubtful knowledge in the field. The attitude is undeserving of France 
of Descartes. They see khmer cultural heritage through system and ideology. I show khmer 
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khmer studies and I do something with a clear conscience. I act 
in full consciousness of the consequences, which I have always 
gone on since nearly forty years with slog away at finding an 
issue of many difficult questions. By the way, I do not aim at 
inducing anyone to believe what I just have written. I only stress 
the fact that I claim the right to be considered as someone who is 
courageous enough to bear witness to the truth.

* social aspects 

 khmer society was managed on hierarchical framework. 
Sociological and historical data are still unknown179. Chinese 
people had been encouraged to stay in Cambodia by French 
colonial authority. They were the economic “good agents” of 
politics of exploitation led by colonial objective. This latter backed 
up royal family and aristocracy. These khmer superstructures 
made business in real estate by housing (condominiums, flats) 
warranted by colonial authority. In conversation among members 
of royal family, these “houses” were pointed out by the term 
phdaª phsår,”litt. “house (at) the market (place)”. The members 
of royal family were enriched rapidly by the income of real 
estate and housing. French Administration had set up a system 
of “dispatching of interests”180. Steps by steps, Chinese people 

cultural facts through reason and realistic aspect and respect toward people having created this 
culture.

179  Some aspects of social life are informed by some short surveys since Cambodia be-
gan to extend the relations with France (from the 2nd half of 19 cent. A.D.). After a moment, 
khmer country had been under French direct administration. The authority had opened largely 
Cambodia to the massive settlement of Chinese people; Christian organization brought in 
Cambodia large number of Vietnamese people (case of his Eminence Miche).

180  Chinese people had been present since the period of Spanish and Portuguese expansion 
of 15th and 16th cent.. There had been Chinese presence at the end of 13th cent., according to 
Tcheou Ta-kouan’s record (cf. footnote 131 p. 48). French Administrators had increased rap-
idly Chinese people in Cambodia. From 1860, i.e. the first year of period of Phnom Penh just 
after Oudong period, less than four decenies, they controlled entire economic sphere, included 
agricultural resources by fixing arbitrarily the price of any raw materials produced by khmer 
inhabitants of countryside. round the royal family, a sort of “real Estate Agency” was set up 
and animated by Chinese people called as må jiñ being “administrators or collectors of rent” 
and deposited it at respective owners of “houses”. Chinese people had expanded a framework 
(reinforced by secret society known as påy huoy) and developed the real estate. They bought 
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controlled all of economic aspects. They could strangle khmer 
way of life at any moment.

About sanction and justice, French authority had created their 
“colonial justice” for closely protecting French people by birth, 
the nationals of “France of Overseas zone” and all of alien of 
Cambodia. khmer people depended on justice181 dispensed on 
behalf of king. All of this had been easily justified by colonial 
device as “to divide and rule”.

Colonial authority did anything to exhibit its power. The followers 
of khmer Theravåda Buddhism offered resistance. They endowed 
with a silent endurance182. Colonial administrators burst the large 
Community of monks, the Mahånikåya order. There had been the 
Quarrel between the Modernist and the Traditionalist monks. French 
administrators wanted to have khmer Buddhism “colonized”, which 
it must be understood as religious practices be under the heel of 
colonial power.

Till the present time, khmer society is divided into two parts: 
the rural countryside and the urban agglomerations. The whole 
khmer population became poor year after year. Many politic 
platforms came one after another, permanent warlike conditions 
may continue to expand the harmful effects through various 
forms anywhere.

many places from khmer people who, owing to the force of circumstances, had to go far away 
toward the graveyard in forest. Corruption raised up in any sectors (of public and private ac-
tivities). The bad aspect is established for ever by a saying: crapåc’ ka cin l⁄en a~†åt khmaer 
cin teñ khmaer  khmaer teñ khmoc, “to throttle Chinese people, the tongue of khmer people 
comes out of (mouth), Chinese people drive out khmer people who drive out the ghost”.

181  Alien people called khmer justice court by using the term sålå khmaer; this is the short 
form sålå kåt’ k†⁄ khmaer. A prison being under the khmer authority of justice is contemptu-
ously pointed out by the term guk khmaer. It became a humiliation, and guk khmaer was 
largely used as an insult said by an alien to a khmer people as å guk khmaer! It appears that a 
prison administrated by French colonial authority was at a higher level than the one of royal 
justice. Anyhow, any prisoner was sentenced and condemned for offences. Discrimination 
took place even in prison. 

182  Cf. San Sarin, Buddhism transformed:…, see in footnote 2; Bouddhisme et laϊcité 
au travers d’événements survenus au cambodge, a lecture offered on 26 February 2006 at 
Saint-Mandé (France). when writing on the matter of social, religious practices or Buddhism 
in Cambodia, it is sure that French authors used to avoid the realistic aspects of the question, 
(from the end of world war II till the very recent period). Even khmer authors follow the 
same way as took French writers. Doing something by rule of thumb as one uses liberty, which 
it is an easy answer.
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Big international organization adopted measures which 
reinforce the world of sharks. what it is as old as the hills.

** Behaviour 

The proverbs bring anyone round right conduct. Three principal 
characteristics can be brought into relief:

 - to accept something when it can be accepted after considering 
every respect; knowing what one wishes; being aware of the limit 
of possibility in many things;

 - to have a right determination in one’s own path of life and 
to make anyone feel that reason is constantly held on, truth is 
certainly observed;

 - sense of decency and practice of just middle path; according 
to the Constitution of 1947, the first one for khmer people, 
Theravåda Buddhist practice had been recognized as one of the 
components of kingdom, i.e. “Nation, religion, king”183. 

183  Even a little part of khmer proverbs teaches useful advices for life. Before the middle 
till the end of the last century, khmer society took a sinking way. At each period, administra-
tion adopted measures to untie the knots of problems. It would have brought a solution which, 
in turn, become another problem. Like any measure, there had been a right side and a bad side. 
This latter changed into gangrene and it destroyed from the inner part of society.

1st principal aspect. In khmer Theravåda Buddhist religious practices, colonial power 
sought any means to reduce the silent resistance of Buddhism. The Quarrel between the 
Modernist and the Traditionalist monks became a permanent tackling attempt. Consequent-
ly, historical heritage of khmer Buddhism was lessened. The new way was å~åcakr(a) and 
buddhacakr(a) propounded by political power. In practical meaning, political power and ad-
ministration took care of all components of existence. Buddhist monks had nothing to say, 
even reflection on the conditions and methods of government was forbidden. Buddhist monks 
must have devoted entirely to Nirvåna and taught lay people how to do for obtaining the last 
goal after death. A khmer king would have been told in that way by colonial administrators 
having bookish knowledge on Buddhism. The king obeyed as he had other fish to fry, (prob-
lems of women in the harem, financial expenses, his besetting sins, i.e. alcohol, opium and 
sexual intercourses).

2nd principal aspect. khmer population had an opportunity to learn how to be trained by 
democracy, according to the Constitution of May 1947 (which had taken the French Constitu-
tion of the 4th republic as the pattern). Narottam’s royal lineage with young king S⁄hanu (Sih-
anouk) did not accept it at all. At the very starting of democracy, two great political leaders 
had been assassinated. (The monk haem C⁄ev, a spiritual khmer guide had been imprisoned 
and beaten till death at Koª tra¬åc). 

3rd principal aspect. Geneva Conference from April 26th 1954 to July 21st, it had insured 
Independence of Cambodia. On wednesday March 2nd 1955, king Sihanouk abdicated the 
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*** Language, Expression, sinking into the mire 

The language and expression are direct, clear and natural. They 
bring out the simple idea reinforced by consistent wit and powerful 
sense. The spirit of a proverb does not need an analysis. In many 
times, the expressions are incisive and sparkling. All of these 
compact characteristics are clung to realistic aspects of existence. 

The language and expression have engraved for ever what it 
is khmer through niceties and “smelling emanation” suggested 
by the words and the end of a sentence. They are endowed 
with another virtue which offers a strong resistance facing the 
destroyers. These latters intended to have khmer language 
distorted and at last disappeared. It may be said that many 
destroying attempts had been flattened themselves against a wall 
made by khmer identity. This reason why sinking into the mire 
could be summed up.184 

throne; he founded the political party known as Sangkum reastr Niyum on March 22nd. At 
Bandung Conference in April 18-24, 1955, Sihanouk met Chou-En Lai, and he began to fol-
low entirely all of Chou-En Lai’s political statement. Before Independence, Sihanouk went by 
French directions and protection. After Independence, communist China became then Siha-
nouk’s protector. One may shudder to think that Sihanouk was going to entrust his kingdom 
to Chinese communism for the future. he carried his point of view as communist Chinese 
power was the saver of the kingdom. All of services of State had to do as did Chinese people. 
he claimed that “the Buddhist socialism” is the foundation of “khmer progress” with the ap-
probation of the urban Buddhism (Chuon Nath and Phul Tes). From 1955 (April) to the end 
of 1969, absurd and whopping lie pervaded through the affairs of State; there was the saloon 
of vanity. Social atmosphere was always disturbed by permanent conflict, by stupid domestic 
quarrels between “Old Palace clan” (Queen kusuma, Sihanouk’s mother) and “Monique 
clan” (led by Sihanouk’s wife) from 1966 to 1969. The whole khmer population had to lie 
at the men of Chinese economic frameworks of Cambodia. The very determinant source of 
quarrels was the crual rivalry between Narottam’s lineage and S⁄suvatth(i)’s lineage, which it 
had been set up by French colonial power. 

4th principal aspect. The three events of March 18th 1970, of April 17th 1975 and of Janu-
ary 1979 were the bad consequences of the policy engaged by khmer political surperstructure 
since the Independence (1953 - 1954). Twenty years after this easy moment, khmer country 
sank into the general massacre.

The winners took all the power, they could have mistaken within a short time. The general 
massacre lasted out more than three years. khmer population had fallen into the criminal trap. 
The trap was operating on behalf of “progress and the triumph of humanity”. The owner of 
trap, the layer of trap and the deliverer were the same, which one can believe. Till nowadays, 
no one feels responsible for more than three millions of departed people. All of khmer politi-
cal leading groups had deviated from the real yearning of population. These groups did not 
take into account the cultural heritage and its spiritual message of their own native land.

184  The destroying attempts may be known through some steps:
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1st step. Since the beginning of 20th cent. A.D., many agents of French colonial power 
looked for some ways  to replace khmer scripture by using Latin scripture. ( Small Christian 
groups in khmer country use a form of “romanization” applied to khmer language). At the 
1st period of Sihanouk’s reign, this “romanization” was authorized by a “law-text” dated 
on August 13th 1943; khmer scripture was forbidden. This act undertook after having 
arrested the monk haem C⁄ev on July 20th 1942. khmer population had refused the colonial 
“romanization”.

2nd step. khmer people born in 20’s and 30’s had received the instruction in schools 
organized by colonial administration. They followed the platform established by the 
Government of French Indochina. They had an elementary knowledge of khmer language as 
they were led by “modern instructions” by lessening cultural heritage. Most of them became 
civil servants for the executive operation closely controlled by French Service.

Just after the end of world war II, these persons began through colonial context to say 
that “khmer language has nothing to be accurate”. They did not know their native language 
properly, and they started to judge and to scorn the language taught by their mother! Some 
of them became high ranked civil servants. They had to make a speech. They looked for a 
man knowing correct khmer language as he had been a Buddhist monk. In many times, I had 
opportunities to talk about khmer language with some of them as this language had been 
used to convey in a large scale the teaching of the Buddha Gotama. what he had left us is still 
very difficult to grasp properly and Theravåda Buddhist monks had succeeded in propagating 
wittingly Buddha’s message in khmer country since the middle of 15th cent. till the present 
time. how superficial these high ranked men were, and  they talked through their hats. 

They created the “Cultural Commission” by which khmer neologism began. It was led by 
the monk Chuon Nath, Chief of Mahånikåya Order. This “Commission” gathered the persons 
having no competency in the field of linguistics. They knew gropingly Indo-khmer heritage 
handed down by Angkorian period. Chuon Nath, to make a new word, saw at first French 
words and was helped by civil assistants. without any background, he invented new words 
by taking awkwardly the elements from påli language. The members of the “Commission” 
aimed at providing khmer words for khmer people, but they had done through strange ways. 
what is the action of cultural belonging to khmer society? Before the end of 50’s, there were a 
barbarizing words and speech in khmer language. People were fed up. The khmer neologism 
of 50’s could have destroyed the true structure of khmer language and its niceties (called dik 
†am, in khmer).

3rd step. This step had a portentous sign and the haunty sign forboded a frightful tenet. 
It had been under the heel of the hard communist cell set up by Saloth Sår (i.e. the future 
Pol Pot). he an his close entourage had taken place in the National Institute of Pedagogy. 
Numerous future “professors” must have shared in the leftist idea, so they had no problem of 
training. Among the future “professors”, the activistic members of the communist cell made 
the following ideas propagate:

1°) the personage of råma in the råmakert(i), the khmer version of Vålm⁄ki’s råmåya~a, 
is the model of a weak man. he had gathered many soldiers and made war to take back S⁄tå, 
his wife, from råva~a; he devoted himself to his personal interest like pleasure;

2°) the personage of Prince Vessantara, a famous figure of Buddhist literature, represents 
the perfect businessman who did not hesitate to exchange his wife, his children for his own 
forthcoming Illumination; this is an image of a selfish person created and handed down by the 
feudal system protected by aristocracy and bourgeoisie;

3°) this kind of literature had been originated by the society which maintained firm the 
power of class and did anything to hide the cheating ways. when having instilled into their 
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They knew påli language by routine; they could not appreciate 
rightly the literary works in Båk(ya) Kamraπ kaev style and the 
“high Poetry”. without knowing the elements of Indo-khmer 
culture conveyed by Sanskrit and Old khmer, they worked in 
dilettante fashion. 

Till the present time, one can be hopeful that it would be 
very difficult to destroy khmer language with its niceties well-
represented by the proverbs. One must be confident that any 
attempt to have Sanskrit contribution in khmer language lessened 
will be doomed to failure. khmer and Sanskrit languages have 
for ever a deep-rooted heritage. The proverbs, reinforced by 
traditional songs, can be considered as a fortress built by a popular 
feeling which is obviously clung to khmer historical culture and 
its natural evolution.

minds the artificial swaying power, khmer people will soon be getting ready for the final 
victory. They will be still hopeful about something to assuage their griefs. Avoiding the 
blighted hopes, the “red Orient” will make them take heart. 

These queer ideas had been developed rapidly as they wanted to get rid of Sanskrit 
and påli elements in khmer language. On September 9th 1967, the National Committee 
of khmerization had been set up under the influence of Saloth Sår’s cell. Many leaders of 
executive commissions were under the severity of the 3 points above indicated. (Saloth Sår 
and Ieng Sary left Phnom Penh since May 1963 in secret, of course. The two sisters, khieu 
Thirith and khieu Ponnary, wifes of both of them, fled from Phnom Penh since September 
1965; they were believed to join their husbands, cf. Long Tbol, Kambuja, an annotated 
chronology of Events from the French Protectorate: 1863-1953 to the second Kingdom: 
1993, researched and compiled by Former student Archaeology Faculty (P. Penh). Anthro. 
(Otago-Nz), p. 169, 184, (un-published)). 

The råmakert(i), khmer version of Vålm⁄ki‘s råmåya~a and the khmer text of 
Vessantarajåtaka are the strong supporters of khmer literature. They went on their ideology 
like the men wearing blinkers. The poor and unsteady results were immediately taught in 
class-rooms anywhere in the country since the beginning of the term 1967-68 (for 1st year of 
secondary level). After a moment, the parents of pupils had seen the methods of obscurantism.  
Cf. San Sarin, challenging Indo-Khmer culture or sanskrit Influence On actual Khmer 
Language, paper offered at the world Sanskrit Conference organized by the Government of 
India, 5-9 April 2001, New Delhi.

Cf. Proceedings of World sanskrit conference, vol. IV, edited by Prof. Vachaspati 
Upadhyaya, Shri Lal Bahadur Shastri rashtriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha, Delhi, 2007 A.D., pp. 
349-355.
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På~ini‘s s¨tra Quoted in text and in Foot-notes

På~.V. 3.26, Proverb n. 1 (about thå);
På~.VI. 1.78, f.note 25; f.note 90;
På~.VII. 3.84, f.note 26; f.note 90;
På~.III. 1.68, f.note 27; f.note 90;

På~.VII. 2.114, f.note 28; f.note 96;
På~.I. 1.1, f.note 28;
På~.VI. 4.1, f.note 29; f.note 90;
På~.VIII. 1.6, f.note 74;

På~.III. 2.123, f.note 90;
På~.III. 4.78, f.note 90;
På~.III. 4.113, f.note 90;
På~.III. 4.114, f.note 90;

På~.I. 1.52, f.note 96;
På~.VI. 1.159, f.note 96;
På~.VII. 2.115, f.note 96;
På~.VI. 1.45, f.note 125;

På~.III. 2.126, f.note 126;
På~.III. 2.127, f.note 126;
På~.III. 3.94, f.note 127;
På~.VIII. 3.23, f.note 135;

På~.VIII. 3.24, f.note 135;
På~.I. 1.2, f.note 155;
På~.VII. 2.13, f.note 155.
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Numbering of proverbs.

(AAA) Tr⁄ kråñ’ chπåñ’ ⁄ jåπ tr⁄…;

1. kuµ oy j⁄oe megh...;
1* kuµ duk citt megh…;
2. S¨v slåp’ på kuµ oy slåp’ me…;
3. radeª påk’ min git…;
4. Mnau 2 dau yak skar…;
5. Chkae khåµ oy rak mcås’…;
6. Caµ~⁄ croen mukh croen biså...;
7. Go l⁄oen sik ka…;
8. Pråjñ åπ pråjñå…;
8* ------id. ------…. pramik an baeπ;
9. Cås’ åπ slåp’;
9* kmeπ åπ yaµ….;
10 Anak yoeπ gan’ groª tåm rås⁄…;
10* --------------- id --------------- cau kram kt⁄…;
10** --------------id ---------------  cau kram kåt’ k†⁄ dau tåm 

båk(ya);
11. koet jå janlen min khboem †⁄…;

(BBB) manuss niπ pråk’…; (N.B. right spelling åc(ama) 
instead of ac(ama)).

12.koet jå kraboe min laen ak kruos…;
13. Go ge min uot…;
14. Ciñcim manuss oy moel citt…;
15. Niyåy k†⁄ oy moel måtrå...;
15* --------- id ---------------…… niyåy chgaπ oy moel khamå;
16. Manuss khlåµπ duk jå rapaµπ….; 
16* ------------------ id -------------……. manuss phsaª duk jå 

rapåπ;
17. Phlae tra¬åc gaπ’ mån pa~†¨l….;
17* Tra¬åc gaπ’ mån pa~†¨l....;
18. Im jaπ ⁄em…;
18* ------- id -------- s⁄ cek khc⁄ jå jåπ….;
19. Niyåy yap’ pradap’ brai…;
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20. Ghlån kuµ ål s⁄;
21. †ek yap’ ku niyåy niπ sr⁄;
21* ∏uy kuµµ †ek…;
22. Pan’ braª dau sabaª e påyåp…;
23. Paµ~åc’ niπ påp oy ch-åp måt’;
24. kuµ rå mukh †iπ…;
25. Sla oy såp aπguy oy dåp…;
26. Dhvoe srae oy moel smau…;
27. B¨j go jralaeπ….
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